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INTRODUCTION 

Many existing customers run Hadoop clusters to handle their big data workloads. These clusters require 

continual monitoring to ensure good performance, and maintenance to keep them patched and running 

safely. Running services in the cloud can alleviate many of these tasks, effe ctively offloading responsibility to 

the third party hosting the services. Azure HDInsight provides one such set of services for running big data 

workloads.  

The purpose of this guide is to describe how to migrate your workloads to HDInsight and optimize your 

solution to take full advantage of the services provided by Azure. 

APPROACH TAKEN IN THIS GUIDE  

This guide recognizes that Hadoop provides an extensive ecosystem of services and frameworks. This guide is 

not intended to be a definitive document that describes these services in detail, or how they are implemented 

in HDInsight. Rather, this guide focuses on specific guidance and considerations you can follow to help move 

your existing workloads to HDInsight. In most cases, it is anticipated that your original source is a cluster (or set 

of clusters) running in an on-premises datacenter. However, much of this guidance is also applicable if you are 

already using an existing cloud-based big data solution and wish to move to HDInsight. 

The practical elements of this guide are broken down by workload type (MapReduce, Spark, ETL and so on). 

The aim is to enable you to find the guidance specific to your workloads. However, some aspects, such as 

planning, cluster creation, security, maintenance, and monitoring are independent of the workload type, so 

these topics are covered separately. 

STRUCTURE OF THIS GUIDE  

The first two sections of this guide, Why Migrate your on-premises big data workloads to Azure?, and 

Overview of Azure HDInsight, contain material that describes why you might consider migrating your on-

premises workloads to HDInsight in the first place. If you are already familiar with Azure and HDInsight, you 

can skip over these sections. 

Approaches to migration discusses the strategies you should consider when determining the best way to 

migrate your workloads to HDInsight. 

Build an HDInsight cluster covers topics such as capacity planning and resource selection, to ensure that you 

create clusters that will meet operational requirements. This section also describes how to create a cluster and 

verify that it is running as expected. 

Customize an HDInsight cluster describes how to install third-party applications and services in a cluster and 

use script actions to tailor a cluster. 

After you’ve created a cluster, you can turn your attention to migrating existing data to the cluster. The section 

Migrate data to HDInsight discusses the tools you use to move data from on-premises HDFS storage to cluster 

storage in HDInsight. This section also covers data migration from other big data solutions. 

The sections that follow cover migrating specific types of workloads, starting with MapReduce, Hive, and Spark 

(including general guidelines on porting Storm workloads to Spark streaming),  continuing with Kafka, HBase 

and Pig, and Oozie. Each of these sections includes guidance on tuning, to help ensure good performance. 

The section Monitor and maintain an HDInsight cluster covers the tools you can use to verify and maintain an 

HDInsight cluster. 

Design security on HDInsight goes into detail on how to protect your data and workloads running in HDInsight.  
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WHY MIGRATE ON-PREMISES BIG DATA WORKLOADS TO AZURE? 

There are many reasons why you might consider migrating your existing on-premises workloads to HDInsight. 

The diagram below illustrates some of the most common triggers experienced by customers.  

 

 

• Cost of ownership. Running a cluster of computers in an on-premises datacenter requires a considerable 

administration effort, as well as consuming significant capital expenditure on hardware. Day-to-day 

running costs involved in maintaining a cool and stable environment for high-powered computing 

resources can also be a significant factor.  

• Uncertainty in on-premises ecosystem. In the past few years, Hadoop on Cloud has significantly helped 

shape the on-premises Hadoop ecosystem. Mergers, bankruptcies and license expirations have caused a 

sense of tremendous uncertainty amongst customers on the viability of continuing with their on-premises 

offerings.  

• Performance and autoscaling. An on-premises system is a static one-size-fits-all solution. Scaling is a time-

consuming, manual operation that involves a complex array of tasks. It’s not easy to add resources to a 

live on-premises cluster. 

• Better VM types. Your on-premises solution might be restricted by the level of hardware available to 

support the virtual machines necessary to host evolving workloads.  

• HA/DR. High availability and disaster recovery is a major headache for many on-premises systems, 

requiring that you have built-in redundancy, and well-rehearsed plans for restoring full functionality. 

• Compliance. In a large-scale commercial system, you may be legally liable for maintaining the appropriate 

records and audit trails, and ensuring security. 

• Application innovation delivering applications faster. The inherent fragility of a large-scale on-premises, 

monolithic system can lead to an if it isn’t broken, don’t fix it mentality in the organization. While this 

approach may be laudable in some cases, it stifles innovation and willingness to take advantage of new 

technology, leaving your competitors with a technical advantage. 

• End of support. Your existing system might be running on end-of-life software that is no longer supported. 

To ensure stability, you will be required to transition to a newer release.  

The following sections examine how to address these concerns by migrating your clusters to HDInsight on 

Azure. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND HARDWARE  

When using Azure, you are no longer required to maintain the hardware or manage the infrastructure. All 

services are patched and kept up to date. You can use replication with automated failover to ensure 

availability and business continuity; you no longer need to be concerned about hardware or network failure. 

All of these features help to reduce the total cost of ownership of your systems. 

Note: Microsoft provides a Total Cost of Ownership calculator that you can use to estimate savings when 

migrating your on-premises systems to Azure. 

SUPPORT INDEPENDENT WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS  

Common concerns when running clusters on-premises are optimization and fragility. Different workloads with 

varying requirements may need to share the same cluster. The need to balance the resources necessary to 

meet these requirements can lead to compromises that ensure no single workload runs fully optimized. 

Coexisting workloads might have been originally implemented based on a mixture of versions of the libraries 

and services available in the Hadoop ecosystem. Dependencies such as these can cause brittleness when trying 

to deploy and run these workloads in the same cluster, leading to fragility of the overall system. When you 

have hit on a stable cluster configuration, it can become very difficult to upgrade individual workloads without 

impacting the entire system. 

The ability to create and run distinct clusters quickly in Azure allows you to evaluate and test workloads in a 

variety of configurations. You can create clusters tuned for specific workloads, and deaggregate your system, 

rather than having to compromise with a solution that balances different workloads. In turn, this approach 

improves stability; you can upgrade workloads independently without concern for the impact on other 

workloads.  

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/tco/calculator/
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Services such as Azure Data Factory enable you to spin up a cluster as a linked service on-demand to do a 

specific job, and then remove this cluster when processing is complete. 
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SCALABILITY AND ELASTICITY  

A major advantage in migrating to the cloud is the opportunity it provides for elasticity and scaling your 

systems as demand varies. Azure enables you to quickly scale compute resources horizontally. In Hadoop 

terms, you can extend a cluster dynamically with additional nodes, and remove nodes when they are no longer 

required. This degree of resource flexibility means you ensure you have sufficient resources available when 

needed, but you aren’t paying for them when they’re unnecessary.  

FLEXIBLE, RESILIENT, LARGE -SCALE DATA STORAGE 
Azure provides robust, extensible, and resilient data storage through the Azure Storage service and Azure Data 

Lake Store. Azure Storage enables you to store and retrieve structured and nonstructured data such as files 

and blobs. The Azure Storage service also supports disk storage that enables you to store block-structured data 

backed by hard disk drives (HDD) and fast solid-state drives (SSD). Azure Storage supports Active Directory and 

role-based access control (RBAC) for resource management operations and data access operations.  

Azure Data Lake Store implements a hierarchical filesystem that is designed for petabyte scale data. It is ideal 

for big data solutions, such as HDInsight. You can recreate the on-premises HDFS directory structure on Azure 

Data Lake Store. Azure Data Lake Store implements the HDFS and POSIX style access control models. 

All data written to Azure Storage is automatically encrypted using Storage Service Encryption (SSE). The data in 

the Azure Storage account is always replicated to ensure durability and high availability. When you create a 

storage account you can select one of the following replication options:  

• Locally redundant storage (LRS). This option copies your data synchronously three times within a single 

physical location in the region. LRS is the least expensive replication option but isn't recommended for 

applications requiring high availability. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-introduction
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• Zone-redundant storage (ZRS). Zone-redundant storage replicates your Azure Storage data synchronously 

across three Azure availability zones in the region. Each availability zone is a separate physical location 

with independent power, cooling, and networking. This is useful for applications requiring high  availability. 

• Geo-redundant storage (GRS). This option copies your data synchronously three times within a single 

physical location in the region, using LRS. It then copies your data asynchronously to a single physical 

location in a secondary region. This form of replication protects you against regional outages. 

• Read-access geo-redundant storage (RA-GRS). This is an extension of GRS that provides direct read-only 

access to the data in the secondary location. In contrast, the GRS option does not expose the data in the 

secondary location, and it's only used to recover from a failure in the primary location. RA -GRS replication 

enables you to store a read-only copy of the data close to users located in a geographically distant area, 

helping to reduce read latency times. 

Note: HDInsight doesn’t support the GRS and RA-GRS models. The storage account and the cluster must 

always be in the same region; if a storage account failed over to a secondary site, HDInsight would start to 

report storage access failures. 

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

Azure provides integrated monitoring for all Azure services with Azure Monitor. This service monitors your 

cloud and on-premises environments. Azure Monitor collects data generated by resources in your cloud, on-

premises environments, and from other monitoring tools. You use the data to analyze end-to-end 

performance across your solution. 

You can use Azure Monitor to query and monitor performance data for HDInsight clusters. You can query 

individual metrics, and set alerts so you’re notified if any metric falls outside of a defined range.  

The Azure Marketplace includes cluster-specific management solutions for HDInsight. These solutions 

integrate with Azure Monitor but provide additional data and analysis tools. You can use these solutions to 

visualize performance and create dashboards for HDInsight clusters. 

The section Monitor and maintain an HDInsight cluster provides more details on performance monitoring. 

Note: HDInsight also supports Ambari, so you can continue to monitor performance using your existing toolset 

if you prefer. 

UPGRADE AND REARCHITECT WORKLOADS 
Migration provides an opportunity to evaluate your current systems and take steps to upgrade or rearchitect 

your solutions to take advantage of the extensive set of services available in A zure. Integration with Azure 

services such as Azure IoT Hub as an event source, and Cosmos DB as an operational database, allows you to 

implement a complete big data processing system that you can use to capture and analyze existing 

information, and perform predictive analytics to help direct future performance. You can utilize other services 

and the in-built capabilities of Azure to control, protect, and monitor your solution, as illustrated below:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-oms-log-analytics-tutorial
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OVERVIEW OF AZURE HDINSIGHT 

This section provides an introduction to Azure HDInsight. The details and specifics of each service are covered 

in later sections in this guide. 

WHAT IS HDINSIGHT? 
Azure HDInsight is Microsoft’s own customized implementation of Hadoop components and services, 

optimized to run in Azure. HDInsight components have been designed with high availability for critical services 

and provide automatic failover.  

HDInsight 4.0 supports the versions of the Hadoop open-source frameworks listed below. For compatibility, 

older versions of these frameworks are available on HDInsight 3.6. 

Note: HDInsight 3.6 will be retired on June 30, 2021. Where possible, you should migrate to HDInsight 4.0. 

Component HDInsight 4.0 HDInsight 3.6 
Apache Hadoop and 
YARN 

3.1.1 2.7.3 

Apache Tez 0.9.1 0.7.0 
Apache Pig 0.16.0 0.16.0 
Apache Hive 3.1.0 1.2.1 (2.1.0 on ESP Interactive Query) 
Apache Tez Hive2 - 0.8.4 
Apache Ranger 1.1.0 0.7.0 
Apache HBase 2.1.6 1.1.2 
Apache Sqoop 1.4.7 1.4.6 
Apache Oozie 4.3.1 4.2.0 
Apache Zookeeper 3.4.6 3.4.6 
Apache Storm - 1.1.0 
Apache Mahout - 0.9.0+ 
Apache Phoenix 5 4.7.0 
Apache Spark 2.4.4 2.3.2, 2.2.0, 2.1.0 
Apache Livy 0.5 0.4, 0.4, 0.3 
Apache Kafka 2.1.1 1.1 
Apache Ambari 2.7.0 2.6.0 
Apache Zeppelin 0.8.0 0.7.3 
Mono 4.2.1 4.2.1 

 

CLUSTER TYPES PROVIDED BY HDINSIGHT 

HDInsight creates clusters that are specialized and tuned for specific categories of workloads. You specify the 

type of cluster to create. Currently, the available cluster types are:  

• Hadoop, for performing MapReduce jobs, batch processing, and Hive workloads. 

Note: In HDInsight 4.0, MapReduce has been replaced with Tez. 

• Spark, for running jobs that process data in-memory. 

• HBase, for storing and querying large amounts of data (NoSQL). 

• Storm, for performing large-scale stream processing. 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-high-availability-components
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Note: Storm is deprecated in HDInsight 4.0. If you have existing Storm applications, consider rewriting 

them to use Spark Streaming or Azure Stream Analytics. 

• Interactive Query, for running Hive queries (SQL). 

• Kafka, for building streaming data pipelines and applications. 

• ML (Machine Learning) Services, for building and running analytics models using R. 

Note: ML Services are deprecated in HDInsight 4.0. 

All clusters enable you to use Java, Ruby, Python, Go, and .NET SDKs to submit and run jobs. Other languages 

such as Scala, Pig Latin and HiveQL are provided for creating workloads, as appropriate to the type of cluster. 

HDInsight also supports a number of common third-party applications available in the Azure Marketplace. The 

section Install custom and third-party applications discusses this topic further. 

HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE OF HDINSIGHT 

An HDInsight cluster comprises a set of virtual machines, each acting as a separate node. Each virtual machine 

runs Ubuntu Linux. The machines are connected using a secure virtual network and are protected from the  

internet by using Azure Network Security Groups. All external access has to pass through the HDInsight Service 

Gateway. This gateway provides controlled access to authenticated ssh users only. 

A basic HDInsight cluster contains at least two head nodes, and a variable number of worker nodes. The head 

nodes both run the services that control the other elements in the cluster. These services include the name 

service, the Hadoop job tracker, the Hive metastore service, the History service, and so on. The worker nodes 

provide the pool of compute resource. Work is distributed across the worker nodes. If a worker node fails, the 

work being done by that node can be rescheduled to execute on a different node while it recovers.  

The head nodes are critical to the functioning of the service. HDInsight creates two head nodes to remove a 

single point of failure, and to improve availability and reliability should one head node fail. You can add further 

head nodes if necessary. Note that many services can function on two head nodes simultaneously, while 

others, such as HDFS and YARN, need only be active on a single head node at a time, the remaining head nodes 

acting as a standby. If the head node on which these services are running fails, the services on one of the 

standby nodes will be activated and take over. 

If you create an HBase cluster, the cluster contains Region nodes (data nodes) rather than workers. Each 

Region node manages a portion of the data in the HBase database. 

A Kafka cluster contains Broker nodes acting as workers that do the processing. The broker nodes are 

connected to Azure Managed Disks. Each disk provides high durability, with up to 99.99% availability. The disks 

are standard S30 managed disks; 1 TB of storage, up to 500 IOPS, and a throughput of up to 60  MB/ps.  

An HDInsight cluster can also contain three zookeeper nodes, depending on the type of cluster. These nodes 

are used to coordinate tasks between the various worker nodes and monitor the health of the head nodes. If a 

head node fails, the zookeeper nodes handle the failover to a working head node. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-machines/managed-disks-overview
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You can customize an HDInsight cluster by using Script Actions. You use a script action to install additional 

components and customize the services in the cluster. For example, you could use a script action to download 

extra Hive libraries, install Hue, or set up additional storage accounts. Script actions can be invoked when the 

cluster is created, or when the cluster is operational and running. 

HDINSIGHT SECURITY  
HDInsight offers the Enterprise Security Package (ESP) as an option for protecting your clusters and data. ESP 

focuses on six aspects of security: perimeter security, authentication, authorization, auditing, encryption, and 

compliance. The section Design security on HDInsight discusses the ESP in more detail. 

Perimeter security is concerned with configuring the VNet hosting the cluster to ensure that only traffic from 

permitted sources can gain access. 

HDInsight supports multiuser authentication through integration with Azure Active Directory Domain Services 

(Azure AD DS). You can connect an HDInsight cluster with an Azure Active Directory domain and specify which 

employees in an organization can authenticate through that domain to the cluster. 

Role-based access control (RBAC) enables an administrator to define the authorization policies for the various 

Hadoop services in the cluster. You can associate permissions with Active Directory roles inside an 

organization, to ensure that users only access the resources needed to do their work. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-customize-cluster-linux
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HDInsight supports auditing to track unauthorized or unintentional attempts to access a cluster. The audit 

records generated by Apache Ranger and Ambari are queried using Azure Monitor.  

Azure Storage and Azure Data Lake Storage can encrypt data at rest. HDInsight operates seamlessly with 

encrypted storage accounts. An HDInsight cluster is configured to support TLS to protect data in-flight. 

Azure compliance offerings are based on various types of assurances, including formal certifications.  For 

HDInsight compliance information, see the Microsoft Trust Center and the document Overview of Microsoft 

Azure compliance. 

HDINSIGHT MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE  
By default, the VNet in which the nodes reside blocks external access to the nodes. You’re provided with SSH 

access to the head and edge nodes, through the HDInsight service gateway, as the sshuser user. You specify a 

password, or provide a certificate, for this user when you create the cluster.  

When connected to a head or edge node, you can run jobs using the hadoop and yarn commands, manage 

hdfs files and folders, use beeline to run hive queries, and do any other operations that you would typically 

execute from the command line to run and manage workloads. 

Note: You should use Azure tools such as PowerShell, the Azure CLI, the AzCopy utility , and Azure Data Factory 

to upload and download files to cluster storage rather than connecting through a node. 

From the head or edge nodes, you use SSH to access the worker nodes when required. The sshuser has full 

administrative access over all machines in the cluster.  

Tip: As a best practice, create an edge node for monitoring a cluster. Using a head node will impact the 

performance of the cluster. 

Administrators can use Ambari to manage and monitor the cluster as well as Azure Monitoring, as described in 

the section Monitor and maintain an HDInsight cluster. You provide the credentials for an Ambari 

administrator when you create the cluster. The Ambari portal enables you to create additional users and 

groups. Users can be given administrative rights if necessary. 

AZURE STORAGE OPTIONS FOR HDINSIGHT  

Like Spark, Hive, HBase, and many other services in the Hadoop ecosystem, HDInsight stores data using Azure 

Storage. However, unlike other common implementations of Hadoop, the data storage is independent of the 

cluster. The lifetime of cluster storage is independent of any single cluster. Several HDInsight clusters can share 

the same storage, enabling them to access the same data. 

When you create a new HDInsight cluster, you can set up new storage at the same time, or you can use 

preexisting storage. 

Azure gives you three storage options for implementing cluster storage: 

• Azure Blob Storage. This option uses a blob storage container in an Azure Storage account. Each file is 

stored as a block blob. The blobs in the container are organized as a hierarchical file structure, along the 

same lines as HDFS. However, unless you enable hierarchical system support, you have to upload data as 

blobs: you can’t manually create files and folders. The image below shows the contents of a container 

created for a Spark cluster, displayed in the Azure portal. 

https://www.microsoft.com/trust-center
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-linux-use-ssh-unix
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-linux-use-ssh-unix
https://docs.microsoft.com/rest/api/storageservices/understanding-block-blobs--append-blobs--and-page-blobs#about-block-blobs
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Azure Blob Storage supports LRS, GRS, RA-GRS, and ZRS replication. Azure Blob Storage has a limited 

capacity. Basic security is based on Azure-managed shared access signatures and account keys, but the 

recommended approach is to use Azure Active Directory to authenticate users and utilize role-based 

access control. 

Note: Microsoft does not support sharing Azure Blob Storage between online HDInsight clusters. If you 

need to share data, use Data Lake Storage (Gen 1) or Data Lake Storage (Gen 2). 

• Data Lake Storage (Gen 1). Data Lake Storage stores files as block blobs (like Azure Storage). Internally 

Data Lake Storage is optimized for running high throughput, parallel big data analytics workloads (Azure 

Storage is intended more for general purpose workloads). Unlike Azure Storage, Data Lake Storage is 

designed to be an enterprise-wide hyperscale repository. It has unlimited size and can store any number 

of files. Data Lake Storage supports Azure Active Directory Identities for authentication. When you create 

a cluster based on Data Lake Storage, Azure creates a service principal that represents the cluster. The 

cluster is configured to use this identity to access the store. For performance and integrity reasons, Data 

Lake Storage only supports LRS replication.  

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 1) provides locally redundant storage (LRS) only. It is recommended practice 

to copy the critical data to another Data Lake Store account in a different region with a frequency aligned 

to the needs of your disaster recovery plan. There are a variety of methods to copy data, including the 

ADLCopy tool, Azure PowerShell, or Azure Data Factory. It is also recommended that you enforce access 

policies for the Data Lake Store account to prevent accidental deletion. 

• Data Lake Storage (Gen 2). This is an updated version of Data Lake Storage (Gen 1) that combines many of 

the features of Azure Storage and Data Lake Storage (Gen 1). If you enable hierarchical filesystem support, 

it implements an infinite capacity filesystem that enables filesystem semantics, directory, and file level 

security, and scales with the high availability/disaster recovery capabilities from Azure Blob Storage. 

Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) supports LRS, ZRS, GRS, and RA-GRS replication. However, HDInsight only 

supports the LRS and ZRS options. ZRS is recommended. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/azure-subscription-service-limits#storage-limits
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/azure-subscription-service-limits#storage-limits
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The article Compare storage options for use with Azure HDInsight clusters summarizes the different storage 

options available. 

Notes: Use Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) in preference to Data Lake Storage (Gen 1). Only use Data Lake Storage 

(Gen 1) if you have existing data in this type of storage. Even then, you should consider migrating your storage 

to Data Lake Storage (Gen 2). 

If you’re creating an HBase cluster, consider creating a Premium BlockBlobStorage account rather than Data 

Lake Storage (Gen 2). This type of storage is more suited to reading HFiles used by HBase. The HFile structure is 

block-oriented. 

When you delete an HDInsight cluster, the storage accounts and data are left intact. If you no longer need 

them, you must remove them separately. 

ACCESS AZURE ADDITIONAL STORAGE AND STORAGE EXTERNAL TO AN 

HDINSIGHT CLUSTER 

HDInsight enables you to extend the primary storage for a cluster by adding further storage accounts and Data 

Lake stores. Primary storage will be used for holding the cluster filesystem, and the underlying data for tables. 

Additional storage accounts aren’t part of the cluster filesystem, but the cluster has full access to containers in 

these accounts. Don’t extend an HDInsight cluster with storage in different regions; this is not  supported. 

Services that run using HDInsight read and write the data held in the primary Azure Storage account associated 

with an HDInsight cluster using HDFS utilities and commands. Services can access additional storage that is 

attached to your cluster through a well-defined URI scheme that enables you to identify the storage account, 

and specify the names of files and folders. You can also read from external storage accounts that are not 

attached to the HDInsight cluster. This approach enables you to share data managed by other clusters, or data 

that might not be part of another cluster at all.  

Note: An HDInsight cluster has full read/write access to additional storage that is attached to a cluster. The 

cluster has read-only access to external storage that isn’t part of the cluster.  

 

The URI format is: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-compare-storage-options
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-migrate-gen1-to-gen2
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-migrate-gen1-to-gen2
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driver://endpoint/container/path/filename 

 

Each type of storage (Blob, Data Lake Gen 1, and Data Lake Gen 2) has a different driver for external data 

access. Blob Storage uses the Windows Azure Storage Blob driver (WASB), Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 1) has 

the Azure Data Lake (ADL) driver, and Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) provides the Azure Blob Filesystem 

(ABFS) driver. 

Note: To access storage over an SSL connection, use the WASBS, ADLS, or ABFSS drivers. 

The endpoint specifies the name of the storage account as an Azure URL. For Blob Storage, the endpoint has 

the following format: 

<container>@<account>.blob.core.windows.net 

 

In this address, <account> is the name of the storage account, and <container> is the name of the blob 

container in the account that holds the cluster filesystem.  

For a Data Lake Storage Gen 1 and Gen 2 account, the endpoint has this format:  

<filesystem>@<account>.dfs.core.windows.net 

 

The <filesystem> element is the name of the container holding the filesystem in the Data Lake Storage 

account, and <name> is the name of the storage account. The following examples show how to address a Blob 

Storage account and a Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) account:  

# Blob storage 

WASB://myblobcontainer@myblobaccount.blob.core.windows.net/path/filename  

 

# Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) 

ABFS://myblobcontainer@myblobaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/path/filename 

 

OPERATIONAL DATASTORE AND M ETASTORE STORAGE OPTIONS FOR HDINSIGHT  

By default, HDInsight creates its own stores for recording the operational data and metadata required by its 

services. These stores are created using an instance of Azure SQL Database, configured for low throughput. 

This instance of Azure SQL Database is included in the hourly price of your cluster. The data is private to the 

HDInsight cluster that created them and cannot be shared with other clusters. The default storage 

configuration is intended to support simple workloads only. When the cluster is deleted, the store is also 

removed, and the data is lost. 

HDInsight provides the option of storing the operational data for Ambari, and the metadata for Hive, Ranger 

and Oozie using your own custom instances of Azure SQL Database instead. Data in the database is 

independent of the cluster. You can share the metadata stores for Spark, Hive, and Ranger between clusters. 

You can create a separate database instance for each service. This option offers higher performance, and the 

metadata is not lost when a cluster is removed. 

Note: Microsoft recommends that you create separate, independent metastores for each service. You can’t 

share an Ambari database between clusters.  

If you use your own databases for the operational data and metadata, you should create the m in the same 

region as your clusters. This will help to minimize latency and reduce network egress costs. Clusters sharing the 

same metastore should run using the same version of HDInsight. Services such as Hive use different schemas in 

different versions of HDInsight and cannot share metadata. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-use-external-metadata-stores
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You specify a custom metastore when you create a cluster. You cannot add a custom metastore when the 

cluster is running. 

SCALABILITY IN HDINSIGHT 
HDInsight is elastically scalable. You can scale out by adding worker nodes to a cluster, and scale back in by 

removing nodes. You can perform scaling manually, or arrange for it to happen automatically, based on 

resource utilization and/or a specific schedule. Scaling based on resource utilization is reactive, using metrics 

such as the CPU load and memory availability to determine when to scale. It can take a few minutes to add 

further nodes to a cluster. If you know in advance that the workload is going to increase, scheduled scaling 

enables you to ensure that the resources are immediately available when required. 

You can easily configure autoscaling using the Azure portal:  

 

Similarly, you can monitor scaling history, also with the Azure portal:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-scaling-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-autoscale-clusters
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-autoscale-clusters
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Note: It is good practice to start with smaller clusters, and scale up and down as per the processing needs. If 

you are running a Kafka cluster, you should rebalance the partitions after scaling. 

DEVELOPER SUPPORT FOR HDINSIGHT  

C#  SUPPORT 

HDInsight supports C# as a development language, alongside Java, Python and Go. The virtual machines 

hosting the nodes inside an HDInsight cluster use Mono to run .NET Framework applications. For example, if 

you are creating a Map/Reduce system, you can implement the mapper and reducer functions as 

separate .NET Framework console applications, and run them from YARN, in much the same way as you would 

mapper and reducer classes in a Java JAR file. The following command shows an example. The applications 

mapper and reducer are C# programs. 

yarn jar /usr/hdp/current/hadoop-mapreduce-client/hadoop-streaming.jar \ 

    -mapper mapper.exe \ 

    -reducer reducer.exe \ 

    -input ... \ 

    -output ... \ 

    ... 

 

TOOL S FOR VISUAL  STUDIO  

If you are using Visual Studio, you can install Data Lake Tools. These tools are available in the Azure 

Development and Data storage and processing workloads when you configure Visual Studio. Data Lake Tools 

for Visual Studio enable you to: 

• Connect to an existing HDInsight cluster using Server Explorer. 

• Explore the resources in a cluster, including the blobs stored in the A zure Storage attached to the cluster. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-scaling-best-practices
https://www.mono-project.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-visual-studio-tools-get-started
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-visual-studio-tools-get-started
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• Upload, download, and delete blobs in storage attached to the cluster. 

 

• Run interactive Hive queries. 
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• Build and run Hive applications. 

• Monitor the execution of Hive jobs. 

 

• Run Pig scripts. 

Visual Studio also provides a series of templates for building and deploying Apache Storm applications. 
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TOOL S FOR VISUAL  STUDIO CODE 

The Spark & Hive Tools for Visual Studio Code enable you to build and deploy Spark/Hive applications. From 

within Visual Studio Code, you can: 

• Connect to an HDInsight cluster. 

• Run interactive Hive queries. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-for-vscode
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• Submit Hive batch scripts. 

• Run PySpark queries. 

• Submit PySpark batch jobs. 

• Browse Data Lake Gen 2 storage attached to an HDInsight cluster. 

Visual Studio Code also provides: 

• The PySpark interactive environment. Using this environment, you can run PySpark commands from the 

Python shell. 

• Support for Jupyter notebooks. You can connect a notebook to an HDInsight Spark cluster to run PySpark 

and Spark scripts. 

TOOL S FOR INTEL L IJ  
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You can build Spark applications for HDInsight from IntelliJ using the Azure Toolkit for IntelliJ plugin. You can 

use this plugin to: 

• Create a Java or Scala Spark application for HDInsight. 

 

• Connect to an HDInsight cluster. 

 

• Submit a Spark application to an HDInsight cluster and monitor progress. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-intellij-tool-plugin
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TOOL S FOR ECL IPSE 

The Azure Toolkit for Eclipse enables to you create Spark applications for HDInsight from the Eclipse IDE. This 

toolkit provides similar functionality to the toolkit for IntelliJ. You can: 

• Connect to an HDInsight cluster. 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-eclipse-tool-plugin
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• Create a Java or Scala Spark application. 

 

• Submit a Spark application to an HDInsight cluster and monitor progress. 
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APPROACHES TO MIGRATION 

For historical reasons, many on-premises systems are based on a single cluster monolithic architecture, 

perhaps containing dozens or hundreds of nodes. The same workloads run against a single reservoir of data. 

Each workload supports a different use case or operation. The processing resources are  shared across the 

workloads, necessitating compromises in structure and approaches to optimization. The reservoir shared by 

the workloads is a conglomeration of the information derived from the disparate raw data received from a 

variety of sources; much of this data is only applicable to one or two workloads. This approach requires careful 

governance and access control, as all decisions and management effort span the entire cluster and apply to 

every workload. In turn, this approach can lead to brittleness; a decision or policy intended to apply to a single 

workload will likely affect other workloads. Similarly, issues such as sizing and resource planning apply globally 

across every workload, making it difficult to scale. 

 

Migrating to HDInsight gives you the opportunity to review the structure of your current solution. You can 

partition your workloads into separate clusters, each of which can be managed, protected, and scaled 

independently. Clusters can share data where appropriate, and the data lake essentially becomes the hub in a 

hub and spoke model. The key to a successful migration is in understanding how to divide  up your workloads 

into the various spokes. 

 

The underlying architecture of the hub and spoke model is based on a shared data lake and isol ated clusters, 

each dedicated to a specific set of related workloads. Incoming raw data arriving in the Landing Zone can be 

subjected to various extract, load, and transform (ELT) processes to separate the data into its various domains 

and formats. Each cluster instance provides a customizable combination of analytical components in an 
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independently scalable environment. You can enable continuous deployment of applications to each cluster 

through tools such as Azure DevOps. 

 

From a network security perspective, each cluster can run in its own protected subnet. Users can be 

authenticated and authorized on a per-cluster basis, and NSG rules can block requests from unexpected 

sources. You can protect the shared metastores and data lake using VNet service endpoints. This architecture 

is described in more detail in the section Design security on HDInsight. 

THE MIGRATION TEAM 
Most enterprise migrations will involve a project team. The team members provide specific skills asso ciated 

with managing, designing, and implementing the project. A team should comprise one or more members with 

the roles and skills outlined below: 

• Project leader. The project leader controls the direction of the project and liaises with the stakeholders. 

The project leader must have sufficient technical experience to understand the technology and make 

technical decisions. 

• Azure infrastructure engineer. The infrastructure engineer must understand how to design and provision 

components in Azure, and how to connect them together efficiently. This team member should have 

experience in scripting and templating Azure deployments. 

• Big data engineer. The big data engineer must have experience with the Hadoop ecosystem, and be 

familiar with the system being migrated. 

• Security engineer. The security engineer must have a thorough grounding in the security capabilities of 

Azure, and the security requirements of the organization. 

• Developer. Developers must be familiar with the tools, languages, and programming techniques necessary 

to implement big data applications that run under Hadoop. 

• Performance and test engineer. The performance and test engineer should be familiar with testing and 

analyzing the performance of systems running in Azure. 
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THE MIGRATION PROCESS 

The purpose of migration is to transfer your existing systems and workloads to HDInsight. As far as possible, 

users shouldn’t observe any differences in functionality after the migration effort has completed, although 

performance should be improved. 

In many situations, you might need to migrate an active system that is critical to your business operations. In 

these cases, it is infeasible to shut down the existing system and ask users to wait for the new system to 

appear. Instead, you will likely run the existing system and new system in parallel while you migrate the data, 

and then cut over to the new system when migration is complete. You’ll need to keep both systems 

synchronized to prevent loss of data. This requires careful planning. 

Migration should be a controlled formalized process that enables you to establish clear goals, a pathway to 

migrate your systems, and a means of falling back quickly if migration fails.  

As an example, a typical migration project consists of the phases illustrated in the diagram below. The sections 

that follow describe these phases in more detail:  

 

To assist in the migration process, Microsoft launched the HDInsight migration accelerator program. The 

purpose of this program is to work with Microsoft engineering to reduce risk, and move from the initial 

assessment to the live system in an accelerated timeline of between 12 and 17 weeks:  
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EXAMINE THE EXISTING SYSTEM 

You should perform a survey of the infrastructure, services, and software you are currently u sing to run your 

existing system. This survey can take many forms, but it usually involves a checklist or questionnaire. The 

following table shows an example: 

Topic Question Example Answer 

 
Infrastructure 

Number of production clusters  Number( 2 HDP and 2 HDF)  4 

Cluster size (node count) Number 215 

Autoscalable Yes/No (only applies for 
cloud)  

No 

Data size (after compression and 
replication)  

GB <=  3 PB 

Name node cores/Vcores and 

memory  

Number of name nodes 

with description (if cloud- 
based, provide VM SKU) 

8 Name Nodes and 16 

Cores and 125.90 GB 
(West)  
 
5 Name Nodes and 16 

Cores and 125.90 GB 
(South) 

Data node cores/Vcores and memory  Number of data nodes with 
description(if cloud-based, 
provide VM SKU) 

100 DNs (West) and 115 
DNs (South)  
 

32 Cores and 251.90 GB 

Edge node cores/Vcores and memory  Number of edge nodes with 
description(if cloud-based, 
provide VM SKU) 

4 Edge Nodes and 16 Cores 
and 125.90 GB (West) 
 
5 Edge Nodes and 16 Cores 

and 125.90 GB (South) 

Server type/s (make and vendor)   Description Linux (centos 7.7.1908) and 
Microsoft Azure  

Virtualized (Yes/No)  Yes/No Yes 

Network connectivity  Brief paragraph  This is a cloud-platform 
infrastructure viz set-up on 
Microsoft Azure 
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Datacenter location Ex: Country, State and City 
(if cloud-based, provide 
Region/s)   

US East, US West 

On-premises integration points  Ex: Teradata, SQL Server, 
HANA and more  

SAP, Teradata, SQL Server, 
Mysql, PowerBI, SAS 

(others need to be 
confirmed by Operations 
Team) 

 
Distribution 

   

Distribution vendor  Name (if cloud-based, 
provide name of service) 

HDP 

Distribution version  Version number 2.6.5 

Replication factor  Number 3 

Data storage format/s Ex: ORC, Parquet, Avro and 

more  

ORC, Sequence 

Data compression format/s  Ex: Snappy, Bzip2, LZO and 

more 

Snappy, LZO (can be 

confirmed further by Dev 
Area) 

Running OSS frameworks and 
versions  

Comma separated list such 
as Spark 2.4.3, HBase 3.0 

Linux (centos 7.7.1908) 

Linux version  Name, version and patch 
level 

Linux, 7.7.1908 

Non Hadoop framework OSS 

applications 

Ex: Presto, Phoenix, 

Zeppelin, Jupyter and more 

Zeppelin 

Metadata database types with names  Ex: Hive: Oracle, Ranger: 
MySQL, Ozzie: SQL Server, 
Atlas, Solr  

Mysql for Metadata 

    

Data Format Ingestion  Data format type (CSV, ORC 
and more) 

Database or file-based 

During transformation  Data Format type (CSV, 

ORC and more 

ORC, Sequence 

Final state  Data Format type (CSV, 
ORC and more) 

HDFS/Hive tables 

 
Administration 

   

System upgrade strategy  Brief paragraph  Maintenance Window is 
scheduled for both South 
and West Monthly to push 

improved changes 

Application upgrade strategy  Brief paragraph  This is planned after proper 
planning and testing 

Description of Dev and QA 
landscapes  

Brief paragraph  West is currently used for 
Dev and QA Work 

Current target SLA Any timescale  P1 P2 Ingestions: 5am to 
7am 

 
Security 

   

User authentication strategy  Describe how users 
authenticate into the 

system(Kerberos/ 
Maprlogin and more )   

Kerberos, Knox, Ranger 

User authorization strategy  Describe how data access 
authorizations are 
managed 

Ex: Ranger, Sentry, ACL, 
ACE   

Ranger 
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Perimeter security  Describe how cluster is 
protected from the internet 

Kerberos, LDAP 
authentication and 
privileged elevation for 
exceptional access 

Data-on-wire encryption type  Ex: SSL/TLS and more  SSL 

Data-at-rest encryption  Ex: AES256/XTS, BYOK and 

more  

AES256 

Key/certificate rotation policy Brief description  24 hours 

Secret management policy  Brief description  NA 
 

High Availability/ 
Disaster 
Recovery  

   

Current target availability SLA and 

how it is measured 

Brief description Description 

Current and target RPO * GB  GB 

Current and target RTO * Hours/year Year 

Explain DR and failback strategy Brief description  Description 
 

Monitoring  
   

Mean Time To Detect (MTTD)  Minutes Ex: Critical: 5 Min, 

High: 10 Min, Medium: 60 
Min, Low: 180 min 

Critical: 5 Min, High: 10 

Min, Medium: 60 Min 

List of monitoring tools in use (OSS 
and Custom) 

Brief description Description 

 
Growth  

   

Rate of data growth over time  GB/year Year 

Rate of compute growth over time  Node cores and memory 
per year  

Cores 

 

Compliance  
   

Compliance certifications attained 
on-premises 

Ex: HIPPA, FedRamp and 
more 

HIPPA 

Define current governance strategy Brief description description 

 

Workforce 
   

System administrators Number N 

Developers  Number  N 

End users Number N 

 

* RPO is the Recovery Point Objective and RTO is the Recovery Time Objective. 

DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS  

You must understand the requirements of the system you need, such as the workloads that will be run, the 

volumes of data processed, and the frequency at which jobs are done. Again, you can use a questionnaire such 

as that shown in the table below: 

Topic Question Example Answer 

 
Usage 

Peak number of concurrent 
users  

Number 350-plus 

Peak utilization CPU as %  Number as percentage  80-90% 

Peak utilization of memory as %  Number as percentage  100% 

Max number of concurrent jobs Number 100-plus 

Size of the largest job CPU cores 2 Vcores allowed 

Data temperature:     

Size of hot data (frequently 
accessed) in GB:   

GB 100 GB-plus 

Size of cold data in GB:  GB  1.5 PB 

Monthy data growth  GB  10 TB x 3 
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Interactive 
workloads 

Total number of concurrent 
users  

Number  350-plus 

Frameworks used in interactive 
workloads with versions  

Ex: Hue, Jupyter, Zeppelin 
and more  

Hue, Ambari Views 

Connection mechanisms in 
interactive workloads 

ssh, http ,RDP and more ssh, RDP, ODBC 

Describe how Spark jobs are 

submitted interactively  

Brief paragraph  Spark jobs are submitted from 

Shell as well as from interactive 
window 

 
Batch 
workloads 

   

Total number of jobs by 
framework per day 

Ex: Mapreduce: 5, Hive: 25  , 
Spark: 15 and more  

Total: 700 Ingestion: 600 Export: 
100 Mapreduce: 600 
Tez: 94 

Spark: 6" 

Average SLA for job by 
framework    

Ex: Hive: 15 Min, Spark: 05 
Min and more  

SLA based on completion time of 
a job 

Running time of day  Job names, framework and 
running time  

Daily: 630, weekly: 50, Monthly: 
18, Yearly: 2  

Type of workload (data 
transformation/ML/aggregation 

and more)  

Job names, framework, 
running time  

Total: 700 Ingestion: 600 Export: 
100 

 

Streaming 
workloads 

   

Framework name with version Ex: Kafka 2.3.0 , Flink 1.8.0  Kafka, Nifi 

Messages/sec Number  60 sec 

Message size MB 3 MB/min 

Replication factor Number  No replication for streaming jobs 

Retention policy Hours  NA 

Consumer: Producer ratio Number  Not applicable 

 
HBase 

workloads 

   

Version    

Number of region servers  Number   

Size of region servers  Number   

Major compaction schedule  Brief paragraph   

Minor compaction schedule  Brief paragraph   

Table splitting strategy  Brief paragraph   

Write Throughput (writes/sec )  Number   

Read throughput (read rate and 
read latency) 

Number/s  

 

ASSESS THE EXISTING SYSTEM.  

In this phase, you gather quantitative data on the performance and costs associated with running the existing 

system. This process will involve monitoring your system and gathering performance data for each workload. 

You should also assess the ongoing capital expenditure (and depreciation), and the administration effort 

required to keep the system functioning. The purpose of the data gathered in this phase is two -fold: 

1. To give you a performance baseline for the migrated solution. 

2. To enable you to establish the true cost of running your existing system. 

You might be looking to migrate workloads from an existing third-party cloud solution, such as Amazon Elastic 

MapReduce, Cloudera, or Google Cloud Dataproc. In these situations, cost assessment is less about 

determining capital costs, and more about examining the ongoing charges made for using these services and 

cloud-based storage. 
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Note: Unravel is a key ISV that works with Microsoft in this assessment area. You can use  their product, 

Unravel APM, to help assess your current system, and examine performance of your pipelines and workloads.  

DESIGN THE TARGET SYSTEM 

At this point, you can design your target system. The design should include considerations such as:  

• Are you going to migrate to a single, general-purpose cluster as a set of clusters, each optimized for a 

specific set of workloads? For example, you might create one cluster that supports interactive queries, 

another for running ETL/batch jobs, and a third for performing analytics. All three clusters run 

independently but can share the same data storage. 

• Do you need to update the code for your workloads to use the versions of the Hadoop ecosystem services 

available in HDInsight? You might be running a very old version of Hadoop on-premises that’s not 

supported by HDInsight, for example.  

• Are you going to rearchitect parts of your system to integrate with other Azure Services, such as Azure 

Data Factory or Cosmos DB? The section Options for migrating workloads describes some examples. 

• How many clusters you require? 

• Which types of cluster do you need? 

• Where should you place each cluster—in which region(s)? Where are your users? 

• How many worker nodes does each cluster require? What CPU and memory resources should you allocate 

to each node? Remember that you can scale out and back, so start with the minimum number of nodes 

necessary, and design your system to scale out accordingly. 

• What storage is needed (are you going to use Azure Storage, or Data Lake Gen 2 storage)? Is storage going 

to be shared between clusters? 

Note: The default storage should be in the same region as the cluster. Clusters that share storage must 

therefore be located in the same region. There are many other considerations for designing your storage. 

The section Create the storage describes these items in more detail.  

• Do you require shared metastores—for example, if you have multiple Hive clusters that access the  same 

set of tables?  

• How are you going to transfer the existing data to the new system? 

• How are you going to transfer application code and workloads to the new system? 

• What network resources do you need, and what network topology (VNets, subnets, network security 

groups) should you set up? Do you need to integrate with an existing on-premises network infrastructure 

through a virtual network gateway? 

Note: HDInsight requires its own subnet with the VNet. You should avoid placing your own custom virtual 

machines within this same subnet. 

• How do you plan to optimize running costs—for example, by using autoscaling or creating clusters on 

demand? 

Note: Workloads that run infrequently, and/or at regular intervals, might be good candidates for 

migrating to on-demand clusters in HDInsight. 

• How are you going to protect the clusters and data from unauthorized access? 

https://unraveldata.com/
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Note: HDInsight supports the Enterprise Security Package (ESP). This package enables integration with 

Azure Active Directory to perform authentication, support for authorization using Apache Ranger, and 

RBAC on files and folders in the cluster filesystem. The Design security on HDInsight section discusses how 

to use the ESP in more detail. 

• How are you going to monitor the system? 

Note: You can continue to use familiar tools such as Ambari to monitor an HDInsight cluster, but Azure 

Monitor provides extensive capabilities based on Monitor and Azure Log Analytics. You can use these 

features to examine performance data in depth and run customized queries to help determine the causes 

of any runtime problems. The section Monitor and maintain an HDInsight cluster provides more details. 

• What are your requirements for high availability for each cluster? 

• What is your disaster recovery strategy for each cluster? 

The following table provides a basic questionnaire you can use to get started with this process. 

Table 2: Azure Requirements 

Topic Question Example Answer 

Infrastructure Preferred region US East  

VNet preferred? Yes  

HA/DR needed?  Yes  

Integration with other cloud 
services?  

ADF, Cosmos DB  

Data Movement Initial load preference DistCp, Data box, ADF, 
WANdisco 

 

Data transfer delta DistCp, AzCopy  

Ongoing incremental data 
transfer 

DistCp, Sqoop  

Monitoring and 

Alerting 

Use Azure Monitoring and 

Alerting versus integrate third-
party monitoring 

Use Azure Monitoring 

and alerting 

 

Security 
preferences 

Private and protected data 
pipeline? 
 

Yes  

Domain-joined cluster (ESPP)? Yes  

On-premises AD sync to cloud?  Yes  

Number of AD users to sync? 100  

Ok to sync passwords to cloud? Yes  

Cloud-only users? Yes  

MFA needed? No  

Data authorization 
requirements? 

Yes  

Role-nased access control? Yes  

Auditing needed? Yes  

Data encryption at rest? Yes  

Data encryption in transit?  Yes  

Rearchitecture 
preferences 

Single cluster versus specific 
cluster types 

Specific cluster types  

Co-located storage versus 
remote storage? 

 

Remote storage  

Smaller cluster size as data 
resides remotely?  

Smaller cluster size  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/enterprise-security-package
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Use multiple smaller clusters 
rather than a single big cluster? 

Use multiple smaller 
clusters 

 

Use remote metastores?  
 

Yes  

Share metastores between 
different clusters? 

Yes  

Deconstruct workloads? Replace Hive jobs with 

Spark jobs 

 

Use Azure Data Factory for data 

orchestration? 
 

No  

HDInsight versus Hadoop on 
IaaS?  

 

HDInsight  

 

Cluster sizing might involve elements of prototyping and benchmarking. You can use common industry 

benchmarks to help establish the size and scale of cluster resources, and the tuning parameter configuration 

required to support your workloads, as discussed in the section Industry benchmarking. 

ASSESS DISASTER RECOVERY 

The new system must be robust enough to meet your business continuity requirements. It ’s important to put 

together a disaster recovery plan and ensure that any failures of the system can be recovered within a 

specified period. Remediation might be necessary if disaster recovery capabilities or performance is lacking.  

You can put together a training plan for users at this stage, if you haven’t already done so. 

ASSESS MIGRATION FEASIBIL ITY  

When you have established your proposed design, you can estimate the costs associated with the new system. 

Use the Azure pricing calculator to help you generate these figures (HDInsight is included on the Analytics tab).  

Note: If you are planning a long-term commitment, selecting the three-year reserved option for the virtual 

machines that comprise the cluster can reduce charges by more than 60 percent. 

You must also take into account the potential migration effort involved, and the possible duration of the 

migration process. At this point, you can determine the feasibility of the migration and make a decision on 

whether to proceed.  

To help formalize this part of the process, generate a Bill of Materials for the migration effort. For example: 

• Azure charges: 

o Virtual machines: Head nodes 

o Virtual machines: Worker/Region nodes* 

o Virtual machines: Zookeeper nodes 

o Virtual machines: Edge nodes 

o Disk storage (Kafka clusters) 

o Virtual networks and virtual network gateways 

o Network traffic ingress and egress 

o Azure Storage accounts 

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/calculator/
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o Azure SQL Database (for metastores and Ambari) 

o HDInsight Enterprise Security Package 

• Consulting costs (fixed bid versus time and materials, possibly broken down by skill  set). 

• Licensing costs. 

• Developer training. 

*Autoscaling can increase and decrease the number of worker nodes dynamically. 

BUIL D THE AZURE RESOURCES AND CL USTERS  

If you choose to continue, you can provision the services and clusters required to support your new system. 

You could do these tasks manually using the Azure portal but, for improved verifiability and repeatability, you 

should consider scripting these operations using Azure PowerShell or the Azure CLI. Alternatively, you can 

model your resources as a series of Resource Manager templates. The section Build an HDInsight cluster shows 

some examples of these approaches. 

Another approach is to use Azure Automation and a runbook. A runbook enables you to parameterize and 

script a complex task, save the script, and run it later. Microsoft provides a tutorial on using this approach to 

script HDInsight cluster creation. 

MIGRATE DATA  

The next step is to migrate the data, following the plans you made earlier. The existing data might be located 

in a variety of sources, and Azure provides many tools to assist you in migrating it. The section Migrate data to 

HDInsight describes this process and the options available in more detail. 

As part of the data migration effort, you should do data integrity checks to ensure it has been transferred 

correctly. This can involve completing simple queries or running test workloads that have expected results. 

Note: Data transfer might be an ongoing process while the existing system remains live, but before the new 

system becomes fully operational. You may choose to run both systems in parallel for a while before cutting 

over to the new system. In these cases, your data migration strategy must ensure that the two systems remain 

synchronized, and that no data is lost.  

Data can become vulnerable when it is moved from one location to another. It is important to do a security 

audit over the various data stores and repositories in the new system as part of the data transfer process.  

MIGRATE WORKL OADS 

This step involves migrating the components and code that actually do the work. These components are often 

Java libraries, Python scripts, notebooks, R code, and .NET Framework assemblies. You must ensure that any 

dependencies are included as part of the migration process. These dependencies should be documented as 

part of the original system. You might need to update these items if the versions of the Hadoop services you 

are migrating towards are different from those of the original system; you should have assessed this possibility 

as part of the design process earlier.  

If you are rearchitecting the system to take advantage of Azure services, each workload will likely become a 

software development project in its own right, and should be conducted accordingly. 

Do regression testing and evaluate each migrated workload, to ensure that it provides the functional 

equivalence of the original system, and that it meets performance and security requirements.  

ASSESS THE MIGRATED SYSTEM  

You can do canary testing and parallel operations of the new system with the old system to verify functionality 

and performance. This process might involve iterating back to modify and test workloads, and tune clusters. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/azure/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/manage-clusters-runbooks
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/manage-clusters-runbooks
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When the new system is functioning as expected, it can be signed off for live operations. If the system doesn’t 

meet expectations, you should revisit your design and make appropriate changes.  

CUT OVER TO THE MIGRATED SYSTEM  

At this point, the new system becomes operational. The old system may continue running in parallel for a 

while as groups of users are migrated to the new system. All data must be kept synchronized between the two 

systems. 

At any stage in this process, users may be reverted back to the old system if problems arise. When you’re 

certain that any issues have been rectified and all users have been successfully moved, the old system can be 

retired. 

OPTIONS FOR MIGRATING WORKLOADS 

L IFT AND SHIFT 

The simplest form of migration is lift and shift. In this approach, the existing workloads and data are moved en 

masse from the on-premises infrastructure to HDInsight running in Azure with very little code change. 

Although it may be the fastest way to migrate, it has its limitations when it comes to taking advantage of cloud 

scale analytics. It is suitable for simple systems that run a single or small number of related workloads of the 

same type (for example Mapreduce only), and that can share resources easily. This approach is not feasible if 

your existing system runs workloads of different types (such as Hive, Spark, and HBase). For example, 

HDInsight doesn’t currently support running Spark and Hadoop MapReduce jobs in the same cluster. 

 

 

PARTITION AND DEAGGREGATE SERVICES 

The preferred approach is to deaggregate the workloads running on-premises and migrate each workload to 

the appropriate type of cluster in HDInsight. Multiple workloads of the same type can run on the same cluster, 

although it may be more optimal to create a dedicated cluster for each workload. In this way, each cluster can 

be tuned for maximum performance and configured to scale according to the demands of each individual 

workload. This partitioning of workloads is particularly useful for jobs that run according to a schedule; the 

cluster for a workload can be created on demand beforehand and torn down when the workload completes. 

Remember that clusters can share storage and data. 
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REARCHITECT SERVICES 

Rearchitecting takes advantage of integration with Azure services to optimize the solution for  the cloud or 

updating your workloads for more recent versions of the Hadoop ecosystem. For example:  

• Consider using an LLAP cluster for interactive Hive queries with improved response time . LLAP is a new 

feature in Hive 2.0 that allows in-memory caching of queries. LLAP makes Hive queries much faster, up to 

26x faster than Hive 1.x in some cases. 

• Consider using Spark jobs in place of Hive jobs. 

• Consider replacing Impala-based queries with LLAP queries. 

• Consider replacing MapReduce jobs with Spark jobs. 

• Consider replacing low-latency Spark batch jobs using Spark Structured Streaming jobs. 

• Consider using Azure Data Factory for data orchestration. 

• Consider using Ranger RBAC on Hive tables and auditing. 
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BUILD AN HDINSIGHT CLUSTER 

You create an HDInsight cluster based on the network, storage, and processing resource requirements 

determined during the design phase of the migration process.  

CREATE THE VIRTUAL NETWORK 
The nodes in an HDInsight cluster run in their own subnet within a VNet. This subnet is configured with a set of 

three load balancers, each with their own IP address and URI. Two of these load balancers provide controlled 

public access through the VNet to the outside world. The third is intended for use by clients running within the 

VNet. The diagram below illustrates this virtual network infrastructure:

 

You should create and configure the VNet, and add the subnet, prior to constructing the HDInsight cluster. You 

can add your own virtual machines and network security group rules to the VNet, and connect the VNet to 

other networks through peering, and to on-premises networks through an Azure Virtual Network Gateway or 

ExpressRoute. Do not add your own custom virtual machines to the HDInsight subnet. For detailed 

considerations on designing a VNet, read Plan a virtual network for Azure HDInsight. 

Note: If you want to use Azure Active Directory and the Enterprise Service Package for HDInsight, you can 

either create the subnet for HDInsight as part of the Azure Active Directory VNet (don’t use the aad subnet for 

HDInsight), or create a subnet in a VNet that is peered with the Azure Active Directory VNet. 

Azure supports two types of peering: 

• VNet peering, which enables you to connect VNets within the same Azure region. 

• Global VNet peering, which allows you to connect VNets across Azure regions. 

In both cases, all network traffic between peered VNets remains on the Microsoft backbone network. It 

doesn’t pass across the public internet, and is private. This traffic is not encrypted. More information is 

available on the Virtual network peering page on the Microsoft website. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpngateways
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-plan-virtual-network-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-peering-overview
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To create the virtual network, you can use the Azure portal, but be st practice is to use Azure Powershell, the 

Azure CLI, or a Resource Manager template. These approaches effectively document the process and enable 

you to repeat it later, if required. 

To create a VNet using Azure Powershell, run the New-AzVirtualNetwork cmdlet, followed by the Add-

AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig cmdlet to add the subnet. The code below shows an example: 

$virtualNetwork = New-AzVirtualNetwork ` 

  -ResourceGroupName myResourceGroup ` 

  -Location EastUS ` 

  -Name myVirtualNetwork ` 

  -AddressPrefix 10.0.0.0/16 

 

$subnetConfig = Add-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig ` 

  -Name hdinsightsubnet ` 

  -AddressPrefix 10.0.0.0/24 ` 

  -VirtualNetwork $virtualNetwork 

 

To create a VNET using the Azure CLI, run the network vnet create command, followed by network vnet subnet 

create: 

az network vnet create \ 

  --name myVirtualNetwork \ 

  --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

  --address-prefix 10.0.0.0/16 

 

az network vnet subnet create \ 

  --name hdinsightsubnet \ 

  --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

  --vnet-name myVirtualNetwork \ 

  --address-prefixes 10.0.0.0/24  

 

To use Resource Manager, first create a JSON file defining the structure of the VNet and subnet. This file uses 

the structure defined by the Microsoft.Network virtualNetworks template: 

{ 

  "$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-04-

01/deploymentTemplate.json#", 

  "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0", 

  "parameters": { 

    "vnetName": { 

      "type": "string", 

      "defaultValue": "myVirtualNetwork", 

      "metadata": { 

        "description": "VNet name" 

      } 

    }, 

    "vnetAddressPrefix": { 

      "type": "string", 

      "defaultValue": "10.0.0.0/16", 

      "metadata": { 

        "description": "Address prefix" 

      } 

    }, 

    "subnet1Prefix": { 

      "type": "string", 

      "defaultValue": "10.0.0.0/24", 

      "metadata": { 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.network/new-azvirtualnetwork
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.network/add-azvirtualnetworksubnetconfig
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.network/add-azvirtualnetworksubnetconfig
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/network/vnet?view=azure-cli-latest#az-network-vnet-create
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/network/vnet/subnet?view=azure-cli-latest#az-network-vnet-subnet-create
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/network/vnet/subnet?view=azure-cli-latest#az-network-vnet-subnet-create
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/templates/microsoft.network/virtualnetworks
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        "description": "Subnet 1 Prefix" 

      } 

    }, 

    "subnet1Name": { 

      "type": "string", 

      "defaultValue": "hdinsightsubnet", 

      "metadata": { 

        "description": "Subnet 1 Name" 

      } 

    }, 

    "location": { 

      "type": "string", 

      "defaultValue": "[resourceGroup().location]", 

      "metadata": { 

        "description": "Location for all resources." 

      } 

    } 

  }, 

  "variables": {}, 

  "resources": [ 

    { 

      "type": "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks", 

      "apiVersion": "2020-05-01", 

      "name": "[parameters('vnetName')]", 

      "location": "[parameters('location')]", 

      "properties": { 

        "addressSpace": { 

          "addressPrefixes": [ 

            "[parameters('vnetAddressPrefix')]" 

          ] 

        } 

      }, 

      "resources": [ 

        { 

          "type": "subnets", 

          "apiVersion": "2020-05-01", 

          "location": "[parameters('location')]", 

          "name": "[parameters('subnet1Name')]", 

          "dependsOn": [ 

            "[parameters('vnetName')]" 

          ], 

          "properties": { 

            "addressPrefix": "[parameters('subnet1Prefix')]" 

          } 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 

You create the VNet and subnet by deploying the template. You can use the Azure PowerShell  New-

AzResourceGroupDeployment cmdlet, as shown in the next example, or the Azure CLI deployment group 

create command: 

New-AzResourceGroupDeployment ` 

  -ResourceGroupName myResourceGroup ` 

  -TemplateFile <path-to-template-file> 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.resources/new-azresourcegroupdeployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.resources/new-azresourcegroupdeployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/deployment/group?view=azure-cli-latest#az-deployment-group-create
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/deployment/group?view=azure-cli-latest#az-deployment-group-create
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CONFIGURE NETWORK SECURITY GROUP RULES  

The subnet for HDInsight must allow inbound traffic on port 443 to enable HDInsight management services to 

access the cluster from outside the VNet. If you’re planning on using the Kafka REST proxy, you must also open 

port 9400. The article Ports used by Apache Hadoop services on HDInsight contains more details on how and 

why these ports are required. 

If you plan on using SSH to connect to the cluster, you must additionally open ports 22 and 23. Port 22 is used 

to connect to the primary head node, and port 23 is used for the secondary head node. 

CREATE THE STORAGE 

Microsoft recommends you use Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) for your HDInsight clusters. Data Lake Storage 

(Gen 2) is optimized for I/O intensive operations with high throughput. It is more scalable than using regular 

Azure Storage and enables you to share storage between clusters. You use the Azure Blob Filesystem (ABFS) 

driver to read and write files from HDInsight applications. 

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) supports two performance tiers: Standard and Premium. Standard storage is 

backed by magnetic hard-disk drives (HDD), whereas Premium storage is based on solid state drives (SSD). 

HDD is cheaper than SSD and is suitable for bulk storage, and data that is infrequently accessed. SSD is best for 

I/O intensive applications, such as databases and analytics workloads. Use the SSD performance tier for 

HDInsight clusters. 

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) supports a hierarchical filesystem that maintains file-level security and is 

optimized for big data loads. However, you can’t select the hierarchical filesystem option for storage accounts 

that use Premium storage. In this case, you must use Standard storage. 

Note: If you require the hierarchical filesystem, you must specify this option when you create the storage 

account. You can’t switch to it after creating the storage account. 

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) maximizes throughput by performing parallel reads and writes. To take full 

advantage of parallelization in an HDInsight cluster, you need to maximize the network bandwidth available 

between the nodes and storage. You can achieve this by combining multiple storage accounts into the same 

cluster. A single storage account might contain sufficient storage for the needs of your workloads, but each 

additional storage account provides extra networking bandwidth for the compute nodes. Use a random name 

for each storage account, without a common prefix. The purpose of random naming is  to reduce the chance of 

storage bottlenecks (throttling) or common-mode failures across all accounts. For example, if you are creating 

a 48-node cluster, you should create between 4 and 8 storage accounts for the cluster. 

The examples below show how to create an Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) account using PowerShell, the 

Azure CLI, and a Resource Manager template. You can also use the Azure portal. 

Using the PowerShell New-AzStorageAccount cmdlet, the SkuName specifies Premium ZRS storage 

(recommended), the Kind parameter indicates that this is Data Lake Storage (Gen 2), and the 

EnableHierachicalNamespace parameter is necessary to support the hierarchical folder structure required by 

HDInsight: 

New-AzStorageAccount ` 

  -ResourceGroupName myResourceGroup ` 

  -Name hdistorageaccount ` 

  -Location EastUS ` 

  -SkuName Standard_ZRS ` 

  -Kind StorageV2 ` 

  -EnableHierarchicalNamespace $True 

 

Using the Azure CLI storage account create command: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-port-settings-for-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-abfs-driver
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-abfs-driver
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.storage/New-azStorageAccount
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/storage/account?view=azure-cli-latest#az_storage_account_create
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az storage account create \ 

    --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

    --name hdistorageaccount \ 

    --location eastus \ 

    --sku Standard_ZRS \ 

    --kind StorageV2 \ 

    --enable-hierarchical-namespace true 

 

If you prefer to use a Resource Manager template, take the following example as a starting point. This 

template creates an Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) account with ZRS replication and the hierarchical 

namespace enabled. Data stored in the account is encrypted.  

{ 

    "$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-04-

01/deploymentTemplate.json#", 

    "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0", 

    "parameters": { 

        "storageAccountName": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "defaultValue": "mystorageaccount", 

            "metadata": { 

              "description": "Data lake storage account name" 

            } 

          }, 

          "location": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "defaultValue": "[resourceGroup().location]", 

            "metadata": { 

              "description": "Location for storage group" 

            } 

          } 

     }, 

    "variables": {}, 

    "resources": [ 

        { 

            "type": "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts", 

            "apiVersion": "2019-06-01", 

            "location": "[parameters('location')]", 

            "name": "[parameters('storageAccountName')]", 

            "kind": "StorageV2", 

            "sku": { 

                "name": "Premium_ZRS" 

            }, 

            "properties": { 

                "encryption": { 

                    "keySource": "Microsoft.Storage", 

                    "services": { 

                        "blob": { 

                            "enabled": true 

                        }, 

                        "file": { 

                            "enabled": true 

                        } 

                    } 

                }, 

                "isHnsEnabled": true, 

                "supportsHttpsTrafficOnly": true 

            } 

        } 

    ] 
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} 

 

Set the template parameters (storageAccountName, and location), and then deploy the template as follows:  

$Parameters = @{}                                                         

$Parameters["storageAccountName"] = " hdistorageaccount" 

$Parameters["location"] = "eastus" 

 

New-AzResourceGroupDeployment ` 

  -ResourceGroupName myResourceGroup ` 

  -TemplateParameterObject $Parameters ` 

  -TemplateFile <path-to-template-file> 

 

Note: When you create a Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) account, by default you can connect from any network if 

you have the appropriate privileges. You can restrict access to selected networks only, or a private endpoint in 

a specified subnet. If you are planning to upload data to the storage account using Azure tools (as opposed to 

Hadoop tools), you should ensure that you can access the storage account from the network on which you will 

be running these tools. 

For additional guidance on protecting the data in Azure  Data Lake Storage (Gen 2), see the Design security on 

HDInsight section. 

CREATE A USER-ASSIGNED MANAGED IDENTITY FOR STORAGE ACCESS  
An HDInsight cluster connects to a Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) account through a managed identity. This helps 

to protect the data in the storage account from unauthenticated access. You assign the appropriate access 

permissions to the managed identity, and then associate the managed identity with the HDInsight cluster. The 

managed identity must have at least the permissions associated with the Storage Blob Data Owner role in the 

storage account. You can also assign additional privileges, if your cluster has specific requirements. 

To create a managed identity and add it to a storage account, with the Storage Blob Data Owner role, run the 

following PowerShell cmdlets. In the second command, replace <subscription-id> with the ID of your Azure 

subscription (in GUID format): 

New-AzUserAssignedIdentity ` 

  -ResourceGroupName "myResourceGroup" ` 

  -Name "hdinsightid" 

 

New-AzRoleAssignment ` 

  -ObjectId $id.PrincipalId ` 

  -RoleDefinitionName "Storage Blob Data Owner" ` 

  -Scope /subscription/<subscription-

id>/resourceGroups/myResourceGroup/providers/Microsoft.Storage/storageAccou

nts/hdistorageaccount 

 

Note: You may need to install the Az.ManagedServiceIdentity module first: 

Install-Module -Name Az.ManagedServiceIdentity 

 

Instead of PowerShell, you can use the Azure CLI commands shown below: 

az identity create \ 

  --resource-group myResourceGroup \ 

  --name hdinsightid 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/active-directory/managed-identities-azure-resources/overview
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id=$(az identity show --resource-group myresourcegroup --name hdinsightid -

-query "{principal:principalId}" --output tsv) 

 

az role assignment create \ 

  --role "Storage Blob Data Owner" \ 

  --assignee-object-id $id \ 

  --scope /subscriptions/<subscription-

id>/resourceGroups/myResourceGroup/providers/Microsoft.Storage/storageAccou

nts/hdistorageaccount 

 

You can also use the Access control (IAM) page for the storage account in the Azure portal. 

 

CREATE DATABASES FOR AMBARI AND HDINSIGHT METADATA  

By default, the HDInsight cluster creates a private Ambari and metastore databases for a cluster using a small 

Azure SQL Database instance with the S0 service tier. This service tier gives a limited amount of storage and 

throughput. For better performance, create your own Azure SQL Database instances for Ambari and each of 

the metastores, with a higher performance service tier. This configuration also enables you to share the 

metastore data across instances. 

Creating a database is a multistep process: 

• Create a server for hosting the database. 

• Create the database. 

• Open the database firewall to allow access by other Azure services such as HDInsight.  

• Add a service endpoint to enable SQL Server connections from the subnet that will host your HDInsight 

cluster. You can then allow connections from this HDInsight subnet to your Azure SQL Database instance. 

Connections requested from other networks and subnets will be blocked by the database firewall.  

You can use the same database server for multiple databases, providing you configure sufficient Azure SQL 

Database throughput resources to support them, and select an appropriate service tier. Microsoft 

recommends starting with the S2 service tier; you can scale up if this service tier doesn’t provide sufficient 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-use-data-lake-storage-gen2
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/azure-sql/database/resource-limits-dtu-single-databases
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resources for your needs. Create the databases in the same region as your clusters to minimize network 

latency. 

The examples below show how to create an Azure SQL Database instance using Azure PowerShell, and the 

Azure CLI. Microsoft provides Resource Manager templates for various configurations of Azure SQL Database , 

and you can also use the Azure portal. Create separate databases for Ambari and each metastore (Spark, Hive 

and Oozie), depending on the types of clusters you require. 

Using the Azure PowerShell: 

# Set the resource group name and location for your server 

$resourceGroup = "myResourceGroup" 

$location = "eastus" 

 

# Set an admin login and password for your server 

$adminSqlLogin = "SqlAdmin" 

$password = "myPassword99" 

 

# Set server name - the logical server name has to be unique in the system 

$serverName = "myServer" 

 

# Create a server with a system wide unique server name 

$server = New-AzSqlServer -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup ` 

    -ServerName $serverName ` 

    -Location $location ` 

    -SqlAdministratorCredentials $(New-Object -TypeName 

System.Management.Automation.PSCredential -ArgumentList $adminSqlLogin, 

$(ConvertTo-SecureString -String $password -AsPlainText -Force)) 

 

# Open the firewall to allow Azure services to access your server 

$serverFirewallRule = New-AzSqlServerFirewallRule -ResourceGroupName 

$resourceGroup ` 

    -ServerName $serverName ` 

    -FirewallRuleName "AllowedIPs" ` 

    -StartIpAddress "0.0.0.0" ` 

    -EndIpAddress "0.0.0.0" 

 

 

# Add a service endpoint to the HDInsight subnet to allow connections to 

the Azure SQL Database server. 

 

$HDInsightVnetName = ... 

$vnet = Get-AzVirtualNetwork ` 

  -Name $HDInsightVnetName ` 

  -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup 

 

$HDInsightSubnetName = ... 

$subnet = Get-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig ` 

  -Name $HDInsightSubnetName 

  -VirtualNetwork $vnet 

 

$vnetRuleObject = New-AzSqlServerVirtualNetworkRule ` 

  -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup ` 

  -ServerName $serverName ` 

  -VirtualNetworkRuleName "AllowHDInsight" ` 

  -VirtualNetworkSubnetId $subnet.Id 

 

# Create a blank database for Ambari with the S2 performance tier 

$database = New-AzSqlDatabase  -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup ` 

    -ServerName $serverName ` 

    -DatabaseName ambaridb ` 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/azure-sql/database/arm-templates-content-guide?tabs=single-database
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    -RequestedServiceObjectiveName "S2" 

 

# Create a database for Hive 

$database = New-AzSqlDatabase  -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup ` 

    -ServerName $serverName ` 

    -DatabaseName hivedb ` 

    -RequestedServiceObjectiveName "S2" 

 

# Create a database for Oozie 

$database = New-AzSqlDatabase  -ResourceGroupName $resourceGroup ` 

    -ServerName $serverName ` 

    -DatabaseName ooziedb ` 

    -RequestedServiceObjectiveName "S2" 

 

Using the Azure CLI: 

# Set the resource group name and location for your server 

resourceGroup="myResourceGroup" 

location="eastus" 

 

# Set an admin login and password for your server 

adminSqlLogin = "SqlAdmin" 

password="myPassword99" 

 

# Set server name - the logical server name has to be unique in the system 

serverName="myServer" 

 

# Create a server with a system wide unique server name 

 

az sql server create \ 

  --name $serverName \ 

  --resource-group $resourceGroup \ 

  --location "$location" \ 

  --admin-user $adminSqlLogin \ 

  --admin-password $password 

 

# Open the firewall to allow Azure services to access your server 

az sql server firewall-rule create \ 

  --resource-group $resourceGroup \ 

  --server $serverName \ 

  --name AllowedIPs \ 

  --start-ip-address "0.0.0.0" \ 

  --end-ip-address "0.0.0.0" 

 

# Add a service endpoint to the HDInsight subnet to allow connections to 

the Azure SQL Database server 

HDInsightVnetName=contosovnet 

HDInsightSubnetName=hdinsightsubnet 

 

az sql server vnet-rule create \ 

  --resource-group $resourceGroup \ 

  --server $serverName \ 

  --name AllowHDInsight \ 

  --vnet-name $HDInsightVnetName \ 

  --subnet $HDInsightSubnetName 

 

# Create a blank database for Ambari with the S2 performance tier 

az sql db create \ 

  --resource-group $resourceGroup \ 

  --server $serverName \ 
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  --name ambaridb \ 

  --service-objective S2 

 

# Create a database for Hive 

az sql db create \ 

  --resource-group $resourceGroup \ 

  --server $serverName \ 

  --name hiveidb \ 

  --service-objective S2 

 

# Create a database for Oozie 

az sql db create \ 

  --resource-group $resourceGroup \ 

  --server $serverName \ 

  --name ooziedb \ 

  --service-objective S2 

 

CREATE A USER-ASSIGNED MANAGED IDENTITY FOR  RUNNING HDINSIGHT IN 

AZURE ACTIVE DIRECTORY  

The Enterprise Security Package (ESP) for HDInsight requires that you use Azure Active Directory Domain 

Services to authenticate users with your cluster. A cluster that runs using Azure Active Directory must be given 

a user-assigned managed identity that has been granted the HDInsight Domain Services Contributor role over 

the Azure Active Directory domain: 

 

The section Implement authentication covers configuration with the ESP and integration with Azure Active 

Directory in more detail. 

SELECT THE SKUS FOR YOUR HDINSIGHT NODES  

An HDInsight cluster contains an Azure virtual machine for each node. You specify a SKU for the head nodes, a 

SKU for the worker nodes, and in cluster types that require them (such as Kafka and HBase), a SKU for the 

zookeeper nodes. Select the SKUs based on the capacity and processing requirements for the workloads.  
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An important factor to consider is cost control. Select the SKUs for your virtual machines carefully. For 

example, for the same number of virtual CPUs and similar memory capacity, Ev3 series virtual machines can be 

10 to 20 percent cheaper than the equivalent Dv2 series virtual machines. Both SKUs are memory optimized, 

but the Dv2 series has more temporary storage. The figures in the following table were correct at the time of 

going to press. Up-to-date sizing and price information is available on the Microsoft website. Microsoft also 

publishes CoreMark benchmark compute scores for Linux VMs to help you compare performance across SKUs:  

Instance #VPCU RAM Temporary storage Charge 

D14 v2 16 112.00 GiB 800 GiB $1.482/hour 

E16 v3 16 128.00 GiB 256 GiB $1.167/hour 

 

The choice of region can also have a significant bearing. For example, an E16v3 virtual machine is currently (at 

the time of publication) 15 percent cheaper in North Central US than in Central US. These differences are due 

to demand and local costs in each region. 

Instance #VCPU Region Charge 

E16 v3 16 Central US $1.167/hour 

E16 v3 16 North Central US $1.008/hour 

 

CREATE THE HDINSIGHT CLUSTER  

After you have set up an appropriate network and storage accounts, creating an HDInsight cluster is a 

relatively straightforward process. You can create a cluster using the Azure portal, Azure PowerShell, or the 

Azure CLI, and Resource Manager templates. The key parameters are: 

• Cluster name. This value is used to generate the URL for accessing the cluster and must be unique. 

• Location. This is the region in which the resources and virtual machines for the nodes will be created. 

Make sure that you used the same region to create the storage account(s) and virtual network for the 

cluster. 

• Cluster type. This can be Hadoop, Spark, Kafka, HBase, Interactive Query, Storm, or ML Services. 

Note: The Storm and ML Services have been deprecated in HDInsight 4.0 . 

• Version. This is the version of the service (such as Hadoop, Spark, or Kafka) to install. Select a version that 

is compatible with your workloads. 

• Cluster credentials. This is the cluster login name, password, and SSH username for accessing the cluster 

from Ambari and SSH. 

• Primary storage type. Select from Azure Storage, Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 1), and Azure Data Lake 

Storage (Gen 2), depending on the type of storage accounts you have created.  

• Primary storage account. This is the name of the first storage account to allocate to the cluster. You can 

link additional storage accounts to the cluster. 

Note: The Azure portal only provides the option to link ordinary storage accounts as additional data 

storage. To add extra Data Lake Storage accounts, use Azure PowerShell or the Azure CLI. HDInsight 

applications can also access data that is held in storage accounts external to a cluster. The section Access 

Azure storage external to an HDInsight cluster describes this mechanism in more detail. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-machines/sizes
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/virtual-machine-scale-sets/linux/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-machines/linux/compute-benchmark-scores
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• Filesystem. The name of a container holding the filesystem for the cluster. You can specify a container 

with an existing filesystem (if you are sharing storage across clusters), or you can create a new container.  

Note: To maximize throughput and reduce contention, don’t create more than one container in a given 

storage account. 

• Identity. Use this parameter to specify the managed identity associated with the Storage Blob Data 

Owner role in the storage account. 

• Custom Ambari DB. If you want to use a custom database for Ambari, you must have already created an 

empty database using Azure SQL Database. Select the database and provide your login credentials. Note 

that the database must be empty; you cannot share Ambari databases between clusters. You must 

provide a valid username and password for accessing the database. 

• External metadata stores. Similarly, if you want to use custom databases for the metastores, select them 

here. These databases can be shared between clusters. You must provide a valid username and password 

for accessing each database. 

• Enable enterprise security package. Select this option for clusters that need to use Azure Active Directory 

to authenticate users and integrate with Apache Ranger to authorize these users. You must previously 

have created an Azure Active Directory domain. You must also specify a cluster administrator, and the 

users and groups that will be allowed to access the cluster. Selecting this option also installs Ranger. You 

can specify that Ranger should use its own internal database to hold policy and authorization data, or you 

can select an existing Azure SQL database. Read the section Implement authentication later in this guide 

for more information on deploying HDInsight with the ESP. 

• Minimum TLS version. Select the minimum version of the Transport Layer Security protocol that your 

cluster will allow for incoming connections. Clients that use a version older than that specified won’t be 

able to connect. 

• Virtual network and subnet. Select the VNet and subnet you created previously. If you’re using Azure 

Active Directory, you must select the Azure Active Directory VNet, and the subnet you created for the 

cluster in this VNet. 

• Encryption at rest. All data at rest is encrypted in HDInsight. By default, HDInsight uses a Microsoft-

managed key, but you can provide your own key stored in Azure Key Vault if you prefer. 

• User-assigned managed identity. If you’re using the Enterprise Security Package, specify the user-assigned 

managed identity you created earlier. HDInsight will use this identity to access resources in the Azure 

Active Directory domain. 

• Head node. Select the SKU to use for the head nodes. 

• Worker node. Select the SKU to use for the worker nodes, and the number of worker nodes to create 

initially. You can also enable autoscaling at this point. 

• Autoscale. Specify whether you want to enable autoscaling for the cluster. Autoscaling can be load-based 

or schedule-based. Select load-based autoscaling if the load variance is unpredictable. Select schedule -

based if you know that higher utilization is likely to occur at specific times. Load-based autoscaling is 

based on resource utilization metrics gathered by HDInsight; it is reactive, and it might take time for new 

nodes to be added, during which period you might suffer from less than optimal performance. If you 

specify schedule-based autoscaling, allow time for the nodes to be started before the expected period of 

high activity. For details on autoscaling clusters and how load-based autoscaling works, read Autoscale 

Azure HDInsight clusters. 

Autoscaling is not available for Kafka clusters. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-autoscale-clusters
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-autoscale-clusters
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Important: The resources you specify when you create the cluster are provisioned at that point. Billing for 

the cluster is prorated per minute from the point of creation, whether you run workloads or not. To  avoid 

unnecessary charges, start with the smallest number of nodes possible, and scale out as demand dictates, 

either manually before running your first workload, or by using autoscaling. 

To create an HDInsight cluster using PowerShell, create a configuration object for the cluster using the New-

AzHDInsightClusterConfig cmdlet, and then run the New-AzHDInsightCluster cmdlet with this configuration 

object as a parameter. You can also run the New-AzHDInsightCluster cmdlet without creating a configuration 

object, and just specify the configuration as parameters. A complete example showing PowerShell is available 

on the Microsoft website.  

To use the Azure CLI, run the hdinsight create command. You can find an example that uses the Azure CLI on 

the Microsoft website. 

Microsoft also provides a number of Resource Manager Quickstart templates that support a variety of 

configurations for HDInsight. You can select and adapt a template to meet your specific requirements.  

ORGANIZE THE FOLDER STRUCTURE IN STORAGE  
When you create a new HDInsight cluster, a filesystem is created in the specified storage account. This 

filesystem is stored in a container. You can view the filesystem in this container using HDFS tools from the 

nodes in the cluster, but you can also use Azure tools such as Azure Storage Explorer.  

HDInsight creates a number of files and folders for use by the Hadoop ecosystem services. You create the 

folders required by your workloads. The folder structure, together with the number of files and the file size , 

can have a significant impact on performance with Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) and analytics workloads.  

• HDInsight has a per-file overhead associated with reading and writing. If you can, organize your data into 

fewer, larger sized files (256 MB to 100 GB). 

• Organize your data into folders that correspond to common filters used by Hive queries. This structure 

enables Hive to eliminate entire folders from queries quickly. 

• Organize time-series data by date and time hierarchy. Applications that ingest and process time -series 

data can use this organization to optimize reads and writes. For example, use a naming convention such as 

\DATASET\YYYY\MM\DD\DATAFILE_YYYY_MM_DD.TSV, OR 

\DATASET\YYYY\MM\DD\HH\MM\DATAFILE_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_MM.TSV. 

Microsoft publishes additional general best practices for using Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2). 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/new-azhdinsightcluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/new-azhdinsightcluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/new-azhdinsightcluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-create-linux-clusters7-azure-powershel7l
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-create-linux-clusters-azure-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-create-linux-clusters-azure-cli
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/?term=hdinsight
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-best-practices
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CUSTOMIZE AN HDINSIGHT CLUSTER 

INSTALL CUSTOM AND THIRD-PARTY APPLICATIONS 
You may have been running applications or components in on-premises clusters that are not part of the 

standard HDInsight offering. Some third-party applications are available in the Azure Marketplace, and you can 

install these applications directly into a cluster. You can add an application to an existing cluster using the 

Azure portal, or you can specify the applications to install when you create the cluster. 

 

 

You may be able to install applications not available in the Marketplace on an e dge node or on a virtual 

machine in the same VNet as an HDInsight cluster. The table below lists some of the common applications and 

their HDInsight integration options. Note that some apps are only available for specific types of clusters, and 

are given versions of HDInsight. 

Application Cluster Type Integration option  

Airflow   Virtual machine or HDInsight edge node 

Alluxio   Virtual machine  

Arcadia   Virtual machine  

Atlas   None (only available when running Hadoop on a set of virtual machines in 

an IaaS configuration) 

AtScale Hadoop HDInsight edge node 

CDAP HBase HDInsight edge node 

Dataiku Hadoop, Spark HDInsight edge node 

Datameer  Hadoop HDInsight edge node 

Datastax (Cassandra)  Virtual machine, or use the Cassandra API in Cosmos DB 

DataTorrent   Virtual machine  

Drill   Virtual machine  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-apps-install-applications
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-apps-install-applications
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CONFIGURE A CLUSTER USING BOOTSTRAP SCRIPTS 

A bootstrap script runs when you provision an HDInsight cluster. A bootstrap script enables you to customize 

the configuration and modify the default parameters of the services in the cluster programmatically. The script 

is run by Azure as part of the cluster setup.  

You can modify the options in the following configuration files deployed to the cluster  from a bootstrap script, 

depending on the type of cluster: 

• clusterIdentity.xml 

• core-site.xml 

• gateway.xml 

• hbase-env.xml 

H2O Spark HDInsight edge node 

Ignite  Virtual machine  

Jethro   Virtual machine  

Jumbune Hadoop, Spark HDInsight edge node 

Kyligence Spark HDInsight edge node 

Lenses.io Kafka HDInsight edge node 

Mapador   Virtual machine  

Mongo   Virtual machine, or use the MongoDB API in Cosmos DB 

NiFi   Virtual machine  

Starburst Presto  Hadoop Virtual machine, or HDInsight edge node 

SAS   Virtual machine  

Striim Hadoop, HBase, 

Storm, Spark, 
Kafka 

HDInsight edge node 

StreamSets  HDInsight edge node 

Vertica   Virtual machine, or use Azure SQL Data Warehouse as an alternative 

Tableau   Virtual machine  

Trifact Wrangler Hadoop, HBase, 
Spark 

HDInsight edge node 

Waterline   HDInsight edge node 

StreamSets  Spark HDInsight edge node  

Palantir   Virtual machine  

Sailpoint   Virtual machine  

Unifi Data Platform Hadoop, HBase, 

Storm, Spark 

HDInsight edge node 

Unraveldata APM Spark, Hadoop, 
HBase, Kafka 

HDInsight edge node 

WANdisco  HDInsight edge node 

Waterline AI-Driven 
Data Catalog 

Spark HDInsight edge node 
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• hbase-site.xml 

• hdfs-site.xml 

• hive-env.xml 

• hive-site.xml 

• mapred-site 

• oozie-site.xml 

• oozie-env.xml 

• storm-site.xml 

• tez-site.xml 

• webhcat-site.xml 

• yarn-site.xml 

• server.properties (kafka-broker configuration) 

You can create a bootstrap script using Azure PowerShell, the .NET Framework SDK, or Azure Resource 

Manager templates. 

For an example using PowerShell to create a bootstrap script, see Customize HDInsight clusters using 

Bootstrap. 

INSTALL ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS AND SERVICES USING SCRIPT ACTIONS 

A script action enables you to install additional components. You can also use a script action to modify an 

existing cluster. The script is run against each of the nodes in the cluster; you specify on which types of node 

(such as head, worker, or zookeeper) the script should run. The script runs in parallel on each specified node 

and executes with root (superuser) privileges. A common example is to install additional libraries required by 

your services on the worker nodes. The article Add custom Apache Hive libraries when creating your HDInsight 

cluster shows an example. 

You can also install services using script actions. The article Install and use Hue on HDInsight Hadoop clusters 

shows another example. 

You can run multiple script actions, but they must complete within 60 minutes, otherwise they will time out 

and might cause the cluster to fail. Scripts run in the order in which you add them to the cluster. You can 

configure a script action to be rerun whenever new nodes are added to the cluster, either manually or through 

autoscaling. 

Microsoft provides a small number of predefined scripts for installing Giraph, Hue, Solr, adding a storage 

account to a cluster, and preloading Hive libraries. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-customize-cluster-bootstrap#appendix-powershell-sample
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-customize-cluster-bootstrap#appendix-powershell-sample
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-add-hive-libraries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-add-hive-libraries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-hue-linux
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You can also create your own custom scripts using Bash. Scripts can be parameterized. The article Script action 

development with HDInsight describes the process in more detail. 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-script-actions-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-script-actions-linux
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MIGRATE DATA TO HDINSIGHT 

After you have created an HDInsight cluster, you can move the data from your existing system into it.  

Most data in an existing Hadoop cluster resides in the HDFS filesystem. The HDFS filesystem is tightly 

integrated into the cluster. Some organizations provide gateways and utilities that enable you to access an 

HDFS filesystem remotely over an internet connection, or across a local area network through NFS. 

HDInsight is structured in a different way. You store data in a storage account, either using Azure Blob Storage, 

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 1), or Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2). A storage account is independent of any 

HDInsight cluster. HDInsight presents an HDFS-compatible interface to a storage account. 

The data migration process can be a one-off batch operation that simply copies the data to the new cluster 

before switching over. More commonly, you are likely to follow an incremental approach; you copy the current 

data from the live system to HDInsight, and perform regular updates to the data in HDInsight as the live data 

changes, until you are ready to cut over to the new system. It may be necessary to run both systems in parallel 

for a while, and you will need to keep them synchronized.  

Depending on the volume of data involved, it might be feasible to move data into HDInsight across the 

internet. If you have several petabytes of data, it might be better to use a different solution. 

MOVE DATA TO HDINSIGHT ACROSS THE INTERNET  

Azure provides several tools you can use to upload data across an internet connection into Azure Storage.  

Note: These tools assume you have already copied the data from HDFS into a set of local files. If you need to 

transfer data directly from your existing HDFS environment to Azure Storage, see the section Move data to 

HDInsight using Hadoop Ecosystem tools. 

AUTHENTICATE USER ACCESS TO A  STORAGE ACCOUNT  

Azure enforces data access security for Azure Blob Storage and Azure Data Lake Storage. You have a choice of 

the following approaches for authenticating and authorizing access to storage:  

• Use a storage account key. Each storage account is assigned a pair of keys, both of which confer full, 

unfettered access to the storage account. An application that has one of the keys can add, remove, and 

update all the data in the storage account. A storage account key remains valid until you generate a 

replacement. If you are the owner of the Azure subscription that owns the storage account, you can use 

the Azure portal to retrieve and regenerate the storage account keys. You can also use the Azure 

PowerShell cmdlet Get-AzStorageAccountKey, or the Azure CLI command storage account keys to find the 

storage keys for an account. 

Important: You should be very careful about disclosing the storage account key to users. It is the 

equivalent of providing them with the superuser password to your computer. It’s preferable to provide 

time-controlled access using a Shared Access Signature (SAS) token, or through Azure Active Directory and 

role-based access control (summarized below). 

• Use a Shared Access Signature (SAS) token that provides temporary authenticated access to the storage 

account. The simplest way to generate a SAS token is through the Azure portal:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.storage/get-azstorageaccountkey
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/storage/account/keys
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You specify the privileges to grant, and an expiration time for the token. Distribute the SAS token to users 

responsible for uploading data to the storage account. You can also use the Azure PowerShell cmdlet 

New-AzureStorageBlobSASToken, or the Azure CLI command storage container generate-sas to create a 

SAS token. 

• Authenticate users with Azure Active Directory if you are using domain-joined accounts with Azure. When 

using Azure Active Directory, the user uploading the data authenticates using the azcopy login command.  

This command initiates the login process for Azure, and the user’s credentials are verified using their 

currently logged-on domain identity. You can control the privileges users have by applying role-based 

access control to the storage account. For more information, see Choose how you'll provide authorization 

credentials. This is the preferred option.  

TRANSFER DATA WITH AZCOPY 

AzCopy is a utility that runs from the command line. It’s available for Windows, Linux, and MacOS. You can use 

AzCopy to copy specific files, or an entire folder structure in and out of Azure Storage. AzCopy works with Blob 

Storage, and Data Lake Storage (Gen 2).  

To upload a local file to Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2), use the AzCopy copy command, as shown in the 

following example: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/azure.storage/new-azurestorageblobsastoken
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/storage/container?view=azure-cli-latest#az-storage-container-generate-sas
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/active-directory/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/common/storage-use-azcopy-v10#c7hoose-how-youll-provide-authorization-credentials
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/common/storage-use-azcopy-v10#c7hoose-how-youll-provide-authorization-credentials
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/common/storage-use-azcopy-v10
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azcopy copy "<local file>" "https://<account 

name>.dfs.core.windows.net/<container>/<file path>?<SAS>" 

 

Note: If you are using a regular storage account, upload the data using the Blob service through the endpoint 

https://<account name>.blob.core.windows.net/<container>/<file path>?<SAS>.  

In this command, <account name> is the name of the storage account, and <container> is the name of the 

container created for holding the filesystem in the account. The <file path> element is the path to the 

destination in the filesystem.  

The destination <file path> can specify folder names and an optional file name, similar to the Windows COPY 

command. If you don’t specify a file name, the name of the local file will be used. If the target folder doesn’t 

exist, it will be created. 

In this example, the <SAS> element is a SAS token. You can only upload a file to Azure Storage if you have 

authenticated access. As alternatives to using a SAS token, the AzCopy command also enables you to specify 

the storage account key, or use Azure Active Domain authentication. 

The example below copies the local file mydata.dat to the folder myfolder in a container named mycontainer 

in myaccount: 

azcopy copy "mydata.dat" 

"https://myaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/mycontainer/myfolder?<SAS>" 

 

AzCopy displays the progress of the copy operation as it runs. The output below shows an example:  

INFO: Scanning... 

INFO: Any empty folders will not be processed, because --recursive was not 

specified 

 

Job be872066-b8cb-5d42-6f5e-94fdbb7f8352 has started 

Log file is located at: C:\Users\User\.azcopy\be872066-b8cb-5d42-6f5e-

94fdbb7f8352.log 

 

0.0 %, 0 Done, 0 Failed, 1 Pending, 0 Skipped, 1 Total, 

 

 

Job be872066-b8cb-5d42-6f5e-94fdbb7f8352 summary 

Elapsed Time (Minutes): 0.0334 

Number of File Transfers: 1 

Number of Folder Property Transfers: 0 

Total Number of Transfers: 1 

Number of Transfers Completed: 1 

Number of Transfers Failed: 0 

Number of Transfers Skipped: 0 

TotalBytesTransferred: 946674 

Final Job Status: Completed 

 

AzCopy enables you to copy an entire folder structure with the --recursive flag. For example, to upload a folder 

named myfolder, including all the files and subfolders, run the following command:  

azcopy copy "myfolder" "https://<account 

name>.dfs.core.windows.net/<container>/<path>?<SAS>" --recursive 

 

The myfolder folder and its contents will be copied to the path in the specified container. AzCopy will create 

the necessary folders. 
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AzCopy supports wild cards and filename pattern matching using the same conventions as the Windows 

filesystem. For example: 

azcopy copy "*.?sv" "https://<account 

name>.dfs.core.windows.net/<container>/<path>?<SAS>" 

 

RETRY FA IL ED AZCOPY JOBS  

Each run of the AzCopy command constitutes a job. Every job has a unique Job ID, reported when the 

command starts running. If the command fails to transfer a file, it will report a failure but attempt to continue 

with the remaining files. AzCopy records a detailed log in the %USERPROFILE%\.azcopy folder, and you can 

view the log file to determine which file transfers failed and why. You might be able to correct errors, for 

example, by ensuring that you have the appropriate access rights. You can then run the azcopy jobs resume 

<job id> command to retry transferring the failed files. 

AzCopy keeps a record of all runs. You can view a list of jobs that are currently running with the azcopy jobs list 

command. You can view the details of a job with the azcopy jobs show <job id>  command. 

TUNE AZCOPY JOBS  

The AzCopy command can take a significant time to run, especially if you ’re moving a large number of massive 

files. By default, AzCopy will try to maximize throughput by performing multifile transfers in parallel. The 

degree of concurrency is calculated based on the number of CPUs available on your computer, but you can 

override the calculated value by setting the environment variable AZCOPY_CONCURRENCY_VALUE before 

running the AzCopy command. You can also tune the amount of memory that AzCopy uses to buffer data as it 

is transferred. Set the AZCOPY_BUFFER_GB environment variable to the amount of system memory you wish 

to use, measured in gigabytes. There are other tuning parameters available. Run the command azcopy env to 

see a list. 

SYNCHRONIZE FIL ES WITH AZCOPY 

The azcopy sync command transfers files to Azure Storage in much the same way as the azcopy copy 

command. The last modified time for each source file is examined, and a file is only transferred if it has 

changed more recently than the copy in Azure Storage. 

TRANSFER FIL ES FROM AMAZON S3  STORAGE WITH AZCOPY  

If your data is currently held in Amazon S3 storage, you can use the azcopy copy to transfer this data directly to 

Azure Storage. Specify the URL of the Amazon S3 bucket as the source, as shown in the example below. Note 

that the transfer occurs directly from S3 storage to the Azure Storage account, and the data does not pass 

through your computer. 

azcopy copy "https://s3.amazonaws.com/<bucket>/" "https://<account 

name>.dfs.core.windows.net/<container>?<SAS>" --recursive 

 

You specify the credentials for reading from S3 storage in the environment variables AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID and 

AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY. 

TRANSFER DATA WITH AZURE STORAGE EXPL ORER  

Azure Storage Explorer is a desktop utility that enables you to connect to Azure Storage to browse, upload, and 

download files. It’s available for Windows, Linux, and MacOS. 

https://azure.microsoft.com/features/storage-explorer/
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A version of this utility is also available in the Azure portal, on the page for a storage account. 

 

Storage Explorer is a useful interactive utility for visualizing the contents of a storage account, and for 

performing upload and download operations. Internally, Azure Storage Explorer uses AzCopy to transfer data.  

TRANSFER DATA WITH AZURE POWERSHEL L  
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The Azure PowerShell cmdlet New-AzDataLakeGen 2Item creates directories and uploads files to Data Lake 

Storage (Gen 2). Connect to an Azure account that has access to the storage account, and set the storage 

context to the storage account. The code below shows an example : 

# Sign in to Azure 

Connect-AzAccount 

 

# Set the storage context 

$storageAccount = Get-AzStorageAccount -ResourceGroupName "<resource-group-

name>" -AccountName "<storage-account-name>" 

 

$ctx = $storageAccount.Context 

 

# Create a directory in the Data Lake Storage account container, and set 

the permissions and umask 

$filesystemName = "mycontainer" 

$dirname = "myfolder/" 

 

New-AzDataLakeGen 2Item -Context $ctx -FileSystem $filesystemName -Path 

$dirname -Directory -Permission rwxr-xr-x -Umask --------- 

 

# Upload a file to the directory 

$localSrcFile = "upload.txt" 

$destPath = $dirname + (Get-Item $localSrcFile).Name 

 

New-AzDataLakeGen 2Item -Context $ctx -FileSystem $filesystemName -Path 

$destPath -Source $localSrcFile -Force 

 

This approach gives you very fine-grained control over each file and directory. For example, you can set the 

permissions for each file or folder individually. However, you can only create a single file or folder at a time 

(you cannot match multiple files by using wild card characters), so this approach might not be suitable if you 

have a large number of files to upload. 

TRANSFER DATA WITH AZURE CL I 

Use the storage fs commands from the Azure CLI to create folders and upload files to Azure Data Lake Storage 

(Gen 2). The code below shows how to add a folder to a container, and then upload a file to this folder. This 

example uses a SAS token to access the storage account. 

# Create a directory in the Data Lake Storage account container, and set 

the permissions and umask 

filesystemName="mycontainer" 

dirname="myfolder/" 

 

 

az storage fs directory create \ 

  --account-name <storage-account-name> \ 

  --file-system $filesystemName \ 

  --name $dirname \ 

  --permissions 0755 \ 

  --umask 0000 \ 

  --sas-token '<SAS>' 

 

# Upload a file to the directory 

localSrcFile="upload.txt" 

destPath=$dirname\\$localSrcFile 

 

az storage fs file upload \ 

  --account-name <storage-account-name> \ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.storage/new-azdatalakegen2item
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/storage/fs?view=azure-cli-latest
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  --file-system $filesystemName \ 

  --source $localSrcFile \ 

  --path $destPath \ 

  --sas-token '<SAS>' 

 

 

As with the Azure PowerShell commands, you can only create a single folder or upload a single file at a time. 

TRANSFER DATA DIRECTL Y FROM L INUX  

Microsoft support two sets of drivers that enable you to mount a blob container in an Azure Storage account 

as part of the Linux filesystem.  

• NFS 3.0. This driver only works with Azure Blob Storage, and not Data Lake Storage. Additionally, your 

storage account must be created within an Azure VNet. You create a container holding the filesystem to 

access from within Linux. You register the NFS protocol feature with your Azure subscription, and then 

mount this container as an NFS filesystem on a Linux computer that also has access to your HDFS data. 

You can then copy files to the container from within Linux. Unmount the container when you have 

completed the transfer. For step-by-step instructions, see the article Mount Blob storage by using the 

Network Filesystem (NFS) 3.0 protocol. 

• Blobfuse. This driver works with Data Lake Storage, and is available for RedHat and Ubuntu-based 

distributions of Linux. You install the driver on a Linux computer that also has access to the HDFS 

filesystem, and then mount the container holding the filesystem in your Data Lake Storage account. For 

full details of the process, read How to mount Blob storage as a filesystem with blobfuse. 

In both cases, you can copy your data files directly from HDFS to your storage account. For example, to copy 

the files and folders under the /users directory in HDFS, run the following command: 

hdfs dfs -copyToLocal /users/* <path to mount point>/users 

 

AZURE TOOLS FOR LARGE-SCALE DATA TRANSFER (NON-INTERNET) 

If you have many petabytes of data, transferring files across the internet might not be the most optimal 

approach. In these scenarios, you have at least two options:  

• Azure ExpressRoute. ExpressRoute enables you to connect your on-premises networks directly to an 

Azure datacenter without traversing the public internet. You require a dedicated private connection, 

which can be configured by an approved connectivity provider . You can use the AzCopy command, Azure 

PowerShell, and the Azure CLI to transfer files across an ExpressRoute connection, as described earlier.  

• Azure Data Box. Azure Data Box is a service designed to support large-scale data transfers. A Data Box is a 

physical device that you order from Microsoft. You connect the device to your local area network and 

transfer your data onto it. You then ship the device to Microsoft. Engineers in a datacenter transfer the 

data from the Data Box directly into your storage account. You can split data across multiple Data Box 

devices where necessary. The article Migrate from on-prem HDFS store to Azure Storage with Azure Data 

Box describes the process in detail. 

Note: The article Choose an Azure solution for data transfer provides guidance on selecting the most 

appropriate technology for moving data to Azure Storage, based on factors such as the amount of data, the 

transfer frequency, and the network bandwidth available. 

MOVE DATA TO HDINSIGHT USING DISTCP 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/network-file-system-protocol-support-how-to?tabs=linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/network-file-system-protocol-support-how-to?tabs=linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/storage-how-to-mount-container-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-migrate-on-premises-hdfs-cluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-migrate-on-premises-hdfs-cluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/common/storage-choose-data-transfer-solution
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The Hadoop ecosystem provides the DistCp (distributed copy) utility that can transfer data between clusters. 

DistCp pushes data from a cluster to external storage. You can also use DistCp to migrate data from an HDFS 

filesystem to an Azure Storage account. Distcp provides the -update and -diff options, which work with HDFS 

snapshots, to only update deltas between two locations. DistCp handles automatic retries, and dynamic scaling 

of compute resources. 

DistCp runs a MapReduce job. The Map task does the file  transfer. DistCp attempts to create Map tasks so that 

each task copies roughly the same amount of data. You can increase the number of mappers used by DistCp by 

specifying the -m parameter. This can help to reduce the time taken at the expense of additional memory and 

bandwidth requirements on the source cluster. However, note that DistCp uses a file as the smallest unit of 

granularity, so specifying more mappers than files is a waste of resources.  

Tip: If you have very large files, consider splitting them into smaller chunks. You can then create mappers to 

handle these chunks in parallel. When the transfer is complete, you need to reassemble the chunks back into a 

single file. 

You must install the Azure Storage drivers and associated components on the computers hosting your cluster. 

These drivers are available in the files azure-storage-n.n.n.jar and hadop-azure-n.n.n.jar, where n.n.n is the 

latest version. The examples below were tested using azure-storage-8.6.5.jar and Hadoop-azure-3.3.0.jar. 

Note: You can download the latest versions of these JAR files from the Maven repository, at 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/com.microsoft.azure/azure-storage and 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.hadoop/hadoop-azure. 

The commands below assume you have created an Azure Blob Storage account. The first two commands run 

HDFS operations to create a new folder in your storage account and verify that it was created successfully. The 

final command runs DistCp to transfer the data. You require the name and account key of your storage 

account for each of these commands. If you’re using Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2), replace references to 

the WASB driver with ABFS, and specify URIs of the form abfss://<file-system>@<account-

name>.dfs.core.windows.net/dest. 

# These commands were run using Ubuntu Linux 

# <path> is the path to the folder holding the JAR files 

export azjars=<path>/azure-storage-8.6.5.jar,<path>/hadoop-azure-3.3.0.jar 

 

# Create a new folder in the Blob storage account to hold the data 

# Replace <account-name> with the name of your Blob storage account. 

# Replace <account-key> with the storage account key. 

# Replace <file-system> with the name of a container in the storage  

# account. This container will hold the data transferred from HDFS 

hadoop fs -libjars $azjars \ 

-D fs.AbstractFileSystem.wasb.Impl=org.apache.hadoop.fs.azure.Wasb \ 

-D fs.azure.account.key.<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net="<account-

key>" \ 

-mkdir -p wasbs://<file-system>@<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net/dest 

 

# Verify that the folder was created. 

# The command should list the "dest" folder 

hadoop fs -libjars $azjars \ 

-D fs.AbstractFileSystem.wasb.Impl=org.apache.hadoop.fs.azure.Wasb \ 

-D fs.azure.account.key.j<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net="<account-

key>" \ 

-ls -R wasbs://<file-system>@<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net/ 

 

hadoop distcp \ 

-libjars $azjars \ 

-D fs.AbstractFileSystem.wasb.Impl=org.apache.hadoop.fs.azure.Wasb \ 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/com.microsoft.azure/azure-storage
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.hadoop/hadoop-azure
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-D fs.azure.account.key.<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net="<account-

key>" \ 

/users \ 

wasbs://<file-system>@<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net/dest 

 

You can increase the degree of parallelization and memory used by DistCp to match your available Hadoop 

resources. For further information, read Performance considerations while using DistCp. 

Tip: if you’re transferring a large number of files, consider splitting the operation across multiple DistCp jobs. 

This strategy spreads the load across jobs. Although it might not lead to any performance gains, if a single 

DistCp job fails you only need to rerun that job rather than start the entire transfer operation from the 

beginning. 

If you are moving many petabytes of data, consider using DistCp to transfer data to a storage account on an 

Azure Data Box, and then ship the Data Box to Microsoft for uploading to your storage account in Azure, as 

described earlier. 

Note: Amazon provide a version of DistCp called S3DistCp for use in EMR clusters. This version of DistCp is 

optimized for S3 storage. However, S3DistCp has no options for exporting data to Azure Storage, so is not a 

viable method for exporting data to HDInsight. 

TRANSFER DATA WITH AZURE DATA FACTORY  

Azure Data Factory is a service that orchestrates and automates the movement and transformation of data. 

The Copy Data activity is particularly useful for transferring data between data sources. You can select an HDFS 

filesystem in your Hadoop cluster as the data source, and Azure Storage as the destination. The Copy Data 

activity supports most common file formats, including Avro, Parquet, ORC, JSON, XML, binary, and text data.  

You can simply copy data, or use the Copy Data activity to file, transform, and clean records. You can convert 

data from one schema to another, and add extra columns as part of the copy process. A common pattern is to 

use a Copy Data activity to import data from a Hadoop cluster, and stage the results in an intermediate Azure 

Storage account. You can then run a separate Copy Data activity to clean the data and transfer it from the 

intermediate Azure Storage to a storage account belonging to an HDInsight cluster. 

The Copy Data activity pulls data from the cluster into Azure and requires a network connection to the source 

Hadoop cluster. If your cluster exposes a secure HTTP endpoint to the internet, you can connect to the Hadoop 

cluster and transfer data using DistCp (Distributed Copy) mode. This form of transfer is based on the Hadoop 

DistCp utility. DistCP mode enables you to use the processing resources of your existing cluster to do the heavy 

lifting, but you must install the Data Factory self-hosted integration runtime (IR) in your on-premises network. 

Azure Data Factory in the cloud communicates with the self-hosted runtime to submit DistCp commands and 

monitor operations. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-use-distcp#performance-considerations-while-using-distcp
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/copy-activity-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/create-azure-integration-runtime
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If you have an ExpressRoute or Microsoft peering connect between your on-premises network Azure, you can 

transfer data using Data Factory native integration runtime mode. You install Data Factory IR components on 

Azure virtual machines running within your VNet in the cloud. The IR components pull the data from HDFS over 

the ExpressRoute connection. You can run multiple instances of the IR components in parallel, on a set of 

virtual machines, to transfer chunks of the data in parallel. The Data Factory service coordinates and directs 

these components. This approach gives you increased control over scalability and performance. For example, 

you can create additional virtual machines to host the IR components before running a large job, and then 

scale back afterwards.  

 

You can monitor the data transfer process as it runs. Performance is scalable; you specify the resources to 

dedicate to the transfer operation, and the degree of parallelism, based on the bandwidth of your connection. 

The Copy activity performance and scalability guide provides guidelines on selecting the appropriate 

configuration options to maximize performance for a given transfer. 

If a transfer operation fails, you can correct the issue and resume from the point of failure. The Copy Data 

activity also supports incremental operations: copy delta data from a source data store to a sink data store. 

MIGRATE DATA FROM THIRD-PARTY SOLUTIONS 

Your existing solution might be based on a third-party implementation of the Hadoop ecosystem. Some of 

these systems utilize HDFS, while others provide a custom filesystem. Common examples are listed below:  

• Cloudera (CDH) and Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP). Both of these systems provide an HDFS 

filesystem.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/copy-activity-performance
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• Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR). EMR is a SaaS implementation of Hadoop running in the Amazon 

cloud (Amazon Web Services). EMR stores data in Amazon S3 storage. 

• MapR. MapR provides on-premises and SaaS versions of Hadoop running on Azure and AWS. MapR 

implements its own filesystem, MapR FS. Like HDFS, MapR FS is a clustered, extensible filesystem 

optimized for tabular data and messaging interfaces. MapR FS also provides an NFS interface that enables 

applications to read and write data directly to the filesystem. 

• Google Dataproc. Like EMR, this is a SaaS implementation of the Hadoop ecosystem, running on the 

Google Cloud Platform (GCP). It stores data using the Google File System (GFS). This filesystem is 

optimized for searching over big data. Internally, the data is distributed and replicated across numerous 

nodes, but the implementation and machinery involved are opaque to users of Dataproc: the nodes are 

managed entirely by Google. 

• Databricks. Databricks is a Spark-based processing engine. The native Databricks filesystem is an 

implementation of Delta Lake, an open-source transactional storage system layered on top of HDFS, Azure 

Blob Storage, or Amazon S3 storage. All data is stored in Parquet format. The Databricks implementation 

is optimized for Spark. 

Depending on how willing you are to install and run additional services on your live cluster, or configure 

additional hardware, you have several options available for migrating data from these services. This depends 

on the third-party vendor. The following table summarizes some common options. The sections that follow 

provide a little more detail, where appropriate:  

Vendor Possible options 

Amazon EMR Direct AzCopy from S3 storage, 

WANdisco LiveData Platform 

Cloudera and Hortonworks 
Data Platform 

Export from HDFS and use AzCopy to transfer exported data, 

DistCp, 

WANdisco LiveData Platform 

MapR Export from HDFS and use AzCopy to transfer exported data, 

DistCp, 

WANdisco LiveData Platform 

Google Dataproc gsutil cp command, 

WANdisco LiveData Platform 

Databricks Custom Spark code 

 

DIRECT COPY (AMAZON S3  STORAGE ONL Y)  

The AzCopy command supports S3 storage as a data source. You can transfer data directly from S3 storage to 

Azure Storage. The transfer is managed by Azure, which passes the data from S3 storage to Azure Storage: the 

data doesn’t pass through your computer. 

EXPORT AND AZCOPY 

CDH, HDP, and MapR support access to their respective filesystems through the Hadoop CLI. Use the hadoop fs 

command to export data to a local file or folder. For example, to retrieve the folders and files from the /user 

folder of the filesystem to a local folder named userdata, run the following command: 

hadoop fs -copyToLocal /user userdata 

 

https://delta.io/
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You can then use a tool such as AzCopy to transfer the contents of the userdata folder to Azure Storage. 

DISTCP 

CDH, HDP, and MapR include DistCp as part of the installed toolset. Install the Azure Storage drivers on the 

nodes in your cluster and run DistCp to export the data to Azure Storage, as described in the section Move 

data to HDInsight using DistCp. This option is more intrusive than the export and AzCopy approach, but more 

scalable. 

WANDISCO L IVEDATA PL ATFORM 

 

WANdisco LiveData Platform for Azure provides a turnkey solution for Hadoop-oriented data lake migrations to 

Azure. LiveData Platform for Azure is natively integrated with Azure resources enabling you to deploy and 

manage your data lake migrations using the same Azure management experience you enjoy today through the 

Azure Portal and Azure CLI. Most importantly, LiveData Platform for Azure enables you to migrate your Hadoop 

data into ADLS with zero system downtime or business disruption and is Microsoft’s preferred solution for 

Hadoop to Azure migrations. 

LiveData Platform for Azure comes with two service features, LiveData Migrator for Azure and LiveData Plane 

for Azure. Both offerings are available on the Azure Marketplace here. 

 

   

 

LiveData Migrator for Azure allows you to migrate your existing data sets with a single pass over the source data 

set, thus eliminating the need to repeatedly scan for changes. It begins migrating data immediately, and it 

ensures continuous replication of any changes (creates, appends, and deletes) at your local Hadoop Distributed 

File System (HDFS) source to your new data lake in Azure Data Lake Storage (ADLSG2) including metadata 

changes. 

LiveData Plane for Azure provides active-active data and metadata consistency across two or more distributed 

Hadoop environments, ensuring data consistency. You can use LiveData Plane for Azure, to replicate changes 

that originate at your on-premises Hadoop cluster to your Azure HDInsight cluster backed by ADLSG2, and vice 

versa. It also comes with support for Hive, Ranger, and Sentry so that all your structured metadata and 

centralized access policies are also kept consistent across your multi-environment data estate. 

To use either offering, you can start from the Marketplace with a “Get it now” click, or it can be created from 

the Azure portal.  

 

https://docs.wandisco.com/live-data-platform/docs/landing/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/migrate-gen2-wandisco-live-data-platform
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps?search=wandisco&page=1
https://www.wandisco.com/products/livedata-migrator
https://www.wandisco.com/products/livedata-plane
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/wandisco.ldm?tab=Overview
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/wandisco.ldp?tab=Overview
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You can connect your Hadoop cluster to LiveData platform by downloading and installing the LiveData 

Migrator as seen below. Once the LiveData Migrator service is running in your on-premises Hadoop 

environment, you may continue to use the Azure portal for a full management experience. 
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LiveData Platform is tightly integrated with Azure and follows the same metered, pay-as-you-go billing model 

as all other Azure services. LiveData Migrator and LiveData Plane consumption will appear on your same 

monthly Azure bill, and is based on the amount of data moved.  

 

TRANSFER DATA FROM GOOGL E DATAPROC 

Dataproc stores data using the GFS filesystem. You can upload and download data to GFS with the gsutil cp 

command, in the Google Cloud SDK. For example, to download the files in a folder named myfolder stored in 

the bucket named dataproc-mybucket to a local folder named localfolder, sign in to your Google account and 

run the following command. The -r flag to this command indicates that the copy operation should be recursive: 

gsutil cp -r gs://dataproc-mybucket/myfolder localfolder 

 

The gsutil cp command retries failed transfers, but will skip a failed file and continue if the operation fails 

repeatedly. This command supports resumable transfers for copying files bigger than 8  MiB. 

TRANSFER DATA FROM DATABRICKS DEL TA L AKE 

Delta Lake data is stored in HDFS, Amazon S3 storage, or Azure Blob Storage, depending on your 

implementation. The data is held in Parquet format. You can read data from the underlying store using any 

tools that understand this format. The most common approach is to write custom Spark code that performs 

the following tasks: 

1. Mount the Data Lake storage container that contains the target filesystem for your HDInsight cluster. 

2. Read the data from Delta Lake. 

https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/cp
https://azurecomcdn.azureedge.net/mediahandler/acomblog/media/Default/blog/b4310e00-d6ec-42e3-8d8b-73d8e2f0ed92.png
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3. Write the data to the Data Lake container. 

4. Unmount the Data Lake Storage container. 

Consult the Databricks documentation at Mount Azure Data Lake Storage Gen 2 filesystem for more details. 

You must ensure that the data in the Delta Lake store is static, otherwise you risk reading stale data. For more 

information, read Can I access Delta tables outside of Databricks Runtime? 

  

https://docs.databricks.com/data/data-sources/azure/azure-datalake-gen2.html#mount-azure-data-lake-storage-gen2-filesystem
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/databricks/delta/delta-faq#can-i-access-delta-tables-outside-of-databricks-runtime
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MIGRATE MAPREDUCE WORKLOADS 

Note: This section covers MapReduce workloads based on developer-written MapReduce code, rather than 

other workloads such as Hive that may use MapReduce behind the scenes in your on-premises cluster. 

A MapReduce workload comprises the data to be processed, and the libraries that contain the code to perform 

the MapReduce processing. You must transfer both of these elements. You execute the yarn command on a 

node in the cluster to load a library and start the processing. YARN takes responsibility for distributing the 

workload across the worker nodes, and then aggregating the results. 

TRANSFER DATA 
The data for a MapReduce job is typically held in the cluster filesystem. If you have existing data that you need 

to process in your on-premises cluster, transfer it using the techniques described in the section Migrate data to 

HDInsight. Ensure that the files and directories are assigned the necessary permissions to enable the 

MapReduce jobs to access them.  

CREATE AN EDGE NODE 
You can upload the libraries to an existing node in your HDInsight cluster, but best practice is to keep the 

various system nodes (like head nodes and worker nodes) clear of any user code. Instead, consider creating an 

edge node when you deploy the cluster, or adding an edge node when the cluster has been created. Microsoft 

supply Azure Resource Manager templates that can help you to automate this task. The templates enable you 

to add multiple edge nodes if required. You can also run a script action to customize the edge nodes as they 

are created. The article Use empty edge nodes on Apache Hadoop clusters in HDInsight describes how to apply 

these templates. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-apps-use-edge-node
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To access an edge node created by using the templates described previously, use the endpoint 

<EdgeNodeName>.<ClusterName>-ssh.azurehdinsight.net where <EdgeNodeName> is the name of the edge 

node, and <ClusterName> is the name of your cluster. The default name of an edge node is new-edgenode. For 

example, new-edgenode.contosoclusterhive-ssh.azurehdinsight.net. 

TRANSFER LIBRARIES 

The MapReduce libraries are typically Java .jar files. A simple approach is to transfer the libraries to HDInsight 

by using a tool such as SSH to upload them to the appropriate nodes in the cluster. If necessary, update the 

relevant YARN environment variables to include the path(s) to your libraries. 

This simple approach has a shortcoming in that it can be difficult to keep the libraries consistent if you’re 

uploading them to multiple nodes. If you perform this task manually, you could easily end up with different 

versions of a library on different nodes. An alternative solution is to upload the libraries to a folder in the 

cluster filesystem, and then write a custom script action to distribute them to the edge nodes. This approach 

ensures that you don’t forget to include a node when copying libraries . An example bash script, copy-

mapreduce-libs-v01.sh, is shown below: 

 

# Distribute MapReduce libraries. 

#    

# DESCRIPTION  

# Copy MapReduce libraries from a specified folder in  

# cluster storage to the same location on each edge node.  
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# 

# SYNTAX 

# .\copy-mapreduce-libs-v01.sh <source in cluster storage> <destination on 

each node> 

# 

# EXAMPLE  

# .\copy-mapreduce-libs-v01.sh /upload/jars /usr/lib/java 

#   

 

# Check that destination exists, and create if necessary 

mkdir -p ${2} 

 

# Copy the libraries from source directory in storage to the dest  

/usr/bin/hadoop fs -copyToLocal ${1}/* ${2} 

 

Save this script in an accessible location, such as GitHub, and then submit a custom script action that 

references this script, and provides the parameters. Specify that this script should run on the edge nodes. The 

example shown below copies the libraries found in the /mapreduce/libraries folder in cluster storage to the 

/usr/lib/java folder on each node. The Persist this script action option is selected to enable the script to be run 

when new nodes are added: 

 

 

For further information and best practices for writing script actions, read Script action development with 

HDInsight. 

RECODE AND RETROFIT LIBRARIES 

HDInsight 4.0 and later are a new implementation of the Hadoop ecosystem. As with all systems when you 

update the platform, test all libraries by running sample workloads and ensuring that the results match 

expectations. 

As well as using Java libraries, HDInsight 4.0 supports MapReduce through non-Java languages such as C#, 

Python, and standalone executables; Mono version 4.2.1 is installed on the cluster nodes as part of HDInsight. 

MapReduce jobs based on non-Java languages must use Hadoop streaming to obtain input and write output; 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-script-actions-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-script-actions-linux
https://www.mono-project.com/
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the mapper and reducer read data one line at a time from the standard input and write their output to the 

standard output. The input and output must be in the format: 

[key]\t[value]    

 

For more information, read Use C# with MapReduce streaming on Apache Hadoop in HDInsight. 

You can run a MapReduce job created using C# from an SSH session using the yarn command. In the following 

example, mymapper.exe and myreducer.exe are C# applications that perform the map and reduce operations:  

yarn jar /usr/hdp/current/hadoop-mapreduce-client/hadoop-streaming.jar \ 

    -files abfs:///mymapper.exe,abfs:///myreducer.exe \ 

    -mapper mymapper.exe \ 

    -reducer myreducer.exe \ 

    -input /example/data/mydata.txt \ 

    -output /example/output.txt    

 

You can also run MapReduce jobs in HDInsight 4.0 remotely, through PowerShell or programmatically from C# 

application code using the HDInsight .NET SDK. The example below shows how to use the PowerShell Get-

AzHDInsightCluster cmdlet to obtain the details of a cluster. The New-

AzHDInsightStreamingMapReduceJobDefinition cmdlet defines a MapReduce job, including the input and 

output files, and the mapper and reducer executables. The Start-AzHDInsightJob cmdlet initiates a MapReduce 

job asynchronously, and the Wait-AzHDInsightJob cmdlet waits for a specified job to complete. 

$clusterName=<name of cluster> 

$creds=Get-Credential # get login details 

 

$clusterInfo = Get-AzHDInsightCluster -ClusterName $clusterName 

$resourceGroup = $clusterInfo.ResourceGroup 

$storageActArr=$clusterInfo.DefaultStorageAccount.split('.') 

$storageAccountName=$storageActArr[0] 

$storageType=$storageActArr[1] 

 

$jobDef=New-AzHDInsightStreamingMapReduceJobDefinition ` 

    -Files "/mymapper.exe","/myreducer.exe" ` 

    -Mapper "mymapper.exe" ` 

    -Reducer "myreducer.exe" ` 

    -InputPath "/example/data/mydata.txt" ` 

    -OutputPath "/example/output.txt" 

 

$job=Start-AzHDInsightJob ` 

    -ClusterName $clusterName ` 

    -JobDefinition $jobDef ` 

    -HttpCredential $creds 

 

Wait-AzHDInsightJob ` 

    -ClusterName $clusterName ` 

    -JobId $job.JobId ` 

    -HttpCredential $creds 

 

TUNE YARN FOR MAPREDUCE WORKLOADS 

By default, CPU scheduling and CPU isolation are disabled in the YARN configuration, so the number of 

containers available for running a MapReduce job is constrained by memory. Configure the following YARN 

parameters to optimize performance for MapReduce jobs on HDInsight:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-dotnet-csharp-mapreduce-streaming
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-use-mapreduce-dotnet-sdk
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/get-azhdinsightcluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/get-azhdinsightcluster
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/new-azhdinsightstreamingmapreducejobdefinition
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/new-azhdinsightstreamingmapreducejobdefinition
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/start-azhdinsightjob
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/wait-azhdinsightjob
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• Mapreduce.job.maps and Mapreduce.job.reduces. Don’t allocate resources for more mappers and 

reducers than your jobs will require. If the number of splits performed by a MapReduce job is less than the 

number of mappers and reducers, you might be wasting resources. 

• Mapreduce.map.memory.mb and Mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb. Reduce the amount of memory used by 

mappers and reducers to increase concurrency. Lowering these values enables HDInsight to create more 

containers for map and reduce operations, increasing parallelism. However, reducing memory too much 

can cause heap errors, so monitor your jobs carefully. 

As a starting point to determine values for these parameters, do the following calculations: 

1. In Ambari, review the amount of memory allocated for all YARN containers on each worker node: 

 
2. Multiply this figure by the number of worker nodes to calculate the total amount of YARN memory 

available. 

3. Divide the result by the value of the Mapreduce.map.memory.mb parameter to calculate the maximum 

number of containers the configuration can support. 

4. Set the Mapreduce.job.maps parameter to half the number of containers available. 

5. Run the MapReduce job with this parameter. For example: 

yarn jar my-mapreduce-app.jar my-mapreduce-app -Dmapreduce.job.maps=2048 

<args for my-mapreduce-app> 

 

Note: In item 2 above, bear in mind that an HDInsight cluster can be configured to autoscale. The number of 

worker nodes might vary over time, depending on the load and the autoscale rules that you have defined for 

the cluster (load-based or schedule-based). 

Test the performance of your jobs and monitor how they use memory. Start with a minimal number of 

mappers and gradually increase them until you see a performance peak. 

For additional information, read Tune performance: MapReduce, HDInsight & Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 . 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-performance-tuning-mapreduce
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MIGRATE HIVE WORKLOADS 

Hive is available on many of the cluster types supported by HDInsight. If you plan to use Hive extensively, 

consider creating an HDInsight Interactive Query cluster. HDInsight Interactive Query provides Low Latency 

Analytical Processing (LLAP) and utilizes in-memory caching. An HDInsight Interactive Query cluster only 

contains the Hive service and other essential components, such as HDFS, YARN, Tez, and MapReduce. You can 

access the Hive service only via Apache Ambari Hive View, Beeline, and the Microsoft Hive Open Database 

Connectivity (Hive ODBC) driver. 

 

Note: Apache Ambari Hive View is designed to help you author, optimize, and execute Hive queries from your 

web browser. Hive View is supported natively for new HDInsight 4.0 clusters. It doesn't apply to existing 

clusters. You need to drop and recreate the cluster to get the built-in Hive View. 

APPROACHES TO HIVE MIGRATION 

An interactive Hive workload contains the following elements:  

• Managed Hive tables, stored in the Hadoop filesystem. 

• External data, also stored in the Hadoop filesystem. 

• Metadata, defining the structure of the tables, views, and materialized views. 

• Custom libraries for items such as user-defined functions (UDF), and user-defined aggregation functions 

(UDAF), plus any custom serializer/deserializer functions (SerDes). 

You must ensure that all these elements are transferred. Additionally, you may need to update the metadata 

schema information if your version of HDInsight runs a different version of Hive from that in your original 

cluster. 

Note: This section assumes you are migrating from a non-HDInsight cluster to HDInsight. If you’re migrating 

from an older version of HDInsight to a new release, you can upgrade the Hive database in  its place. For more 

information, see Migrate Azure HDInsight 3.6 Hive workloads to HDInsight 4.0. 

There are three common methods available for moving tabular data between clusters. 

1. Use HDFS commands to copy the data for Hive tables to the local filesystem for a node in the cluster, and 

then run AzCopy to transfer this data to the storage account used by the target cluster. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/apache-hive-migrate-workloads
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2. Use the Hive export command to retrieve the data from the source cluster, transfer this data to the target 

cluster using DistCp, and then run the Hive import command to add it to Hive. 

3. Use Hive replication to copy the data from the source cluster to HDInsight. 

The first method (HDFS and AzCopy commands) uses fewer resources on the source cluster, reducing impact if 

the system is still live. However, you need to manually create the metadata for the Hive database in the 

destination cluster. This method requires that the source cluster is quiescent and that the data doesn’t change 

during the migration process. 

The second method consumes more resources on the source cluster, but has the advantage that the Hive 

import and export commands include the metadata as part of the transfer  process. It also involves fewer steps, 

reducing the chances of a manual error. You can, of course, use AzCopy rather than DistCp with the second 

method, but you’ll need to copy the exported data to the local filesystem on a node in the source cluster firs t. 

This method is also only suitable for quiescent clusters with temporarily static data. 

The third method is suitable for databases that are active. In recent versions of Hive, replication also works 

with databases that include ACID tables (by default, all tables in Hive 3.1.x and later are ACID). However, 

replication is not supported by all versions of Hive, in which case the only option is to use a static approach. 

The table below summarizes which common implementations of Hive enable replication. 

Product Version Hive Version Replication 
supported? 

Comments 

HDInsight 3.6 Hive 1.2.1 and 

2.1.0 
(Interactive 
Query 

No  

HDInsight 4.0 Hive 3.1.0 Yes  

Open source  Hive 1.2.x and 
2.1.x 

No  

Open source Hive 3.x.x Yes ACID tables, external tables and 
Statistics replication are not 

supported 

HDP 2.6.5 Hive 1.2.x and 
2.1.x 

Yes ACID table replication is not 
supported 

HDP 3.1.x, 3.2.x Hive 3.1.x Yes  

CDH 5.x, 6.x Hive 2.1.1 No  

EMR 5.x Hive 2.3.6 No  

EMR 6.x Hive 3.1.x Yes Recently released (June, 2020) 
ACID tables, external tables and 
Statistics replication are not 

supported 
Dataproc 1.5.x Hive 2.3.7 No  

Dataproc 2.0.x Hive 3.1.x Yes Currently in preview. 

ACID tables, external tables and 
Statistics replication are not 
supported 

 

The following sections describe each of these migration methods in more detail. 

Note: The processes described in each section assume you are using accounts that have sufficient access rights 

to enable you to read data and metadata from the source cluster, and write this data to the cluster in 

HDInsight. 

MIGRATE TABLES USING HDFS COMMANDS AND AZCOPY  
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The data for managed tables is stored in the Hadoop filesystem (like HDFS, MapR FS, or S3). You can copy the 

data for each table out of HDFS on the source cluster to a local file, transfer this file to the destination cluster, 

and then import the data back into cluster storage on that cluster. This process requires that you understand 

where the data is located in cluster storage in your source cluster, and where it should be placed in the 

destination cluster. After you have transferred the data, you must construct the metadata that describes the 

table on the destination cluster before it becomes visible to Hive. 

Before starting, complete a thorough review to obtain a list of databases and tables in your system. You can 

display the names of the databases installed on your system with the Hive SHOW DATABASES command. You 

can copy every table as a single task. However, if the tables are very large, you should consider transferring 

tables individually.  

MIGRATE THE DATA FOR EVERY MANAGED TABL E IN THE HIVE DATABASE 

1. Copy the data for the tables in the Hive warehouse folder in HDFS to the new cluster. The location of the 

warehouse folder can vary, as can the location of the data in this folder. For example, on Cloudera the 

folder is located at /user/hive/warehouse. On other Hadoop systems, you might find the data in the 

/warehouse/tablespace/managed folder, and on HDInsight, it’s stored in the /hive/warehouse/managed 

folder. The example below copies the data in a Cloudera cluster to a local file named data/warehouse. 

This folder must have been created beforehand:  

# Command Line (on old cluster) 

hadoop fs -copyToLocal 'hdfs://clouderanode1:8020/user/hive/warehouse/*' 

data/warehouse 

 

2. Copy the data for each table to the Azure Storage account for your HDInsight cluster. Use AzCopy or Azure 

Storage Explorer, as described in the section Migrate data to HDInsight. Upload the data to the 

/hive/warehouse/managed folder in the HDInsight cluster filesystem.  

Note: You can upload the data to a different location in HDInsight, but note where you store it. You’ll need 

it when you move the metadata for the table, in the next step.  

3. Migrate the metadata for the tables to the destination cluster. Hive won’t recognize your tables until you 

have recorded their structure and location in the Hive metastore. The section Migrate metadata later in 

this guide describes the process in more detail. 

MIGRATE THE DATA FOR SPECIFIC MANAGED TABL ES 

1. In each database, generate a list with the Hive SHOW TABLES command. This command will display the 

names of all tables (Hive tables and external tables). 

SHOW TABLES; 

OK 

airportdata 

contacts 

customers 

orders 

outlets 

products 

Time taken: 0.024 seconds, Fetched: 6 row(s) 

 

2. Run the SHOW CREATE TABLE command to obtain the location of the data in the Hadoop filesystem for 

each table (and external table).  

Note: The example below shows the location of the data in a Cloudera system. The path to the data might 

vary in other systems: 
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SHOW CREATE TABLE airportdata; 

OK 

CREATE TABLE `airportdata`( 

  `name` string, 

  `city` string, 

  `country` string, 

  `iata` string, 

  `icao` string, 

  `latitude` decimal(11,8), 

  `longitude` decimal(11,8), 

  `altitude` smallint, 

  `timezone` tinyint) 

ROW FORMAT SERDE 

  'org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.lazy.LazySimpleSerDe' 

STORED AS INPUTFORMAT 

  'org.apache.hadoop.mapred.SequenceFileInputFormat' 

OUTPUTFORMAT 

  'org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.HiveSequenceFileOutputFormat' 

LOCATION 

  'hdfs://clouderanode1:8020/user/hive/warehouse/airportdata' 

TBLPROPERTIES ( 

  'transient_lastDdlTime'='1598453393') 

Time taken: 0.229 seconds, Fetched: 20 row(s) 

 

3. Retrieve the data for each table using the techniques described in the section Migrate data to HDInsight. 

For example, use the hadoop fs copyToLocal command as shown below. This example transfers the data 

to a local folder named data/airportdata. This folder must be created beforehand:  

# Command Line (on old cluster) 

hadoop fs -copyToLocal 

'hdfs://clouderanode1:8020/user/hive/warehouse/airportdata/*' 

data/airportdata 

 

4. Copy this data to the /hive/warehouse/managed folder in the Azure Storage account for your HDInsight 

cluster (use AzCopy or Azure Storage Explorer).  

5. Migrate the metadata for the tables to the destination cluster, as described in the section Migrate 

metadata. 

MIGRATE DATA FOR EXTERNAL  TABL ES  

1. The data for these tables isn’t stored in the warehouse folder. You can find the location for the data using 

the SHOW CREATE TABLE command, as shown in the following example: 

SHOW CREATE TABLE airportdata_external; 

OK 

CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE `airportdata_external`( 

  `name` string, 

  `city` string, 

  `country` string, 

  `iata` string, 

  `icao` string, 

  `latitude` decimal(11,8), 

  `longitude` decimal(11,8), 

  `altitude` smallint, 

  `timezone` tinyint) 

ROW FORMAT SERDE 
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  'org.apache.hadoop.hive.serde2.lazy.LazySimpleSerDe' 

STORED AS INPUTFORMAT 

  'org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TextInputFormat' 

OUTPUTFORMAT 

  'org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.io.HiveIgnoreKeyTextOutputFormat' 

LOCATION 

  'hdfs://clouderanode1:8020/user/azureuser/staging' 

TBLPROPERTIES ( 

  'transient_lastDdlTime'='1598453393') 

Time taken: 0.229 seconds, Fetched: 20 row(s) 

 

2. Retrieve the data for each table using the techniques described in the section Migrate data to HDInsight.  

3. Copy this data to the Azure Storage account for your HDInsight cluster (use AzCopy or Azure Storage 

Explorer). Note where you store the data for each table.  

4. Migrate the metadata for each table to the destination cluster, as described in the section Migrate 

metadata. 

MIGRATE METADATA  

The Hive metastore for a Hadoop cluster can be implemented using a variety of different database engines 

(like MySQL, MariaDB, or Derby), depending on the implementation. The metastore implementation for 

HDInsight uses Azure SQL Database. Additionally, the metastore of your current system might use a different 

schema from that of HDInsight. For these reasons, don’t try to do a native database export of your metastore 

data, and attempt to load it into the HDInsight Hive metastore. 

The most portable approach to transport the Hive metadata is:  

• Write a script that queries the Hive metadata, and generates the Hive database commands to rebuild the 

databases, tables, and view. An example bash script that does these tasks and writes the data to a Hive 

script is shown in Appendix B: Export Hive Metadata. You can adapt this script for your own environment. 

You run the example script as follows: 

bash generate.sh <hive_host> <hive_port> <file> <database> 

 

The script requires four parameters: 

• <hive_host> is the server running Hive. 

• <hive_port> is the port on which Hive is listening (typically port 10000). 

• <file> is the name of the script file to generate.  

• <database> is the name of the database to scan for metadata. 

• Edit the generated Hive script. For managed tables, remove the file location for each table. Hive 

automatically maps the location of tables to the appropriate place in cluster storage , with the correct file 

storage driver. For external tables, you must specify the location of each table manually. 

• Upload the Hive script to the default head node of your HDInsight cluster. Use the scp command and 

provide the ssh credentials you specified when you created the cluster. 

• Connect to the default head node: log in using the ssh credentials. Run the Hive script using the Beeline  

utility to rebuild the metadata, as follows. Replace <file> with the name of the script: 

beeline -i <file> 
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Note: The Hive CLI has been deprecated on HDInsight 4.0, so use beeline to run Hive scripts. 

• Verify that the tables have been created successfully. Run Hive queries from Beeline that retrieve and 

display the data from each table. 

MIGRATE TABLES USING DISTCP AND HIVE IMPORT AND EXPORT COMMANDS  

In this method, you export the Hive data to a folder in HDFS in the source cluster, use the DistCp utility to copy 

data from the HDFS filesystem in the original cluster directly to the filesystem in the new cluster, and then 

import the data into Hive. For more information about DistCp, refer back to the section Move data to 

HDInsight using DistCp. The following example uses the latest version of the Azure drivers (at the time of 

writing) for Hadoop to connect to Azure Data Lake Storage. The example performs the following operations:  

1. On the source cluster, run the Hive export command for the airportdata table to transfer the data and 

metadata for this table to a separate folder in HDFS. The export command shown in the example copies 

the data that comprise the table, together with the metadata that describes the table, to the 

/user/<account>/export/airportdata folder, where <account> is the name of the account used to connect 

to hive. 

export table airportdata to 'export/airportdata'; 

 

Note: You can use the export table command on internal and external tables. 

2. Create a staging folder, /staging, in the filesystem of the HDInsight cluster. You do this using the Azure CLI 

(shown below), PowerShell, the Azure portal, or Azure Storage Explorer.  

az storage fs directory create \ 

  --name staging \ 

  --file-system <filesystem> \ 

  --account-name <storage-account-name> 

 

3. On the source cluster, run the DistCp utility to copy the exported data to the /staging folder on the 

HDInsight cluster. 

# This command was run using Ubuntu Linux 

# <path> is the path to the folder holding the JAR files 

 

export azjars=<path>/azure-storage-8.6.5.jar,<path>/hadoop-azure-

3.3.0.jar 

 

# Replace <account-name> with the name of your storage account  

# holding the data for the HDInsight cluster.  

# Replace <account-key> with the storage account key. 

# Replace <file-system> with the name of a container. 

 

hadoop distcp \ 

-libjars $azjars \ 

-D fs.AbstractFileSystem.wasb.Impl=org.apache.hadoop.fs.azure.Abfs \ 

-D fs.azure.account.key.<account-name>.dfs.core.windows.net='<account-

key>' \ 

/user/hive/export/flightdata \ 

abfs://<file-system>@<account-name>.dfs.core.windows.net/staging 

 

4. On the destination cluster, run the Hive import command to construct the airportdata table and its data. 

import table airportdata from  '/staging/airportdata'; 
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Note: To import the data as an external table, use the import external table command. The syntax is the 

same. 

If you are transferring massive tables, you can migrate individual partitions using the Hive import partition and 

export partition commands: 

# Hive export partition (on old cluster) 

export table airportdata partition (country="US")  

to 'export/airportdata/US'; 

 

# Hive import partition (on new cluster) 

import table airportdata partition (country="US")  

from 'staging/airportdata/US'; 

 

MIGRATE TABLES USING HIVE REPLICATION 
Hive replication enables you to copy your data from one cluster to another. Hive replication transfers the data 

in your Hive tables, and also synchronizes the metastore on the destination with the source.  

Hive replication is currently a work in progress. Only the latest version, Hive replication V2, supports 

transactions and ACID tables. Hive replication V1 had a number of challenges that V2 overcomes, including:  

• Slow speed. Hive replication V1 transferred entire objects based on their state. Hive replication V2 

uses a delta approach, which only copies the changes made to objects. 

• High storage space requirements. Hive replication V1 exhibited the 4xcopy problem. On the source 

cluster, each replicated object (such as a table or partition) is stored twice; once in the Hive database 

in its original form, and once in the replication store, ready to be copied to the destination cluster. 

The entire object is recorded in the replication store, due to the requirements of transferring objects 

based on their state rather than changes in state (see the first point above). Similarly, on the 

destination cluster, each replicated table is first copied to the replication store on that cluster, and 

then the data is transferred into the Hive database. If you’re replicating a large table, perhaps 

containing a petabyte of data, you require two petabytes of storage on the source cluster and another 

two petabytes on the destination cluster. 

• Unsuitability for load-balancing use cases. Each table or partition is handled as an independent object. 

Cross-table relationships in the data can be temporarily lost while replicating data, so queries run on 

the destination that span multiple tables might produce different results on the destination than on 

the source cluster, until all tables have been synchronized. 

• Incompatibility with ACID. The mechanism used by Hive replication V1 is inherently non-transactional, 

which means that you may see partial results of transactions on the destination server. 

• Dependencies on extensions to external tools. Hive replication V1 uses the import and export 

capabilities of Hive, but requires that these tools are extended to manage staging directories. The 

import/export process also requires that these tools understand which data being replicated belongs 

to which databases. There is a requirement for much of the logic used by Hive replication V1 to bleed 

into these tools. 

This section focuses on the features available with Hive replication V2, which is available on HDInsight 4.0. 

Hive replication V2 is based on notification events. Each completed operation on a database or object within a 

database raises an event. These events and their associated work are recorded by Hive in the metastore. In a 

transactional system with ACID tables, a single notification event might be associated with a number of 
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operations. The transactional replication mechanism implemented by Hive replication V2 enables you to replay 

completed operations starting from a specified event ID, and optionally ending with a given event ID if you 

want to stop an unwanted action from occurring—such as dropping a table. 

CONFIGURE THE SOURCE CL USTER  AND DATABASE 

You must configure the source cluster to enable replication. Set the following configuration parameters for 

Hive: 

Parameter Value Comments 

Source cluster 

hive.repl.cm.enabled true Enable change management to 
archive deleted data files on the 
source cluster 

hive.repl.cmrootdir 

 

Any valid directory at source 

cluster 

Root directory for Change 

Manager on the source cluster 
hive.repl.cm.retain 

 

24 hours Expiry time for change 

management backed-up data files 
on the source cluster 

hive.repl.cm.interval 
3600s 

 

3600s Time interval to look-up on 
expired data files in Change 

Manager on the source cluster 
hive.repl.cmrootdir 

 

Any valid directory at source 

cluster 

Root directory for Change 

Manager on the source cluster 

hive.metastore.transactional.event
.listeners 

org.apache.hive.hcatalog.listen
er.DbNotificationListener 

Enable event logging using the 
default listener on the source 
cluster 

hive.metastore.event.db.listener.ti
metolive 

86400 Expiry time for the events logged 
in the metastore on the source 

cluster 

hive.root.repldir Any valid directory on the 
source cluster 

Root directory used by the REPL 
DUMP command to store 
replication data on the source 
cluster—the directory must be 

writable 

hive.metastore.dml.events true Enable event generation for DML 
operations on the source cluster 

hive.repl.dump.include.acid.tables true Include ACID tables from the 
source cluster 

   

hive.repl.dump.metadata.only false Only dump the metadata from the 
source cluster 

hive.repl.bootstrap.external.tables true Include external tables from the 

source cluster in bootstrap dumps 

hive.repl.include.external.tables true Include external tables from the 
source cluster in incremental 
dumps 

hive.repl.partitions.dump.parallelis
m 

8 Number of threads used to 
concurrently dump partitions on 

the source cluster 

Destination Cluster 
hive.repl.replica.external.table.bas

e.dir 

Any valid directory on the 

destination cluster 

Directory for storing external 

tables on the destination cluster 

hive.repl.replica.functions.root.dir 
 

Any valid directory on the 
destination cluster 

Directory for storing UDFs/UDAFs 
jars on the destination cluster 

hive.repl.approx.max.load.tasks 1000 Limit the number of execution 
tasks to control the memory 
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consumption on the destination 
cluster 

hive.repl.enable.move.optimization true Reduce the number of copies of 
replicated data 

hive.repl.move.optimized.scheme wasb,abfs Comma-separated schemes 
supported by Azure store 

 

You can make these changes using Ambari. 

Each database acting as a replication source must have the repl.source.for property set to true. You can do this 

using the beeline utility: 

alter database mydatabase set dbproperties ('repl.source.for' = 'true'); 

 

REPL ICATE A  DATABASE 

Use the Hive REPL commands to replicate data from one cluster to another  (or even to the same cluster). You 

can run these commands using the beeline utility. 

• REPL DUMP. Run this command on the source cluster containing the data to be replicated. You can specify 

an entire database (which includes functions and materialized views) or individual tables. The REPL DUMP 

command records a representation of the events describing the work done since the specified event ID 

and writes them to a folder in cluster storage (HDFS on a non-HDInsight cluster). 

There are two forms of dump done by the REPL DUMP command: boostrap and incremental.  

A bootstrap dump is simply a dump of the entire database. There may be transactions in flight, and users 

might initiate further work while the dump is running, so the state of the bootstrap dump may reflect 

inconsistent data. When you replicate a database, you start by taking a bootstrap dump. 

An incremental dump is a transactionally consistent dump capturing the completed events since a 

previous dump (bootstrap or incremental). After you’ve taken a bootstrap dump, you must take an 

incremental dump, and apply any of these dumps to the destination before it can be considered 

consistent. All subsequent incremental dumps will only record consistent data, and can be applied in 

sequence to the destination.  

• REPL LOAD. Run this command on the destination cluster. You specify the location of the dump generated 

by the REPL DUMP command on the source cluster. The REPL LOAD command updates the metastore on 

the destination cluster with any structural changes made to the database, and then runs the DistCp utility 

to transfer the data identified by the dump to the destination. 

• REPL STATUS. Run this command on the destination cluster. This command displays the event ID for the 

last replication event that was applied. 
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To migrate a database, first compact all the ACID tables in the source cluster to reduce the amount of data 

transferred to the destination cluster. Next, run the REPL DUMP command without specifying a start event ID, 

while connected to Hive on the source cluster. This creates a bootstrap dump: 

# Bootstrap replication 

REPL DUMP mydatabase; 

 

The REPL DUMP command should complete with a message similar to the following: 

+--------------------------------------------------+---------------+ 

|                   dump_dir                       | last_repl_id  | 

+--------------------------------------------------+---------------+ 

| /user/hive/repl/b1f95f9a-42af-bae0-f79382e5e6a3  | 66            | 

+--------------------------------------------------+---------------+  

 

The dump_dir is the location in cluster storage where the Hive server has generated the  dump, and 

last_repl_id is the ID of the last active event recorded in this dump. Both of these items are important, so 

record them. 

Connect to Hive on the destination cluster, and run the following REPL LOAD command to transfer the data to 

this cluster. You don’t have to use the same  database name as the source: 

# Bootstrap replication 

REPL LOAD mydatabase FROM "hdfs://<source-cluster>/user/hive/repl/b1f95f9a-

42af-bae0-f79382e5e6a3";   

 

To verify the state of the database on the destination cluster, run the REPL STATUS command. The last_repl_id 

should match the value returned by the REPL DUMP command on the source cluster if the operations 

corresponding to every event have been applied and the data transferred successfully. 

# Verify status of replicated database 

REPL STATUS mydatabase; 

 

+---------------+ 

| last_repl_id  | 

+---------------+ 
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| 66            | 

+---------------+  

 

The next step is to take an incremental, event-based snapshot of the database, starting from the point at 

which the bootstrap snapshot finished. This step is important as it ensures that the destination cluster will 

have a transactionally consistent view of the tables when this dump is loaded. To take an incremental 

snapshot, run the REPL DUMP command again, but specify the event ID of the last completed REPL DUMP 

command: 

# Bootstrap replication 

REPL DUMP mydatabase FROM 66; 

 

When the command has completed, it will display the dump_dir and last_repl_id values for the snapshot. Use 

the dump_dir value as the parameter for the REPL LOAD command, and last_repl_id for the REPL STATUS 

command on the destination cluster. At this point, the destination database should be consistent. 

SEL ECTIVE REPL ICATION 

The REPL DUMP and REPL LOAD commands enable you to selectively replicate tables in a database. 

To specify a table, use the form <database>.<table> as the source in the REPL DUMP command. For example: 

REPL DUMP mydatabase.mytable FROM 999; 

 

Transfer the data to the destination cluster with the REPL LOAD command as before. By default, the REPL 

LOAD command will populate a database and table with the same names as the dump, but you can override 

this as shown below: 

REPL LOAD mydatabase2.mytable2 "hdfs://<source-

cluster>/user/hive/repl/..."; 

 

The REPL DUMP command also allows you to dump data for a range of events, rather than continuing to the 

end of the most recent event. In the following example, the dump contains the data for 100 completed events 

in the specified database, starting at event 200. Note that this is not necessarily event 300, as the Hive server 

generates a monotonic series of event IDs across all databases, rather than individually for each database. 

REPL DUMP mydatabase FROM 200 LIMIT 100; 

 

This dump is transactionally consistent, and you can apply it to the destination using the REPL LOAD command. 

The REPL LOAD command is idempotent, so any transactions corresponding to events in this dump that have 

already been completed will have no effect. 

For full details on using the REPL commands, visit the HiveReplicationv2Development page on the Apache wiki 

site. 

POST-MIGRATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR TABLES 

After you have migrated your tables, you can use the features that Hive 3.0 provides on HDInsight 4.0. 

Consider restructuring your tables as part of a post-migration phase to use these features. 

• Reorganize tables to use the Optimized Row Columnar (ORC) file format. This process will involve creating 

new tables with this format, and transferring the data into them. Hive 3 uses ORC as its default format for 

new tables. 

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/HiveReplicationv2Development
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Note: Hive 3 and HDInsight 4 no longer support explicit indexes over tables. ORC is more ef ficient. For 

more details, read Use the ORCFile format. 

• Switch to transactional tables where appropriate. ACID-compliant tables in Hive 3 have significant 

performance improvements over previous versions. ACID is enabled by default when creating new tables. 

There is no performance overhead, and bucketing isn’t required. Spark can also read and write Hive ACID 

tables through the Hive Warehouse Connector. 

• Create materialized views to precompute relevant summaries. Materialized views based on transactional 

tables can be rebuilt incrementally by Hive as the underlying data changes. These views can be stored 

natively in Hive. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE HIVE METASTORE  

Consider the following best practices for implementing and managing the Hive metastore on HDInsight:  

• Use a custom external metastore to separate compute resources and metadata. 

• Start with an S2 tier Azure SQL instance, which provides 50 DTU and 250 GB of storage. If you see a 

bottleneck, you can scale up the database. 

• Don't share the metastore created for one HDInsight cluster version with clusters of a different version. 

Different Hive versions use different schemas. For example, a metastore can't be shared with both Hive 

1.2 and Hive 2.1 clusters. 

• Back up the custom metastore periodically. 

• Keep the metastore and HDInsight cluster in the same region. 

• Monitor the metastore for performance and availability using Azure SQL Database Monitoring tools, like  

the Azure portal or Azure Monitor logs. 

• Execute the ANALYZE TABLE [table_name] COMPUTE STATISTICS command as required to keep statistics 

for tables and columns up to date. 

CONFIGURE HIVE SECURITY  

In a production environment, you should select the Enterprise Security Package for HDInsight when you create 

the cluster. This package adds the Apache Ranger service to the cluster, and enables you to utilize Azure Active 

Directory Domain Services to authenticate requests made to the cluster. 

If you have existing Ranger security policies as part of your on-premises cluster, you can export them using the 

Apache Ranger user interface, and then import them into Ranger running on HDInsight. You can then apply 

users with accounts in Azure Active Directory to these policies. The section Implement application and 

middleware security describes this process in more detail. 

If you weren’t previously using Ranger, create new policies that correspond to your security requirements 

using Ranger in HDInsight, and then apply users to these policies.  

For an example showing how to add Ranger policies for Hive, see Configure Apache Hive policies in HDInsight 

with Enterprise Security Package. 

MIGRATE LIBRARIES FOR CUSTOM FUNCTIONS 
If you have created custom functions (UDFs, UDAFs, serializers, and so on), you will need to copy the libraries 

containing these functions to the HDInsight cluster. 

Upload the libraries to the HDFS filesystem for the HDInsight cluster. You can store these files anywhere in the 

filesystem, but it’s good practice to load them to a standard location (such as a /functions folder) rather than 

distributing them across a filesystem. You can use AzCopy to transfer these files. 

REGISTER AND USE .JAR L IBRARIES  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-optimize-hive-query#use-the-orcfile-format
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/apache-hive-warehouse-connector
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/Materialized+views
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-run-hive
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-run-hive
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For .jar files (Java and Scala libraries), use the beeline utility to connect to Hive on the HDInsight cluster and 

run the add jar file to make the library available to Hive. This will temporarily add the library. In Hive, run the 

create temporary function command to make the functions in this library available to your Hive queries. The 

Hive script below shows an example. The myudfs.jar file contains a function named mypackage.myfunc that 

takes a single string parameter. 

add jar wasb:///functions/myudfs.jar; 

 

create temporary function myfunc as 'mypackage.myfunc'; 

 

SELECT myfunc(country) from hivesampletable; 

 

If you need to make the library a permanent addition, use Ambari to modify the core-site.xml configuration file 

for the cluster and add the library to the hive.aux.jars.path property.  

If you haven’t yet created your cluster, you can use a script action that runs when the cluster is created. 

Microsoft provide a custom script at the URL  

https://hdiconfigactions.blob.core.windows.net/linuxsetupcustomhivelibsv01/setup-customhivelibs-v01.sh. 

Before creating the cluster, upload your libraries to a container in a Blob Storage account. The script takes the 

URL of the storage account containing your libraries as a parameter. The script registers al l the libraries found 

at this URL, and makes them available to Hive. You don’t have to run the add jar command. For further 

information about registering .jar libraries, read Add custom Apache Hive libraries when creating your 

HDInsight cluster.  

REGISTER AND USE .PY L IBRARIES  

For .py files (Python libraries), run the add file command from beeline to register the file with Hive and make it 

available. Python functions are accessible from Hive queries using the TRANSFORM statement. The code below 

shows how to register a Python library named myfunc.py in the /functions folder in HDFS, and then invoke the 

function in a Hive query: 

add file wasbs:///functions/myfunc.py; 

 

SELECT TRANSFORM (country) 

    USING 'python myfunc.py' AS 

    (country string) 

FROM hivesampletable; 

 

Note: Each Python library contains a single function. 

For more information about creating Python functions for Hive on HDInsight, read Use Python User Defined 

Functions (UDF) with Apache Hive and Apache Pig in HDInsight. 

Note: As with MapReduce, Hive on HDInsight 4.0 also supports C# as a language for writing user -defined 

functions. This gives the option to rework or replace your existing functions with a language familiar to .NET 

Framework developers. You can find more details and examples in the article Use C# user-defined functions 

with Apache Hive and Apache Pig on Apache Hadoop in HDInsight. 

MAINTAIN HIGH AVAILABILITY FOR HIVE  

Consider using unidirectional replication to implement high availability for a Hive cluster. The article Azure 

HDInsight business continuity architectures provides an overview of different replication scenarios you can 

adopt to implement high availability. In general, always replicate data from the source cluster (the primary 

cluster) to a secondary cluster in another region: 

https://hdiconfigactions.blob.core.windows.net/linuxsetupcustomhivelibsv01/setup-customhivelibs-v01.sh
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-add-hive-libraries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-add-hive-libraries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-add-hive-libraries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-add-hive-libraries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-hive-pig-udf-dotnet-csharp
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-hive-pig-udf-dotnet-csharp
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-business-continuity-architecture
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-business-continuity-architecture
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Perform the following tasks: 

1. Give the second HDInsight cluster read access to the directory on the primary cluster that holds the 

replication data. By default, this directory is /user/hive/repl, but you can change it by setting the 

hive.repl.rootdir Hive configuration parameter on the source cluster. 

2. Give the second HDInsight cluster read access to the /user/hive/cmroot directory on the source cluster. 

This directory is used by the Change Manager which records information about deleted files used by the 

database. You can change this folder by setting the hive.repl.cmrootdir Hive configuration parameter on 

the source cluster. 

3. For each database to be replicated on the source server: 

a. Enable replication; set the repl.source.for configuration parameter to true. 

b. Perform a bootstrap REPL DUMP command and note the values reported for dump_dir and 

last_repl_id. 

c. Perform an incremental REPL DUMP command, starting with the value for last_repl_id. Note the 

value of dump_dir.  

4. For each database on the second cluster: 

a. Perform a REPL LOAD command using the dump_dir of the bootstrap snapshot for the database 

on the source cluster. 

b. Run the REPL STATUS command, and verify that the value of last_repl_id matches that reported 

for the bootstrap snapshot. 

c. Perform another REPL LOAD command using the dump_dir of the incremental snapshot for the 

database on the source cluster. 

5. Run regular automated REPL DUMP commands on the source cluster, and corresponding REPL LOAD 

commands on the second cluster for each database. Use a Linux utility such as cron to initiate scripts that 

run these tasks. 

If there’s a failure of the source cluster, the Recovery Point Objective (RPO) is determined by the interval 

between REPL DUMP operations for each database. Depending on the requirements and the nature of the 

cluster, it might be possible to replicate some databases less frequently than other. Any critical data that has 

changed since the most recent REPL DUMP operation will have to be added to the replica in some other way. 

The Recovery Time Objective (RTO) is the period required to switch operations to the second cluster, and 

recover any missing data. 
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TUNE HIVE ON HDINSIGHT 

Microsoft documents best practices for tuning Hive on HDInsight. In particular: 

• Scale out the number of worker nodes in the cluster . This enables Hive to run more mappers and reducers 

in parallel. 

• Select the Tez execution engine over MapReduce. You can do this using the Hive Configs tab in Ambari. 

For additional information, see Use Apache Tez instead of Map Reduce. 

Note: In HDInsight 4.0, Tez is the default, and MapReduce is not available for Hive. 

• Set the number of mappers used by Tez, using the tez.grouping.max-size and tez.grouping.min-size 

configuration parameters. Lower both of these parameters to improve latency, and increase them for 

more throughput. Set these parameters using the Configs tab of the Tez service in Ambari. 

• Increase the number of Hive reducers. Too few reducers can result in performance bottle necks. Lower the 

value of the hive.exec.reducers.bytes.per.reducer configuration parameter to increase parallelism. 

However, monitor the number of reducers carefully: too many reducers can also affect performance 

adversely. Set the hive.exec.reducers.max parameter to avoid creating many thousands of reducers for a 

large job. 

• Configure parallel execution for Hive queries. Change the value of the hive.exec.parallel configuration 

parameter from its default value (false) to true. Set the hive.exec.parallel.thread.number parameter to 

limit the number of parallel jobs and avoid overloading the server. 

• Enable vectorization to process data in blocks of 1024 rows rather than one row at a time. Set the 

hive.vectorized.execution.enabled and hive.vectorized.execution.reduce.enabled parameters to true. 

• Enable cost-based optimization rather than rule-based optimization. Set the hive.cbo.enable and 

hive.stats.autogather configuration parameters to true. 

• Collect column and table statistics to ensure optimal query performance. Set the hive.stats.fetch.column-

stats, hive.stats.fetch.partition-stats and hive.compute.query.using.stats configuration parameters to true. 

• Enable intermediate compression to reduce the sizes of the intermediate files generated by map tasks. 

This can speed up I/O and network transfers, at the cost of additional processing. Set the 

hive.exec.compress.intermediate configuration parameter to true. 

• Set the execution engine parameters listed in the following table to optimize processing:  

Parameter Recommended HDInsight Default 
hive.mapjoin.hybridgrace.hashtable True = safer, slower; false = faster 

  

false 

tez.am.resource.memory.mb 4-GB upper bound for most 
  

Auto-Tuned 

tez.session.am.dag.submit.timeout.secs 300+   
300 

tez.am.container.idle.release-timeout-min.millis 20000+ 
  

10000 

tez.am.container.idle.release-timeout-max.millis 40000+ 
  

20000 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/optimize-hive-ambari
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-optimize-hive-query#use-apache-tez-instead-of-map-reduce
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As a starting point for LLAP clusters, Microsoft provide recommended sizing and configuration settings suitable 

for a typical workload. Read the Azure HDInsight Interactive Query Cluster (Hive LLAP) sizing guide  for further 

information. 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/hive-llap-sizing-guide
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MIGRATE SPARK WORKLOADS 

Note: You can no longer create new Spark clusters with Spark 2.1 and 2.2 on HDInsight 3.6. Existing clusters 

will run as is without the support from Microsoft. Additionally, Spark 2.3 is no longer supported on HDInsight 

4.0. Consider moving to Spark 2.4 on HDInsight 4.0. 

SPARK ON HDINSIGHT 

A Spark cluster on HDInsight includes the following components:   

• Spark Core, including Spark SQL, Spark streaming APIs, GraphX, and MLib. 

• Anaconda, with nearly 200 libraries preinstalled for doing data analysis, visualization, and machine 

learning. 

• Apache Livy, exposing a REST API that enables you to run and monitor Spark jobs remotely. 

• Jupyter notebook and Apache Zeppelin notebook for writing, testing, and running Spark jobs. 

Spark enables developers to build and run jobs written using C# and the .NET for Apache Spark library. 

Microsoft provides an ODBC driver that supports connectivity from BI tools, including Microsoft Power BI, 

Tableau, Qlik, SAP, and many others. 

Spark on HDInsight has full support for Azure Data Lake Storage, as the primary storage and additional storage 

for jobs. 

You can integrate Spark on HDInsight with other Azure services. For example, the connector for Azure Event 

Hubs enables you to build streaming applications using data arriving at one or more event hubs. You can read 

and write data held in Azure SQL Database from a Spark job using the SQL Server JDBC driver. 

An important feature in Spark on HDInsight is the implementation of SparkCruise. SparkCruise enables Spark to 

reuse computations performed by other queries, based on the query plans of these queries. This optimization 

helps to improve query efficiency. SparkCruise is enabled by default in HDInsight 4. To learn more about how 

SparkCruise works, read SparkCruise on Azure HDInsight. 

EVALUATE EXISTING SPARK APPLICATION CODE  

HDInsight 4.0 currently runs Spark 2.4.4. There are a number of changes in the Spark APIs from earlier 

versions. If you are migrating from an earlier version, review the relevant information in the Apache Spark 

Migration Guide. You may need to modify your existing applications to run against HDInsight 4.0. Test all code 

thoroughly before releasing it to the production environment. 

Take the opportunity to review and update your application code. Remember that HDInsight supports .NET 

bindings for Spark, so you can replace existing jobs, or write new ones using C# and the features provided 

by .NET Standard. The .NET for Apache Spark Guide provides the details on configuring and running Spark 

applications based on the .NET Framework. The tutorial, Deploy a .NET for Apache Spark application to Azure 

HDInsight walks through a worked example. 

Spark applications read and write data in primary storage as regular HDFS files and directories; no changes 

should be needed to your code. However, HDInsight also supports secondary storage. You can read and write 

files in secondary storage from a Spark application using conventions described in the section Access Azure 

additional storage and storage external to an HDInsight cluster . 

MIGRATE STANDALONE SPARK JOBS 
Standalone Spark applications use their own curated data, held in cluster storage. You migrate the curated 

data following the procedures and guidelines described in the section Migrate data to HDInsight.  

https://dotnet.microsoft.com/apps/data/spark
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=49883
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/spark-cruise
https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/sql-migration-guide.html#upgrading-from-spark-sql-243-to-244
https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/sql-migration-guide.html#upgrading-from-spark-sql-243-to-244
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/platform/dotnet-standard
https://docs.microsoft.com/dotnet/spark/
https://docs.microsoft.com/dotnet/spark/tutorials/hdinsight-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/dotnet/spark/tutorials/hdinsight-deployment
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Standalone jobs that run such applications can be submitted remotely, or invoked from an edge node within a 

cluster. Microsoft provides detailed instructions on using these environments in the article  How do I run or 

submit Spark jobs? For remote jobs, there might be little change other than modifying the address of the Spark 

cluster and providing the appropriate security credentials. For jobs invoked from an edge node using a tool 

such as spark-submit, you should upload the libraries containing your Spark code  to a location in cluster 

storage so it’s accessible to all worker nodes. The example below shows how to run a Spark job from an edge 

node using spark-submit. This command assumes that the Spark library you are running is held in Data Lake 

Gen 2 storage, and uses the abfss driver. For information on support for running Spark jobs remotely from an 

IDE, review the section Developer support for HDInsight: 

# spark-submit 

# Run the class my.job in the mysparklibrary.jar file  

# in cluster storage 

$SPARK_HOME/bin/spark-submit \ 

--master yarn \ 

--class my.class \ 

--deploy-mode cluster \ 

abfss://<filesystem>@<cluster>.dfs.core.windows.net/user/contoso/spark/mysp

arklibrary.jar 

 

MIGRATE SPARK SQL JOBS 

Many Spark jobs depend on Hive for accessing data using the Hive Warehouse Connector (HWC). The HWC is a 

Spark plugin that enables Spark jobs to connect efficiently to Hive. Spark executors communicate with the 

LLAP daemons in a Hive Interactive Query cluster to retrieve data, while Spark driver applications coordinate 

with the Hive Server and Tez to control the work done by the job. To enable Spark SQL workloads to read and 

write data quickly from Hive, HDInsight Spark clusters and HDInsight Interactive Query clusters can share 

metastores. In these situations, you must migrate the Spark and Hive workloads in unison. 

 

For information on installing and configuring the HWC with HDInsight, read Integrate Apache Spark and 

Apache Hive with Hive Warehouse Connector in Azure HDInsight. 

MIGRATE SPARK HBASE JOBS 

Spark applications can also connect to Hive through the Apache Spark HBase Connector. In HDInsight, Spark 

and HBase are deployed in separate clusters. To ensure that the connector can retrieve HBase data from the 

Spark cluster requires running a pair of scripts: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/spark-best-practices#how-do-i-run-or-submit-spark-jobs
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/spark-best-practices#how-do-i-run-or-submit-spark-jobs
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/apache-hive-warehouse-connector
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/apache-hive-warehouse-connector
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• connector-hbase.sh. Download this script from the URL 

https://hdiconfigactions.blob.core.windows.net/hbasesparkconnectorscript/connector -hbase.sh. Run this 

script on the Region nodes for your HBase cluster. This script copies the hbase-site.xml file and the HBase 

IP mapping to the Spark cluster. It takes a single parameter that specifies the URL of the storage account 

for the Spark cluster, as shown in the following example: 

connector-hbase.sh -s wasb://<container>@<storage-account-

name>.blob.core.windows.net 

 

• connector-spark.sh. Download this script from the URL 

https://hdiconfigactions.blob.core.windows.net/hbasesparkconnectorscript/connector -spark.sh and run it 

on the head, worker, and zookeeper nodes in the Spark cluster. This script runs a local cron job that 

periodically checks if the Spark cluster has scaled recently. If so, the script adds the HBase IP mapping 

copied by the connector-hbase.sh script to the /etc/hosts file, to allow connectivity using the name of the 

HBase nodes. Specify a cron schedule to detect when Spark scaling has occurred with the -s flag. If the 

HBase cluster can also scale, add a second cron schedule to detect whether HBase scaling has also 

occurred with the -h flag. The example below checks for Spark scaling every minute, and HBase scaling 

every 30 minutes. 

connector-spark.sh -s "*/1 * * * *" -h "*/30 * * * *" 

 

You can download and run these scripts using script actions. 

After you have configured connectivity between the Spark and HBase clusters, you can use the Spark HBase 

Connector from tools such as the Spark Shell. Download the appropriate version of the connector from the 

SHC Core Repository.  

Note: If you are running Spark 2.4 and HBase 2.0 in HDInsight 4.0, download version 1.1.0.3.1.2.2-1 of the 

connector. For example, you can run the Spark Shell as follows:   

spark-shell --packages com.hortonworks.shc:shc-core:1.1.0.3.1.2.2-1 / 

  --repositories http://repo.hortonworks.com/content/groups/public/ 

 

You can then run Spark Shell commands to create Spark catalog objects that reference HBase tables and run 

queries against these tables. For a detailed example, read Use Apache Spark to read and write Apache HBase 

data. 

MIGRATE NOTEBOOKS 

Notebooks run in the environment provided by the cluster . To migrate a notebook, you physically transfer it 

from the existing cluster into the new cluster.  

• To migrate individual notebooks, export the notebook from the source cluster, and import it into the 

HDInsight cluster. Jupyter and Zeppelin notebooks provide built-in functionality to complete these tasks: 

https://hdiconfigactions.blob.core.windows.net/hbasesparkconnectorscript/connector-hbase.sh
https://hdiconfigactions.blob.core.windows.net/hbasesparkconnectorscript/connector-spark.sh
https://repo.hortonworks.com/content/groups/public/com/hortonworks/shc/shc-core/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-using-spark-query-hbase
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-using-spark-query-hbase
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• To migrate all Jupyter notebooks, copy them from the repository folder in the source cluster. This location 

will vary, depending on your configuration. On HDInsight 4.0, notebooks are saved under the 

/HdiNotebooks folder. Any notebooks you create are stored in subfolders of this folder. Use the following 
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command to upload Jupyter notebooks to the HDInsight cluster. This command assumes you have 

downloaded the notebooks to <notebook-folder>: 

# On the destination HDInsight cluster 

hdfs dfs –copyFromLocal <notebook-folder> /HdiNotebooks 

 

Note: Azure HDInsight supports the PySpark3 (Python 3.5) and Spark (Scala) kernels on Jupyter notebooks. 

The PySpark (Python 2.7) kernel is available to support existing notebooks, but consider switching to 

PySpark3 where possible.  

Other kernels are not available. 

• To migrate all Zeppelin notebooks, locate the notebook repository on the source cluster. This is often the 

/user/zeppelin/notebooks folder in HDFS, but it varies, so check your local Zeppelin configuration. Transfer 

these files to the active head node in your HDInsight cluster , and save them to the local Zeppelin 

notebooks folder. In HDInsight 4.0, this is the /usr/hdp/current/zeppelin-server/notebook.  

 

Note that by default, Zeppelin notebooks on HDInsight 4.0 are not held in cluster storage. If you delete the 

cluster, all Zeppelin notebooks are lost. Additionally, if the head nodes fail over, your notebooks might 

become inaccessible. Consider reconfiguring Zeppellin to use the cluster filesystem. You can use Ambari to 

switch the zeppelin.notebook.storage parameter in the zeppelin-site.xml configuration file to 

org.apache.zeppelin.notebook.repo.FileSystemNotebookRepo. Alternatively, you can store Zeppelin 

notebooks in a file share in Azure File storage as follows: 

1. Set zeppelin.notebook.storage to org.apache.zeppelin.notebook.repo.AzureNotebookRepo . 

 

2. Add a custom site property named zeppelin.notebook.azure.connectionString, and set it to the 

connection string for the storage account in which you want to save notebooks. 

3. Add another custom site property named zeppelin.notebook.azure.share which contains the name of 

the file share to use in this storage account. You can find the connection string for a storage account 

on the Access keys page for the storage account in the Azure portal. 
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4. Restart the Zeppelin service. 

 

Note: The %spark2 interpreter is not supported in Zeppelin notebooks across all HDInsight versions, and  

the %sh interpreter is disabled by default from HDInsight 4.0 onwards due to potential security concerns. 

However, you can grant access to the %sh interpreter to trusted users by using Shiro. This process requires 

you to run HDInsight in an Azure Active Directory domain using the Enterprise Se curity Package, as 

described in the section Design security on HDInsight. The article Use Shiro to Configure Access to 

Zeppelin Interpreters in Enterprise Security Package (ESP) Clusters describes how to configure Shiro. 

CONFIGURE EXTERNAL SPARK LIBRARIES FOR NOTEBOOKS 

HDInsight supports external Spark libraries and packages for Jupyter and Zeppelin notebooks. 

• In a Jupyter notebook, add a reference to the external packages using the %%configure magic in the first 

cell of the notebook. For example: 

%%configure 

{"conf":{"spark.jars.packages": "com.databricks:spark-xml_2.11:0.10.0"}} 

 

In this example, com.databricks:spark-xml_2.11:0.10.0 are the Maven coordinates of a package containing 

functions for reading XML format files into Spark DataFrames. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-zeppelin-notebook#use-shiro-to-configure-access-to-zeppelin-interpreters-in-enterprise-security-package-esp-clusters
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-zeppelin-notebook#use-shiro-to-configure-access-to-zeppelin-interpreters-in-enterprise-security-package-esp-clusters
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• In Zeppelin, add the library to the list of packages available to the interpreter used to run your code. The 

image below shows the addition of the package com.databricks:spark-csv_2.11:1.5.0 to Livy: 
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Save the changes. The notebook can then reference this package: 
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PORT APACHE STORM WORKLOADS TO SPARK STRUCTURED STREAMING 

Apache Storm is not supported in HDInsight 4.0. If you have existing Storm applications, you can rewrite them 

as Spark Structured Streaming applications.  

Note: Storm and Spark have different models of processing. There is a large overlap between the use  cases for 

Storm and Spark Structured Streaming, but there might be situations in which moving to a different solution 

not based on HDInsight may be more appropriate, such as Azure Stream Analytics.  

A Storm application receives data from an input spout, processes the data through a series of bolts, and sends 

the results to an output spout. The initial input spout is typically some form of event source. The basic unit of 

processing in a Storm application is the Tuple, containing a single record. 

A Spark Structured Streaming application uses transformations and Window operations to process data. Data 

appears as DStreams objects (discretized streams) rather than a set of tuples. Each DStream object contains a 

Spark RDD (resilient distributed dataset) holding the records to be processed. The data for each time window 

in a DStream appears in a single RDD. A typical Spark Structured Streaming application iterates through the 

items in each RDD as it is presented. 

 

Note: A Storm application can create Windowed Bolts that are time-based and can handle multiple tuples. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-introduction
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A Spark Structured Streaming application can read and write a stream of event data through a network socket, 

but a number of other sources are available. For example, the Spark Event Hubs connector enables you to 

build Spark structured streaming applications that can receive events from an Azure Event Hub. Spark 

Structured Streaming on HDInsight can also be optimized to work with cluster storage based on Azure Data 

Lake (Gen 2). A Spark Structured Streaming on HDInsight application can also access external storage accounts 

backed by SSD storage, offering high throughput. 

Like Storm, Spark Structured Streaming supports windowing with exactly-once processing. Both APIs provide 

persistence and messaging. Both systems are fault-tolerant, and failed processes can be restarted. However, 

Storm implements an event-driven concurrency model whereas Spark simulates streaming by using micro-

batching based on configurable time slices. Storm arguably provides lower latency than Spark Structured 

Streaming, but this can be mitigated by careful tuning and resource allocation on HDInsight. 

A common use of Spark Structured Streaming is a part of a data processing and analysis pipeline, in 

conjunction with Kafka acting as the data source, and Hive and HBase providing analytical storage. Tools such 

as Power BI can retrieve data from Hive and HBase through ODBC or third-party connectors.  

 

For comparison with Storm, the code below illustrates an example of part of a Spark Structured Streaming 

application that connects to a Kafka topic, performs some Spark computations and aggregations (not shown), 

and streams the results to the console: 

// Scala 

import org.apache.spark._ 

import org.apache.spark.sql.SparkSession 

 

... 

 

// Addresses of Kafka bootstrap servers for the cluster 

val kafkaBootstrapServers = "host1:port1,host2:port2" 

 

// Name of the topic containing incoming data 

val topic = "my_kafka_topic" 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/event-hubs/event-hubs-about
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// Connect to the stream of data arriving from Kafka 

val incomingStream = spark 

  .readStream 

  .format("kafka") 

  .option("kafka.bootstrap.servers", kafkaBootstrapServers) 

  .option("subscribe", topic) 

  .load() 

 

// Perform Spark processing on the stream here 

... 

 

 

// Stream the results to the console. 

incomingStream.writeStream 

  .outputMode("append") 

  .format("console") 

  .option("truncate", false) 

  .start() 

  .awaitTermination() 

 

For a more detailed overview of Spark Structured Streaming, read Spark Structured Streaming on HDInsight. 

MAINTAIN HIGH AVAILABILITY FOR SPARK 

Replication is the key to maintaining high availability for your Spark workloads. You have at least two options: 

• Active primary cluster group with a standby secondary cluster group in another region. Each cluster group 

comprises a Spark cluster and, if necessary, an Interactive Query cluster. The Interactive Query clusters in 

the primary and standby groups can be synchronized using Hive replication, as described in the section 

Maintain high availability for Hive. You can utilize batch replication from Azure Data Factory to periodically 

transfer non-Hive data between the Spark clusters. To reduce costs, the standby cluster should be scaled-

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-structured-streaming-overview
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in until it’s required. You can also utilize the standby cluster as a read-only system for specific users. 

 

• Active primary cluster group with an on-demand secondary cluster group. Data is replicated to a SQL 

metastore, and storage accounts for Hive and Spark in a secondary region. If there’s a failure in the active 

primary cluster group, create the clusters for the secondary group by running a sc ript (PowerShell or Azure 

CLI). 
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TUNE SPARK ON HDINSIGHT 

The HDInsight environment will likely have access to more resources than were available on-premises. Take 

the time to review and modify the Spark configuration for the cluster , along with the applications that run 

against the cluster, to help optimize throughput.  

OPTIMIZE SPARK APPL ICATIONS  

As part of the migration process, review your existing Spark application code and look for opportunities to 

optimize this code: 

• Consider broadcasting variables to all executors. Each variable only needs to be serialized once, which 

makes lookups faster. 

• Use bucketing to group data. Spark can perform optimized queries, joins, and aggregations over bucketed 

data. You can use bucketing with partitioning if necessary. 

• Investigate slow join or shuffle operations over datasets. These phenomena can indicate data skew that 

you should correct. 

• Review the join types used for joining datasets. Perform a SortMerge join operation only for large 

datasets. Update the Spark configuration to select a Broadcast join for smaller datasets: 

// Use a Broadcast join for datasets smaller than 1 Gb 

spark.conf.set("spark.sql.autoBroadcastJoinThreshold", 1*1024*1024*1024)  
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For more details on the items in this list, review Optimize Apache Spark jobs in HDInsight. 

TUNE I/O PERFORMANCE 

To optimize I/O performance, you can cache data in memory or on SSDs attached to the cluster nodes. Caching 

in memory provides the best query performance but can be expensive. Caching on local SSDs can improve 

query performance without requiring that you create a cluster of a size that’s needed to fit the entire dataset 

in memory.  

You enable caching to SSDs by activating the HDInsight IO Cache service. The HDInsight IO Cache service uses 

dedicated SSDs attached to each worker node. These SSDs can provide bandwidth in excess of 1 GB with 

minimal latency. You don’t need to modify your Spark code to use the HDInsight IO Cache service ; all reads and 

writes using the HDInsight IO Cache service are totally transparent. 

HDInsight IO Cache also works with Hive and Tez workloads. 

HDInsight IO Cache is disabled by default on HDInsight 4.0. To enable it, connect to the Ambari management 

web interface. Select the IO Cache service, and then click Activate. You must restart the affected services (like 

Spark, Hive, or Tez). 

 

Spark uses the same SSDs as the IO Cache Service for storing data during shuffle operations. Very large jobs 

might exhaust the available space on the local SSDs, which can cause the jobs to fail. By default, the IO Cache 

Service uses half of the available SSD space. If your jobs are failing frequently, reduce the space used by the 

cache. This setting is governed by the hadoop.cache.data.fullness.percentage parameter in the core-site.xml 

configuration file. Use Ambari to modify this parameter . You’ll find it in the Custom core-site section of the 

HDFS configs: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-perf
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/apache-spark-improve-performance-iocache
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TUNE RESOURCE USE 

Microsoft provides additional guidance on optimizing the cluster configuration to maximize the throughput of 

Spark jobs. These guidelines are primarily concerned with selecting the appropriate size and number of Spark 

executors, to minimize Java garbage collection overhead while ensuring that sufficient heap space is available, 

and to balance the workload across nodes. You can modify the configuration parameters for Spark using 

Ambari. The primary parameters concerned with optimization are spark.executor.cores, 

spark.executor.instances, and spark.executor.memory: 
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Any recommendations for these parameters are subject to the nature of the jobs you’re running, so treat 

tuning as an iterative process; start with an initial configuration, monitor query performance using the YARN 

Timeline Server, and make any necessary adjustments. For details, read Cluster configuration optimization for 

Apache Spark. 

You can override the default settings for these configuration parameters when you submit a Spark job. For 

example, if you’re using spark-submit to initiate a job remotely, you can specify the --executor-memory, --

executor-cores, and --num-executors parameters on the command line:  

spark-submit --class <the application class to execute> --executor-memory 

3072M --executor-cores 4 –-num-executors 10 <location of application jar 

file> <application parameters> 

 

In a Juypter notebook, you can achieve the same effect using the %%configure magic: 

%%configure 

{"executorMemory": "3072M", "executorCores": 4, "numExecutors":10} 

 

TUNE THRIFT 

A Spark cluster accesses JDBC and ODBC resources through the Spark Thrift server. Each Spark cluster includes 

two instances of this server. Thrift abides by the settings for the spark.executor.cores and 

spark.executor.memory parameters configured for the Spark service, but has its own configuration that 

governs the number of executors. This is because Thrift can vary the number of executors dynamically, 

depending on the queries it’s processing. Review the settings for the spark.dynamicAllocation.maxExecutors 

and spark.dynamicAllocation.minExecutors parameters for Thrift. These parameters, which set the upper and 

lower limits of scaling, are part of the Spark service configuration in Ambari: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/optimize-cluster-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/spark/optimize-cluster-configuration
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MIGRATE KAFKA WORKLOADS 

Note: Kafka 1.1 is no longer supported on HDInsight 4.0. Consider moving to Kafka 2.1 on HDInsight 4.0. Create 

separate clusters for Kafka and Spark to avoid resource contention issues. 

KAFKA ON HDINSIGHT 
A Kafka cluster on HDInsight 4.0 comprises the following items: 

• Head nodes 

• Zookeeper nodes 

• Broker (worker) nodes 

• Azure Managed Disks attached to the broker nodes 

• Gateway nodes 

The Kafka cluster only contains the elements necessary to run the Kafka service. No other services are 

installed. 

 

Kafka 2.1.1 on HDInsight 4.0 runs as a managed service on Azure, with a configuration that has been 

thoroughly tested by Microsoft. As a result, Microsoft provides a 99.9% SLA for availability. Like other types of 

HDInsight cluster, a Kafka cluster is scalable; you can add worker nodes dynamically, according to the demands 

of the workload. Kafka is a very I/O intensive service, and the HDInsight implementation uses Azure Managed 

Disks to optimize throughput. Each worker node (broker) has up to 16 TB of storage available. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-machines/managed-disks-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-machines/managed-disks-overview
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Note: Azure Managed Disks can be based on VHDs (known as Standard disks) and SSDs (known as Premium 

disks). SSDs offer much higher performance. If you select DS or GS series virtual machines for the cluster 

nodes, they will be allocated Premium disks. If you select any other type of virtual machine, they will be 

connected to Standard disks. 

Kafka on HDInsight supports MirrorMaker, enabling you to replicate data between clusters. 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE OF KAFKA ON HDINSIGHT 

To migrate your existing Kafka services to HDInsight, you must be able to connect to the Kafka cluster in 

HDInsight from your existing cluster and client applications. 

The worker nodes for an HDInsight Kafka cluster run in a virtual network that is isolated from the outside 

world. By default, applications and services running outside this virtual network cannot post or subscribe to 

Kafka topics. Only applications deployed on virtual machines inside the virtual network can interact with Kafka.  

To access a cluster from an on-premises network, you create an Azure Virtual Network Gateway or an Azure 

ExpressRoute Gateway, and connect your network to the cluster virtual network using a site -to-site 

configuration. Alternatively, in a development environment, you can connect an individual computer to the 

virtual network through a VPN client that uses Azure Virtual Network Gateway to establish a point-to-site 

connection (point-to-site connectivity is not recommended for production environments). The sections 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpngateways
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-about-virtual-network-gateways
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-about-virtual-network-gateways
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Connect your on-premises network to the cluster virtual network and Connect a computer to the cluster 

virtual network describe how to do this. 

Note: If your existing cluster is running in a third-party cloud environment, such as Amazon VPC, you’ll need to 

establish a network peering between the Azure virtual network hosting your HDInsight cluster, and the virtu al 

network deployed by the third party. For an example showing how to configure network peering between 

Azure and AWS, read Connect Azure Virtual Network With AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). 

A third alternative for client applications is to configure the Kafka REST proxy. If you use the Azure portal to 

create the cluster, this option is available on the Security + networking page: 

 

The REST proxy provides a REST interface to the Kafka service. Clients don’t need to be located in  the same 

virtual network as the cluster. Requests from authenticated users and services acting as message producers 

and consumers can be routed through the proxy to Kafka. You specify which identities can access the cluster 

by selecting an Azure Active Directory security group. Requests must be authenticated by using Azure Active 

Directory, and the identity associated with each request must be a member of this group.  

https://www.infrakloud.com/2019/08/connect-azure-virtual-network-with-aws-virtual-private-cloud-vpc/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/rest-proxy
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For further information, read Interact with Apache Kafka clusters in Azure HDInsight using a REST proxy. 

CONNECT YOUR ON-PREMISES NETWORK TO THE CL USTER VIRTUAL  NETWORK  

Complete the following steps to connect your on-premises network through a VPN to the virtual network used 

by your HDInsight cluster (a site-to-site connection). These instructions use the Azure portal, although you can 

script them using PowerShell or the Azure CLI. You must have already installed a suitable VPN device as part of 

your local network. The article About VPN devices and IPsec/IKE parameters for Site-to-Site VPN Gateway 

connections includes a list of supported VPN devices for use with Azure Virtual Network Gateway. 

 

1. Add an additional subnet to the cluster virtual network. Azure Virtual Network Gateway uses this subnet 

(called the gateway subnet) to provide virtual network addresses for connecting other networks to the 

gateway. Name the subnet GatewaySubnet to ensure that it is recognized by the Azure Virtual Network 

Gateway. Ensure that you specify a CIDR block with enough space for the number of incoming 

connections. Microsoft recommends that you create a subnet with size 16 (/28) or 32 (/27) addresses . 

2. Create an Azure Virtual Network Gateway. Specify the cluster virtual network, the gateway subnet in this 

virtual network, and generate a public IP address that will be used to connect to the gateway from your 

on-premises network. Set the gateway type to VPN (as opposed to ExpressRoute). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/rest-proxy
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpn-devices
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpn-devices
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3. Create an Azure Local Network Gateway. The local network gateway is used by the VPN device in your 

local network. Specify the public IP address of the VPN device in your on-premises network, together with 

the address range for addresses that you want to route from in your on-premises network. 
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4. Configure your on-premises VPN device. For a site-to-site connection you must generate a shared key that 

your VPN device and the virtual network gateway can use as a secret to verify each other. The on-

premises device will use this key to establish a connection through the virtual network gateway. 

5. Add a DNS server to your virtual network, and configure DNS forwarding between your on -premises DNS 

servers and the DNS server in the virtual network. 

6. Create the VPN connection. Configure the virtual network gateway to establish connectivity to your VPN 

device. Set the connection type to Site-to-Site. Specify the Azure Local Network Gateway, and add the 

shared key for your VPN device. 
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For full details on this process, visit Create a Site-to-Site connection in the Azure portal. 

If you have an Azure ExpressRoute circuit set up with an Azure datacenter, you can link the virtual network 

containing the HDInsight cluster to this circuit through an Azure ExpressRoute Gateway. 

1. Ensure that you have Azure private peering configured for the circuit. 

2. Add a subnet to the cluster virtual network for use by the gateway. Name the subnet GatewaySubnet, and 

allocate sufficient address space to allow your clients to connect. 

3. Create an Azure Virtual Network Gateway. Specify the cluster virtual network, the gateway subnet in this 

virtual network, and generate a public IP address that will be used to connect to the gateway from your 

on-premises network. Set the gateway type to ExpressRoute. 

4. Connect the cluster virtual network to the circuit. Configure the virtual network gateway to connect to 

your ExpressRoute circuit. 

Detailed instructions for carrying out these tasks are available in the article Connect a virtual network to 

an ExpressRoute circuit using the portal. 

CONNECT A  COMPUTER TO THE CL USTER VIRTUAL  NETWORK  

Connecting individual computers to a virtual network requires creating a point-to-site connection. Point-to-site 

connections to an Azure virtual network must be authenticated by a certificate . You upload the root certificate 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-site-to-site-resource-manager-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-linkvnet-portal-resource-manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-linkvnet-portal-resource-manager
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to the Azure Virtual Network Gateway. Each computer provides a client certificate that has been signed by the 

root certificate when it connects. The client certificate must be installed on each client computer.  

Complete the following steps to create a point-to-site connection through an Azure Virtual Network Gateway:  

1. Add a subnet to the cluster virtual network for use by the gateway. Name the subnet GatewaySubnet, and 

allocate sufficient address space to allow each computer to connect. 

2. Create an Azure Virtual Network Gateway. Specify the cluster virtual network, the gateway subnet in this 

virtual network, and generate a public IP address that will be used to connect to the gateway from your 

on-premises network. Set the gateway type to VPN. 

3. Configure the point-to-site settings for the virtual network gateway; on the User VPN Connection page for 

the virtual network gateway, specify an address pool for computers connecting through the gateway, set 

the tunnel type to IKEv2 and SSTP (SSL), provide the root certificate to use in the Azure subscription, and 

set the Authentication type to Azure certificate. 

 

4. Save the configuration. 

5. If you’re connecting from a Windows client: 

a. Download the VPN client configuration utility for the virtual network gateway. This utility is 

available on the User VPN Configuration page for the virtual network gateway on the Azure 

portal. 
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b. Run the client configuration utility on each Windows client computer and set up the connection. 

 

For details, see Configure a Point-to-Site VPN connection to a VNet using native Azure certificate 

authentication: Azure portal. 

6. If you’re connecting from a Linux client, install an IPsec package such as strongSwan on each client. The 

download files generated by the User VPN Configuration page include a set of generic parameters that 

you can use to configure the StrongSwan service to connect to the Azure Virtual Network Gateway. For an 

example showing how to create a point-to-site connection, read the article Configure a Point-to-Site (P2S) 

VPN on Linux for use with Azure Files. 

By default, the initial connection to a bootstrap broker returns metadata to the client, including a list of all the 

brokers in the cluster and their connection endpoints. The connection endpoints are in the format of domain 

name and port number. Clients using a point-to-site across an Azure network gateway cannot use these 

names, however. Instead, configure Kafka to advertise IP addresses rather than domain names, as follows: 

1. Sign in to the cluster using Ambari. 

2. Select Kafka, select Configs, and change the value in the listeners field to PLAINTEXT://0.0.0.0:9092. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal
https://www.strongswan.org/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/files/storage-files-configure-p2s-vpn-linux
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/files/storage-files-configure-p2s-vpn-linux
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3. Scroll down to the Advanced kafka-env section, and edit the kafka-env template field. 

 

4. Add the following text to the bottom of the kafka-env-template field: 

# Configure Kafka to advertise IP addresses instead of FQDN 

 

IP_ADDRESS=$(hostname -i) 

 

echo advertised.listeners=$IP_ADDRESS 

 

sed -i.bak -e '/advertised/{/advertised@/!d;}' \ 

/usr/hdp/current/kafka-broker/conf/server.properties 
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echo "advertised.listeners=PLAINTEXT://$IP_ADDRESS:9092" >> 

/usr/hdp/current/kafka-broker/conf/server.properties  

 

5. Save the configuration, and restart the Kafka service. 

Remote client applications running in your on-premises network can now connect to Kafka brokers using their 

IP addresses rather than their domain names. You can add these IP addresses to your on -premises name 

service if you prefer to reference brokers by name. 

KAFKA INTEGRATION WITH AZURE SERVICES 

A common use for Kafka is as an ingestion service. The incoming data could be operational events, feeds from 

external services and websites, or any other type of event source. You can deploy a Kafka HDInsight cluster 

with a separate Spark HDInsight cluster to implement an analytics pipeline. The image below shows an 

example, with a Hive and HBase clusters acting as the repository for the analytics data generated by Spark.  

 

Kafka on HDInsight can act as the data source for notebooks running in Azure Databricks provided you create 

the Databricks workspace in the same virtual network as the Kafka cluster. This technique uses VNet injection. 

For more information, see Deploy Azure Databricks in your Azure virtual network (VNet injection). 

Azure Databricks also provides a mechanism that enables Azure Data Factory to incorporate Kafka streaming 

into its data flows. Perform the Kafka processing in a Databricks notebook, and add the notebook to a Data 

Factory Pipeline. For an example, read Run a Databricks notebook with the Databricks Notebook Activity in 

Azure Data Factory. 

MIGRATE KAFKA CLIENTS 

Note: HDInsight supports native Kafka APIs. Your client application code doesn't need to change. 

The primary function of Kafka is to consume and produce messages. Client applications can post messages to a 

cluster, and subscribe to topics and listen for messages delivered to that topic by Kafka. Internally, Kafka uses 

disk storage to buffer and partition that data for topics. To minimize disruption, you can perform the migration 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/databricks/administration-guide/cloud-configurations/azure/vnet-inject
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/transform-data-using-databricks-notebook
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/transform-data-using-databricks-notebook
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while the cluster is active. However, a controlled migration process must prevent loss of messages while the 

migration is occurring. At a high level, there are at least two ways of achieving this aim: 

1. Create the new cluster but leave the old cluster running. Reconfigure and restart producer applications 

and services to post to the new cluster, but leave consumers connected to the old cluster to complete 

their work and drain the message queues (step 1 in the image below). When the queues are empty, 

reconfigure and restart the consumers to connect to the new cluster and decommission the old cluster 

(step 2): 

 

The page Migrate Apache Kafka workloads to Azure HDInsight 4.0 provides additional information on this 

approach. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/migrate-versions
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This is a simple approach but could lead to degradation in a service that may be unacceptable. For 

example, critical messages that require immediate processing may be buffered by the new cluster before 

the consumers complete their existing tasks against the old cluster. One solution to this is to configure 

consumers to listen for messages on both clusters simultaneously. 

Additionally, to prevent producers failing to post critical events while switching clusters, temporarily 

configure the producers to send messages to topics on both clusters. Note that this strategy can result in 

consumers receiving the same message more than once, so any message processing performed by the 

consumer must be idempotent. 

2. Keep the old cluster running while the new cluster is created and configured. Use MirrorMaker to 

replicate topics from the old cluster to the new cluster, then reconfigure and restart applications that 

listen for messages on these topics to connect to the new cluster (step 1 below). Reconfigure services that 

post messages to send them to the new cluster. When the old cluster is no longer active and all messages 

have been drained, shut down MirrorMaker and the old cluster (step 2). This approach is more complex, 

but reduces the chances of an interruption to the service. 

Note: This approach also requires that consumers translate the message offsets from the old cluster to the 

new cluster. These offsets will likely be different in each cluster due to the way in which MirrorMaker 

forwards messages from the old cluster to the new cluster. You may need to use time-based consumer 

offsets in the new cluster.  
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MirrorMaker requires that you have a site-to-site VPN connection or network peering between the 

network hosting your existing cluster and the virtual network used by the HDInsight cluster. If your 

existing cluster is running on-premises, follow the instructions in the section Connect your on-premises 

network to the cluster virtual network to set up this connection. You can find detailed instructions on 

using MirrorMaker with HDInsight in the article Use MirrorMaker to replicate Apache Kafka topics with 

Kafka on HDInsight.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/apache-kafka-mirroring
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/apache-kafka-mirroring
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Note: HDInsight doesn’t support in-place upgrades from one Kafka version to another. To upgrade to a new 

version of Kafka, you must create a new HDInsight cluster and migrate your configuration and applications to 

this new cluster. 

CONFIGURE KAFKA SECURITY  

Kafka supports Transport Layer Security with and without server authentication. This enables you to 

implement encryption of data in-flight. For a detailed example that walks through this process, visit Set up TLS 

encryption and authentication for Apache Kafka in Azure HDInsight. 

Kafka on HDInsight supports user authentication through Azure Active Directory and authorization with 

Apache Ranger. You must select the Enterprise Security Package for HDInsight when you create the cluster to 

use this form of security. The section Implement application and middleware security covers this area in more 

detail. The online tutorial, Configure Apache Kafka policies in HDInsight with Enterprise Security Package  

shows an example implementation. 

MAINTAIN HIGH AVAILABILITY FOR KAFKA 

You manage Kafka availability at two levels. You can: 

• Replicate partitions internally within a Kafka cluster, to ensure availability of topics and messages. 

• Replicate an entire Kafka cluster to another region, to maintain availability during a regional outage. 

This section considers managing availability at these levels in more detail. 

MANAGE INTERNAL  AVAIL ABIL ITY WITHIN A  CL USTER  

Note: To guarantee high availability, a Kafka cluster must contain at least three worker nodes. 

Azure deploys instances of its services across Update Domains (UD) and Fault Domains (FD). Although the 

Kafka service on HDInsight is designed to be highly available by virtue of its replication mechanism, internally 

Kafka is fault-domain agnostic. When you create a topic, Kafka could store all replicas of a partition for the 

topic in the same Azure FD or UD, rendering it vulnerable. Microsoft provides the Kafka partition rebalance 

tool to distribute partitions and replicas across UDs and FDs. You should use this tool whenever you create a 

new topic or partition, and whenever you scale a cluster. 

The rebalance tool aims to redistribute the replicas of partitions for a topic so that each replica is in a separate 

FD and UD. The tool also attempts to balance the leader load across the cluster so that each broker has a 

similar number of leaders. You use the tool in two phases:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/apache-kafka-ssl-encryption-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/apache-kafka-ssl-encryption-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-run-kafka
https://github.com/hdinsight/hdinsight-kafka-tools
https://github.com/hdinsight/hdinsight-kafka-tools
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1. Analyze the cluster and generate a plan that aims to rebalance the partitions and replicas for each topic. 

2. Selectively apply the plan to specified topics, and verify that it was applied successfully. 

To generate a rebalancing plan, specify the topics to consider (or specify ALL for all topics), and a directory 

location for the plan. You can optionally specify the --computeStorageCost parameter which uses the amount 

of free disk space per broker and the partition sizes to help generate the plan. Moving partitions and replicas 

can be a time-consuming process and occupy bandwidth that might otherwise be available to applications 

running against the cluster. Another parameter, --throttle, enables you to specify the upper bound on 

bandwidth that should be used when moving replicas. The following example generates a plan for topic1, 

topic2, and topic3. The plan is saved to the /home/sshuser folder. The default file name for the plan is 

kafkaRebalancePlan.json. Note that the tool is a python script named rebalance_rackaware.py. 

sudo python ./rebalance_rackaware.py --topics topic1,topic2,topic3 --

rebalancePlanDir /home/sshuser --computeStorageCost --username sshuser --

password **********  

 

To apply the plan and rebalance the replicas and partitions, run the tool with the --execute or --verify flags. 

sudo python ./rebalance_rackaware.py --rebalancePlanDir /home/sshuser --

execute  

 

MANAGE CROSS-REGION AVAIL ABILITY WITH MUL TIPL E CL USTERS  

You can use MirrorMaker to implement cross-region availability with multiple HDInsight Kafka clusters. 

However, MirrorMaker is not a complete HA solution. Replication occurs asynchronously, and the lag while 

replication occurs means that messages generated after a failure in the cluster acting as the consumer could 

be lost unless you replay them manually. This factor determines the RPO of your solution. The RTO is the time 

required to reconnect applications that were using the failed cluster to the still-working system. 

Depending on your requirements, consider the following configurations:  

• Active-Passive. This configuration is based on the setup shown earlier using MirrorMaker to migrate 

Kafka workloads, except that both clusters run Kafka on HDInsight. Client applications initially connect 

to a Primary cluster, and all topics are replicated to a Secondary cluster. If there’s a failure of the 

Primary cluster, clients are redirected to the Secondary cluster. 
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In this model, the primary advantages are: 

o Network latency between clusters does not affect performance of an Active cluster. 

o The simplicity of unidirectional replication. 

The principal disadvantages include: 

o The Passive cluster is underutilized. 

o Replication asynchronicity leads to eventual consistency between the clusters, possibly 

leading to the loss of data and inconsistency between topics if the Active cluster fails. 

o Applications have to include failover awareness logic to enable  them to be redirected. 

• Active-Active. This configuration utilizes bidirectional asynchronous replication between clusters. 

Clients can connect to either cluster. 
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The advantages of this model are: 

o Both clusters can be fully utilized, making better use of resources. 

o Clients can connect to the nearest cluster to reduce network latency.  

The disadvantages are: 

o A more complex setup and configuration than the Active-Passive model. 

o Increased data transfer costs between Azure regions. 

o Additional logic required to prevent circular replication of messages. 

OPTIMIZE AND TUNE THE KAFKA CONFIGURATION  

The primary role of Kafka is to send and receive messages. Achieving good performance requires that you 

allocate sufficient throughput resources to process and store the volume of messages expected, while 

reducing message latency. You configure your cluster to balance these sometimes conflicting requirements.  

As a starting point, assess the throughput and latency requirements of your system. These requirements are 

typically based on the scenarios for which you are capturing and processing data. For example, a system that 

monitors the availability of critical services (such as in a power station) is likely to be high throughput and low 

latency (less than 100ms). A less critical scenario concerns ingestion of telemetry data for intruder detection, 

in which case the system can tolerate higher latency (up to 250ms).  

For further guidance, read Performance optimization for Apache Kafka HDInsight clusters.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/kafka/apache-kafka-performance-tuning
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MIGRATE HBASE WORKLOADS 

Note: HBase 1.1.2 running on HDInsight 3.6 is deprecated. If you have an existing HBase 1.1.x cluster, you must 

move to HBase 2.1.6 as part of the migration to HDInsight 4.0. 

HBASE ON HDINSIGHT 
HDInsight 4.0 provides the HBase cluster type running HBase 2.1.6. The default configuration comprises two 

head nodes, three zookeeper nodes, and four Region nodes, although you can adjust the initial number of 

Region nodes when you create the cluster, and scale in and out when the cluster is running. To ensure 

durability and protect your data in clusters that support accelerated writes, you can’t scale below three Region 

nodes. 

HBase on HDInsight uses Azure Storage to deliver low latency I/O that supports fast access to large datasets, 

and enables you to build interactive websites that allow users to read and write this data. HBase implements 

strong consistency for read and write operations. HDInsight enhances performance through in-memory 

caching for read operations, and high-throughput streaming for write operations. 

Internally, HBase utilizes a Write-Ahead Log (WAL) to record data inserts, updates, deletes, and other 

operations that write data. As the data is written to the WAL, it’s also copied to the HBase MemStore, which 

acts as a fast in-memory repository. The WAL provides resilient storage that can survive the failure of an HBase 

Region node and the loss of the MemStore on that node. To minimize the latency of the WAL, you can select 

the Accelerated Writes feature of HBase on HDInsight when you create the cluster. This feature attaches 

premium SSD Azure Managed Disks to each Region node, and the WAL is written to these disks. Azure 

Managed Disks also offer increased resilience through improved fault tolerance compared to other storage 

options. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-machines/managed-disks-overview
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Note: To achieve high throughput reads as well as writes, Microsoft recommends that you select a Premium 

BlockBlobStorage account for the cluster storage alongside HBase accelerated writes. 
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For more information about accelerated writes, read Azure HDInsight Accelerated Writes for Apache HBase. 

CONNECTIVITY TO  HBASE 

The Region nodes running as part of an HDInsight reside in a virtual network. By default, only applications 

deployed on virtual machines inside the cluster virtual network can connect directly with HBase. A REST 

service is available for clients that are external to the virtual network. Alternatively, to communicate directly 

with HBase from outside the virtual network, create an Azure Virtual Network Gateway or an Azure 

ExpressRoute Gateway, and connect your network to the cluster virtual network using a site -to-site 

configuration. In a development environment, you can connect an individual computer to the virtual network 

through a VPN client that uses Azure Virtual Network Gateway to establish a point-to-site connection. Note 

that point-to-site connectivity is not recommended for production environments. The sections Connect your 

on-premises network to the cluster virtual network and Connect a computer to the cluster virtual network in 

the Kafka migration part of this guide describe how to do this. 

TOOL S FOR ACCESSING HBASE DATA  

You can read and write HBase data in an HDInsight cluster using the create, get, put, and scan commands from 

the HBase shell. You can use Apache Phoenix to run SQL queries against a Phoenix table in HBase from the 

SQLLine utility. Client applications can also connect to HBase using Spark, or through the HBase Java RPC APIs. 

Additionally, a REST API is available for building HBase client applications, together with a C# library, provided 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hbase/apache-hbase-accelerated-writes
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpngateways
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-about-virtual-network-gateways
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/expressroute/expressroute-about-virtual-network-gateways
http://sqlline.sourceforge.net/
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.HBase.Client/
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by Microsoft, that sits on top of the REST API. The article Use the .NET SDK for Apache HBase describes how to 

install and use the C# library. 

You can query an HBase table from Hive by creating a Hive external table that maps to the HBase table. The 

following example shows a HiveQL script you can run from beeline to create an external Hive table named 

hbasecontacts. The data for the table is stored in the HBase table named Contacts: 

CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE hbasecontacts( 

  rowkey STRING,  

  name STRING,  

  homephone STRING,  

  officephone STRING,  

  officeaddress STRING) 

STORED BY 'org.apache.hadoop.hive.hbase.HBaseStorageHandler' 

WITH SERDEPROPERTIES ( 

  'hbase.columns.mapping' =  

    ':key,Personal:Name,Personal:Phone,Office:Phone,Office:Address') 

TBLPROPERTIES ('hbase.table.name' = 'Contacts');  

 

Note: Hive is installed as part of an HDInsight HBase cluster. 

HBase clusters also come with Zeppelin notebook installed. Right now we support the use of jdbc(phoenix) 

interpreter with Zeppelin. 

 

 

 

HBASE-SPARK CONNECTION 

For HBase spark interaction, one option is to use the Spark HBase connector. For details follow the link here 

Reading and writing with Spark from/to HBase. 

Customers can also use their custom Spark code to read and write from/to HBase. 

MIGRATE HBASE DATABASES 
There are several options for migrating HBase tables from a non-Azure cluster to HDInsight 4.0: 

• Use HBase snapshots to capture a point-in-time copy of an HBase table, export the snapshot to the 

destination cluster, and then restore the table from the snapshot on the destination cluster. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hbase/apache-hbase-rest-sdk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-using-spark-query-hbase
https://hbase.apache.org/book.html#ops.snapshots
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• Use the HBase Export utility on the source cluster to copy the data to local storage on the source cluster, 

copy this data to storage on the destination cluster, and then run the HBase Import utility to load the data 

into HBase.  

• Use the HBase CopyTable utility to transfer data row by row. 

The following sections describe each of these approaches in more detail . 

Note: If you’re migrating from an older version of HDInsight to HDInsight 4.0 , you don’t need to move the 

data. Instead, delete the old cluster but leave the storage account used by that cluster in place. Then, create a 

new cluster that reuses the same storage account. You may also need to perform some minor reconfiguration 

of zookeeper in the new cluster. For full details and a worked example, visit Migrate an Apache HBase cluster 

to a new version. 

USE HBASE SNAPSHOTS  

This is the recommended approach to migrating an HBase database. A snapshot is a point-in-time copy of a 

table. A snapshot only contains the metadata describing the state of the table at the specified time. Sn apshots 

are useful for restoring a table to a known state, possibly before some disastrous event occurred that caused 

data to be lost inadvertently. Snapshots also provide an excellent method for moving data. 

 

You create a snapshot with the snapshot command in the HBase Shell: 

# HBase Shell 

snapshot '<table-name>', '<snapshot-name>' 

 

To use a snapshot to transfer data, use the ExportSnapshot utility from the Linux command line on the source 

cluster. This tool copies a snapshot to a destination cluster, together with the data for the snapshotted table as 

it was when the snapshot was created. This command doesn’t require any form of network peering with the 

destination cluster. In the example shown below, replace:  

• <account-name> with the name of the storage account used for cluster storage by the HDInsight 

cluster. 

• <account-key> with the account key for the storage account. You can find the account keys on the 

Access keys page for the storage account in the Azure portal. Use key1 or key2. 

• <snapshot-name> with the name of the snapshot to be copied. 

• <hbase-root-directory> with the name of the root directory used by HBase on the HDInsight cluster. 

You can find the location of the HBase root directory on your cluster by using the HBase Master UI, 

available through Ambari: 

https://hbase.apache.org/book.html#export
https://hbase.apache.org/book.html#import
https://hbase.apache.org/book.html#copy.table
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hbase/apache-hbase-migrate-new-version
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hbase/apache-hbase-migrate-new-version
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Go to the Home page of the UI and look under Software Attributes: 

  

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.snapshot.ExportSnapshot \ 

  -Dfs.azure.account.key.<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net=<account-key> 

\ 

  -snapshot '<snapshot-name>' \ 
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  -copy-to '<hbase-root-directory>' 

 

Note that the exported snapshot will only contain the data as it was when the snapshot was created. Any 

changes made after this time won’t be included. 

On the destination cluster, run the clone-snapshot command using the HBase Shell. This command creates and 

populates the table from the snapshot then enables the table to allow it to be used: 

# HBase Shell 

clone_snapshot '<snapshot-name>' 

enable '<table-name>' 

 

Note: Snapshots can’t limit the transfer to specific rows in a table or restrict the column families that are 

copied. 

EXPORT AND IMPORT HBASE DATA  

This approach enables you to be more selective on which tables and column families you migrate.  You can use 

this technique from any cluster that has internet connectivity. 

 
On the source cluster, run the following command from the Linux shell to export each table to a folder in 

cluster storage on the HDInsight cluster. In this command, replace: 

• <account-name> with the name of the storage account used for cluster storage by the HDInsight 

cluster. 

• <account-key> with the account key for the storage account. You can find the account keys on the 

Access keys page for the storage account in the Azure portal. Use key1 or key2. 

• <table-name> with the name of the table you wish to export from HBase. 

• <container> with the name of the container holding the cluster filesystem in the storage account of 

the HDInsight cluster. 

The destination folder in the storage account (/tmp/<table-name> in the example below) must not exist 

before running this command. 

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.Export \ 

-D fs.azure.account.key.<account-name>.blob.core.windows.net="<account-

key>" \ 

"<table-name>" "wasbs://<container>@<account-

name>.blob.core.windows.net/tmp/<table-name>"  
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Note: You can obtain a list of HBase tables by running the list command in the HBase Shell. 

On the destination HDInsight cluster, use the HBase Shell to create an empty version of each table. Each table 

should have the same column families as the corresponding table in the source cluster. You can view the 

structure of a table using the describe ‘<table-name>’ command in the HBase Shell. 

When the tables have been defined, import the data for each table from the Linux command prompt as 

follows: 

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.Import \ 

"<table-name>" " /tmp/<table-name>"  

 

For more information on this approach, read Export then Import. 

USE THE HBASE COPYTABL E UTIL ITY  

The CopyTable utility transfers data in an HBase table row by row to a destination cluster. CopyTable enables 

you to be more selective about the data to copy; you can limit the copy operation to rows that fall within a 

given key or time range, and specify a subset of the column families for a table. 

Note: The CopyTable utility is very inefficient. You should only consider this option if none of the previous 

techniques are applicable to your environment. 

Unlike the Export and Import strategy, the CopyTable utility requires direct access to the zookeeper nodes on 

the HDInsight cluster. Therefore, you must configure some form of network peering between the source 

cluster and the virtual network encompassing the HDInsight cluster acting as the destination. 

 

To copy a table to an HDInsight cluster, run the following command from the Linux command line  on the 

source cluster. The table must already exist in the destination cluster, and have the same set of column 

families as the source table: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hbase/apache-hbase-backup-replication#export-then-import
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hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.CopyTable \ 

  --new.name=<table-name> \ 

  --peer.adr=<destination-zookeeper-addresses> <table-name>  

 

The peer.adr parameter takes a list of Zookeeper server addresses on the destination HDInsight cluster. It has 

the form <zookeeper-quorum>:<port>:<znode-parent>. The <zookeeper-quorum> element is a comma-

separated list of Zookeeper node. On HDInsight, the <port> is usually 2181, and the <znode-parent> is /hbase-

unsecure, but you can verify these values by viewing the HBase configuration properties in Ambari; select 

Ambari, select Configs, select Advanced, and then expand Advanced hbase-site. Look for the 

hbase.zookeeper.property.clientPort property and zookeeper.znode.parent property. This section of the 

configuration also includes the hbase.zookeeper.quorum value, you should use for the <zookeeper-quorum> 

element of the address: 

 

The snippet below shows an example of the CopyTable command that copies the mydata table: 

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.CopyTable \ 

  --new.name=mytable \ 

  --peer.adr= zk0-
hdizc2.54o2oqawzlwevlfxgay2500xtg.dx.internal.cloudapp.net,zk4-

hdizc2.54o2oqawzlwevlfxgay2500xtg.dx.internal.cloudapp.net,zk3-

hdizc2.54o2oqawzlwevlfxgay2500xtg.dx.internal.cloudapp.net:2181:/hbase-

unsecure \ 

  mytable  

 

To limit the copy to rows that fall within a specific key range, specify the --startrow and --stoprow parameters. 

To restrict the copy to rows within a specific time interval, use the --starttime and --endtime parameters. To 

transfer only a subset of column-families for a table, provide a comma-separated list of column-families with 

the --families parameter. 

CONFIGURE HBASE SECURITY  
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HBase can utilize the Enterprise Security Package for HDInsight to protect tables and column-families in a 

database. Clusters configured to use the ESP authenticate users through Azure Active Directory. Users are 

granted access to data in HBase by defining Ranger policies. The section Implement application and 

middleware security describes how this works in more detail. 

In a cluster configured with the ESP, you use the Ranger user interface  to define policies that govern which 

users can access which tables, columns, and column-families. For example, you could restrict certain groups of 

users to have read-only access to a limited subset of column-families in a given table. You create and edit 

policies using the HBase repository in Ranger: 

 

The user interface for the HBase repository enables you to specify the details of a policy, such as the users 

being granted or denied access, the scope of the grant, and the permissions being granted: 

 

For more information, read Configure Apache HBase policies in HDInsight with Enterprise Security Package .   

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-run-hbase
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MIGRATE OOZIE WORKLOADS 

Note: HDInsight 4.0 includes Oozie version 4.3.1 across all cluster types. 

An Oozie workflow can combine actions performed against a variety of Hadoop services and other 

applications. Oozie maintains state information about workflows in its database . Oozie workflows and actions 

can be subject to the policy constraints defined by Ranger. 

MIGRATE OOZIE WORKFLOWS 

To successfully migrate an Oozie workload, you transfer the workflow and job definition files to HDInsight, 

together with any custom libraries and scripts referenced by actions within the workflows. These files will 

include items such as: 

• job.properties, workflow.xml, and coordinator.xml 

• Bundle files 

• External parameter files 

• Any dependent files, JARs, and other libraries 

You can physically transfer these items to HDInsight using any of the techniques described in the section 

Migrate data to HDInsight. 

An on-premises cluster might include Hadoop services that cannot coexist in the same cluster in HDInsight. For 

example, HDInsight does not support Spark, HBase, and Kafka within the same environment; you deploy these 

services using distinct cluster types, as described in the section Cluster types provided by HDInsight. As a 

result, you may need to reengineer your workflows and split them out into individual elements that can be run 

independently, and possibly use scripting to coordinate their operations. Remember that HDInsight clusters 

can share storage, so a workflow that runs in one cluster can store the results in a location that can be read by 

a workflow running on another cluster. 
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Another approach is to rearchitect your workflows and implement them using Azure Data Factory and other 

Azure Services rather than Oozie. Azure Data Factory can utilize existing clusters or create clusters on demand. 

Each cluster is a separate linked source. 

 

You can build a Data Factory pipeline that performs the processing required using the separate clusters and 

string the results together. Data Factory can coordinate these activities, making it easier to control the flow 

between them.  If you are creating clusters on-demand, note that it takes time to spin up a new cluster, so this 

approach is not suitable for short-lived workflows. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/introduction
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Data Factory includes prebuilt activities that can invoke Hive and Pig scripts, and also run MapReduce , Hadoop 

Streaming, and Spark workloads. For further information on using these activities, read Transform data in 

Azure Data Factory. 

Note: An alternative to creating an HDInsight Spark cluster is to use Azure Databricks. Data Factory provides 

built-in capabilities for running Jupyter notebooks that contain Spark code, together with Scala and Python 

code packaged as libraries. 

MIGRATE OOZIE JOB HISTORY 
Oozie stores workflow and scheduler details, information about jobs, and other items of metadata in its own 

database. If required, you can copy the job history from your existing cluster to HDInsight.  

Note: You cannot use this information to restart or submit jobs on the HDInsight cluster. The metadata will 

include references to nodes and computers that are part of the original cluster , so the jobs will fail. 

In many on-premises systems, Oozie uses an embedded Derby database. Other production systems, such as 

Cloudera, enable you to use a more robust external database  management system such as MySQL. On 

HDInsight, the data store is implemented using Azure SQL Database.  

Run the Oozie database export and import utilities to migrate the Oozie data. These utilities are database 

management system agnostic; for example, you can export the data from an on-premises Derby or Cloudera 

MySQL database, and import it into Azure SQL Database. Use the following procedure: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/transform-data
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/transform-data
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1. On the on-premises cluster, use Ambari to stop the Oozie service. This step is necessary to prevent the 

Oozie database from exporting inconsistent or partial information about jobs and schedules. 

2. On a head node in the on-premises cluster, move to the folder containing the Oozie utilities and run the 

command shown below. This command exports the data to a file named db.zip in the tmp folder. You can 

choose your own folder and filename, but the database will always be exported as a zip file : 

./oozie-setup.sh export /tmp/db.zip 

 

Note: The Oozie utilities are commonly found under the /usr/hdp/<version>/oozie/bin folder where 

<version> is the version of Hadoop, but this location may vary depending on your distribution of Hadoop.  

3. Restart the Oozie service. 

4. Transfer the db.zip file to a location folder on one of the head nodes in your HDInsight cluster. Don’t save 

the file in cluster storage. 

5. On the same head node, move to the folder containing the Oozie utilities, and run the following 

command. Replace <folder> with the location of the db.zip file: 

./oozie-setup.sh import /<folder>/db.zip 

 

Note: You don’t have to stop the Oozie service  when importing the data. 

6. Verify that the data has been transferred. Run the Oozie jobs command to view the current list of jobs. 

This list should include those you have just imported: 

oozie jobs 

 

Job ID                                   App Name     Status    User      

Group     Started                 Ended 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------ 

0000002-201002151502718-oozie-oozi-W     transformwf  PREP      hive      

-         -                       - 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------ 

0000001-201002151502718-oozie-oozi-W     userjob      SUCCEEDED hive      

-         2020-10-06 18:03 GMT    - 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------ 

0000000-201002151502718-oozie-oozi-W     useooziewf   SUCCEEDED 

azureuser -         2020-10-06 17:24 GMT    - 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

CONFIGURE OOZIE SECURITY  
You can run Oozie on an HDInsight cluster that is configured with the Enterprise Security Package  (ESP). The 

ESP enables you to utilize Azure Active Directory to authenticate users. However, the credentials that identify 

a user aren’t made directly available to the individual actions run from an Oozie workflow. For actions that 

access external or privileged services you may need to include additional configuration information that 

describes how to obtain a delegation token that authenticates the request. 

To perform this task, add a <credentials> section to the workflow.xml file. This section contains one or more 

<credential> items that specify how to obtain the credentials required to access a specific service. Each 
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<credential> section is tagged with a name. Each workflow action that requires authentication to use a service 

references the <credential> section by name, as shown in the example below: 

<workflow-app xmlns='uri:oozie:workflow:0.4' name='pig-wf'> 

  <credentials> 

    <credential name='hcat-creds' type='hcat'> 

      <property> 

         <name> hcat.metastore.uri</name> 
         <value>thrift://headnode-name-

clustername.mydomain.com:9083</value> 

      </property> 

      <property> 

         <name>hcat.metastore.principal</name> 

         <value>hive/_HOST@mydomain.COM</value> 

      </property> 

    </credential> 

  </credentials> 

  ... 

  <action name='pig' cred='hcat-creds'> 

    <pig> 

       <job-tracker>JT</job-tracker> 

       <name-node>Node</name-node> 

       <configuration> 

          ... 

       </configuration> 

    </pig> 

  </action> 

  ... 

</workflow-app> 

 

In this example, the pig action can connect to a secure HCatalog using the token retrieved by following the 

configuration in the hcat_creds credential section. The hcat_creds credential section contains parameters that 

you configure, specifying how to obtain the delegation token. 

Oozie on HDInsight has the following credential implementations that you can reference as the credential type  

in the <credential> section: 

• hcat, for accessing the HCatalog and Hive metastores. The parameters for this credential type are the URI 

of the metastore, and the security principal to use. In the example shown above, the metastore URI is that 

of the Thrift service running on the active head node (Hive uses Thrift to provide access to remote clients.) 

For the principal, replace mydomain with your Azure Active Directory domain name. 

• hive2, for accessing the Hive 2 service. This credential type takes two parameters: hive2.server.principal 

and hive2.jdbc.url. Use the value hive/< headnode-name>.<domain>.com@<domain>.COM for the server 

principal (replace <headnode-name> and <domain> with the appropriate values for your cluster. The 

hive2.jdbc.url parameter should be the value of the JDBC URL from the Hive configuration. For example, 

jdbc:hive2://headnode-name:10001/;transportMode=http. 

• hbase, for using the HBase service. You don’t need to provide any additional configuration parameters for 

the credential. The necessary information is read from the hbase-site.xml file on the Oozie server. 

For further details, read Run Apache Oozie in Azure HDInsight clusters with Enterprise Security Package . 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/hdinsight-use-oozie-domain-joined-clusters
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MONITOR AND MAINTAIN AN HDINSIGHT CLUSTER 

By default, HDInsight provides a number of metrics you can view from the Azure portal. These metrics show 

utilization at the Azure resource level, collect the number of requests made through the HDInsight gateway to 

the cluster, and monitor the number of active workers in the cluster. These statistics are available through the 

Metrics tab on the pane for the HDInsight cluster. 

 

Internally a Hadoop cluster implements its own monitoring system, typically available through Ambari. The 

standard Ambari graphs and views are also available with HDInsight, on the Dashboard tab. 
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The articles Monitor cluster performance in Azure HDInsight and How to monitor cluster availability with 

Apache Ambari in Azure HDInsight describe how to use Ambari to monitor HDInsight clusters in more detail.  

To integrate the Hadoop statistics for an HDInsight cluster with Azure, you can use Azure Monitor. The data 

captured by the various logs and displayed by Ambari can be sent to Azure by using Azure Log Analytics.  

Azure Log Analytics provides a centralized place to view the logs and metrics for a cluster, meaning that you 

don’t have to search for this information in files spread across different nodes of the cluster. You can also 

capture log and performance data for several clusters running different workloads to the same  instance of 

Azure Log Analytics.  

 

You can configure an HDInsight cluster to record log data to a Log Analytics Workspace. Azure Monitor 

provides tools that enable you to perform complex queries, display visualizations, and generate dashboards 

that can assist with maintaining the performance of the cluster. 

ENABLE AZURE MONITORING 

To enable monitoring for an HDInsight cluster, first create a new Log Analytics Workspace in the Azure portal  if 

you don’t already have one: 

1. On the Home page, select Create a resource. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-key-scenarios-to-monitor
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-cluster-availability
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-cluster-availability
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2. On the New page, in the Search the Marketplace box, enter Log Analytics Workspace, and press Enter. 

 

3. On the Log Analytics Workspace page, select Create. 
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4. On the Create Log Analytics workspace page, on the Basics tab, select the subscription and resource 

group, give the workspace a name, and specify the same region as your HDInsight cluster. 
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5. Select Review + Create to review the workspace configuration, and then select Create. 
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When the Log Analytics workspace has been created, configure your cluster to use this workspace to record 

and analyze logs: 

1. In the Azure portal, on the Home page, select All resources, and then select the page for your cluster. 

2. In the left menu pane for the cluster, under Monitoring, select Azure Monitor. 
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3. Under Azure Monitor Integration, select Enable, select the Log Analytics Workspace, and then select 

Save. 
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Note: You can also configure monitoring for a cluster with the Enable-AzHDInsightMonitoring cmdlet, and the 

hdinsight monitor enable command in the Azure CLI. 

For additional information about configuring monitoring, read Use Azure Monitor logs to monitor HDInsight 

clusters. 

USE KUSTO QUERIES TO ANALYZE HDINSIGHT PERFORMANCE  
Azure Log Analytics enables you to run ad-hoc queries against the performance data gathered by Azure 

Monitor. These queries use a language called Kusto, a comprehensive query language that enables you to 

search and aggregate data. For more information, read the Kusto Query Language guide on the Microsoft 

website. 

Azure Monitor records performance data for an HDInsight cluster in a number of tables. You can view the list 

of tables in the Log Analytics workspace in the Azure portal, under Custom Logs. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/az.hdinsight/enable-azhdinsightmonitoring
https://docs.microsoft.com/cli/azure/hdinsight/monitor?view=azure-cli-latest#az-hdinsight-monitor-enable
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-oms-log-analytics-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-oms-log-analytics-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
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The example below retrieves the average of memory resources broken into 60-minute intervals: 

search in (metrics_resourcemanager_queue_root_default_CL) *  

| summarize AggregatedValue = avg(UsedAMResourceMB_d) by ClusterName_s, 

bin(TimeGenerated, 60m) 

 

The image below displays the results as an unstacked column chart, giving a visual indication of how memory 

has been used over time. 
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For further examples, read Query Azure Monitor logs to monitor HDInsight clusters. 

INSTALL A MONITORING SOLUTION 

As well as supporting handwritten Kusto queries, HDInsight provides a number of cluster-specific solutions that 

summarize and visualize the performance data from Azure Log Analytics. Available management solutions for 

HDInsight include: 

• HDInsight Hadoop Monitoring 

• HDInsight HBase Monitoring 

• HDInsight Interactive Query Monitoring 

• HDInsight Kafka Monitoring 

• HDInsight Spark Monitoring 

• HDInsight Storm Monitoring 

To install a cluster monitoring solution: 

1. On the Home page, select Create a resource. 

2. On the New page, in the Search the Marketplace box, enter HDInsight, and press Enter. 

3. Select the appropriate monitoring solution for your cluster, such as HDInsight Spark Monitoring. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-oms-log-analytics-use-queries
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4. Select Create. 

5. Select the Log Analytics workspace attached to your cluster, and then select Create. 

 

To view the dashboard generated by the management solution, in the Azure portal, go to your Log Analytics 

workspace. On the Overview page, in the Summary section, select View Summary. In the case of a Spark 

cluster, the Summary pane will display the number of apps currently running. 
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To obtain more details and display a dashboard, select the Summary pane. Select a time interval that spans 

the period in which you’re interested. The dashboard contains panes displaying many of the key metrics for 

the cluster. You can scroll left and right to view these panes. 

 

MONITOR AND TUNE A CLUSTER WITH UNRAVEL FOR HDINSIGHT  
Unravel for Azure HDInsight is a monitoring, tuning and troubleshooting tool for Azure HDInsight. Unravel 

provides AI-powered recommendations and automated actions to enable intelligent optimization of big data 

pipelines and applications. Unravel is available for Spark, Hadoop, HBase, and Kafka clusters. 
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Unravel gives you a detailed view of how resources are being utilized in a cluster. It also enables you to detect 

and fix slow, inefficient and failing Spark, Map Reduce, Tez, Hive, HBase applications automatically.  

Deploy Unravel when you create a new cluster; select Unravel for Azure HDInsight from the Azure 

Marketplace to create the cluster.  

Unravel runs as a service on an edge node attached to your cluster. This service monitors the others nodes in 

the cluster, and collects and collates metrics and other statistical information. You can view these metrics from 

the Unravel user interface. To access the user interface, go to the Applications page for your cluster in the 

Azure portal, and select Portal under URI: 

 

The Unravel user interface displays a dashboard that enables you to drill into the various services and 

applications running on your cluster: 
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For full documentation on Unravel, visit the Unravel.com website. 

  

https://docs.unraveldata.com/en/overview.html
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DESIGN SECURITY ON HDINSIGHT 

Securing an HDInsight cluster is a complex, multilayered task that involves configuring a number of integrated 

components to establish a properly protected environment. Security is a shared responsibility between you, as 

the owner of an HDInsight cluster, and Microsoft, who provide the infrastructure on which the cluster runs. 

The following diagram summarizes the different layers of security involved in running an HDInsight cluster, and 

the domain (you or Microsoft) that has responsibility for each layer: 

 

The table shown below gives links to resources that provide more information on the security solutions at each 

layer in this model: 

Security area Solutions available 

Data access security Configure access control lists ACLs for Azure Data Lake Storage Gen1 and Gen 2 

Enable the "Secure transfer required" property on storage accounts 

Configure Azure Storage firewalls and virtual networks 

Configure Azure virtual network service endpoints for Cosmos DB and Azure SQL DB 

Ensure TLS encryption is enabled for data in transit 

Configure customer-managed keys for Azure Storage encryption 

Control access to your data by Azure support using Customer lockbox 

Application and 
middleware security 

Integrate with AAD-DS and Configure Kerberos Authentication or use HDInsight ID 
Broker for modern OAuth authentication 

Configure Apache Ranger Authorization policies 

Use Azure Monitor logs 

Implement IPSec Encryption in Transit between cluster nodes 

Operating system security Create clusters with most recent secure base image 

Ensure OS Patching on regular intervals 

Utilize HDInsight double encryption at rest for VM disks 

Network security Configure a virtual network 

Configure Inbound network security group (NSG) rules or use Private Link 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-access-control
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-require-secure-transfer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-network-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-service-endpoints-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-vnet-service-endpoint-rule-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-security-tls
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-encryption-keys-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/customer-lockbox-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-configure-using-azure-adds
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/identity-broker
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/identity-broker
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-run-hive
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-oms-log-analytics-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/encryption-in-transit
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-os-patching
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/disk-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-plan-virtual-network-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/control-network-traffic
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-private-link
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Configure Outbound traffic restriction with Firewall 

 

To learn more, see overview of enterprise security in HDInsight. 

IMPLEMENT DATA ACCESS SECURITY  

Data access security has two primary facets: controlling who has functional access to the data, and physically 

protecting the data in transit or at rest. 

CONTROL  ACCESS TO DATA IN STORAGE  

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) supports POSIX-like access control lists (ACLs) as well as Azure RBAC. You can 

set permissions on files and folders in storage for each of the following sets of identities: 

For detailed information, read Access control in Azure Data Lake Storage Gen 2. 

ENCRYPT DATA  

By default, HDInsight is configured to accept traffic encrypted using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol 

on the gateway nodes. Clients should connect over an HTTPS connection. 

Azure Data Lake Storage (Gen 2) can enforce data transfer security in and out of storage. In the Azure portal, 

on the Configuration page for the storage account, select the Secure transfer required option: 

 

Azure Storage provides support for encryption at rest, using customer-managed keys (CMK), or keys provided 

by Microsoft. Where possible, consider using CMK. See Azure HDInsight double encryption for data at rest for 

more details. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-restrict-outbound-traffic
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/hdinsight-security-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-access-control
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/disk-encryption
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IMPLEMENT APPLICATION AND MIDDLEWARE SECURITY  

Application and middleware security is concerned with controlling which users and applications can access 

which services. The main aspects of this layer of security concern authentication and authorization. 

Azure Active Directory Domain Services enable you to create domain-joined clusters. You can authenticate 

users through your on-premises security domains and apply role-based access control to cluster resources 

using Ambari and Apache Ranger. For example, you can join an HDInsight cluster to an Azure Active Directory 

domain and configure a list of employees from that domain who can authenticate through Azure Active 

Directory, to sign in to the cluster. Anyone outside the domain cannot connect to the cluster. An administrator 

can configure role-based access control for Hive, HBase, and Kafka security using Apache Ranger. Finally, the 

administrator can audit the data access by employees, and any changes done to access control policies, so 

achieving a high degree of governance of their corporate resources. 

This section discusses these features in more detail. 

IMPL EMENT AUTHENTICATION 

By default, an HDInsight cluster implements minimal authentication. SSH access to the cluster is handled by 

the operating system on the various nodes.  

In a production environment, use the Enterprise Security Package (ESP) for HDInsight to enforce 

authentication by using Azure Active Directory. Deploy HDInsight in an environment with the following 

configuration and services: 

• An Azure Active Directory Domain Services domain. The domain name must be 39 characters or less to 

work with Azure HDInsight. The article Enterprise Security Package configurations with Azure Active 

Directory Domain Services in HDInsight describes how to set up Azure Active Directory Services for use 

with HDInsight. 

• Secure LDAP (LDAPS) enabled in Azure Active Directory Domain Services. 

• Networking connectivity from the HDInsight virtual network to the Azure Active Directory Domain Services 

virtual network, if you choose separate virtual networks for them (you can use virtual network peering). If 

your HDInsight cluster and Azure Active Directory Domain Services are deployed in the same virtual 

network, the connectivity is automatically provided, and no further action is needed. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/active-directory-domain-services/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-run-hive
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/enterprise-security-package
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-configure-using-azure-adds
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/apache-domain-joined-configure-using-azure-adds
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On a cluster integrated with Azure Active Directory Domain Services, by default domain users can connect to 

the head nodes and edge nodes of the cluster through SSH. However, these users are not part of the sudoers 

group, unlike the sshuser account. If you need to limit SSH access to specific users and groups, edit the file 

/etc/ssh/sshd_config on each node, and set the AllowUsers and AllowGroups entries to the users and groups 

that should be permitted access. Read Manage SSH access for domain accounts in Azure HDInsight for details. 

When a user connects to a node through SSH, they must obtain a Kerberos ticket-granting-ticket before 

attempt to any HDInsight resources. Run the kinit command to do this. The user will be prompted for a domain 

password to validate their identity. See Authentication domain joined HDInsight for further information. 

IMPL EMENT RANGER AUTHORIZATION 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/ssh-domain-accounts
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-hadoop-linux-use-ssh-unix#authentication-domain-joined-hdinsight
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Hadoop components such as Apache Hive, HBase, and Kafka can use Apache Ranger to provide authorization. 

Ranger provides fine-grained role-based and attribute-based access control over the data used by Hive, HBase, 

and Kafka. The Enterprise Service Package for HDInsight enables Ranger to integrate its authorization process 

with the authentication provided by Azure Active Directory.  

Note: You must select the Enterprise Security Package for HDInsight when you create the cluster to install 

Ranger. You can’t add Ranger after the cluster has been provisioned. 

Use the Ranger Admin UI to create and configure access policies, and then apply them to users and groups. 

When a cluster is created with the Enterprise Service Package, the Ranger user database is populated with 

users and groups from the Azure Active Directory domain. 

 

If the request fails the Ranger RBAC policies, the access check is deferred to the filesystem. Services such as 

MapReduce only require that the files and folders being used are owned by an identity that matc hes the one in 

the request context. Hive checks either for file ownership or the appropriate filesystem permissions, based on 

the HDFS read-write-execute privileges defined for the files and folders being referenced. 

Ranger periodically synchronizes with Azure Active Directory. Ranger uses its own built-in synchronization 

engine that runs every hour to synchronize user and group information. For details, read Ranger User sync and 

configuration. 

CONFIGURE SHARED RANGER METASTORES  

HDInsight supports external Ranger metastores based on Azure SQL Database. You specify the database to use 

when you create the HDInsight cluster. Multiple HDInsight clusters can share the same external Ranger 

metastore, but these clusters must all be configured to authenticate against the same Azure Active Directory 

domain.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/ldap-sync#ranger-user-sync-and-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/ldap-sync#ranger-user-sync-and-configuration
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MIGRATE THE RANGER METASTORE 

You can recreate Ranger policies manually in your HDInsight cluster, but if you have a large number of policies 

this approach can be time-consuming and error-prone. Instead, consider exporting and importing the Ranger 

policies: 

1. Run the Ranger Export Policy wizard on your on-premises cluster. Select the services for which to export 

the policies: 
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2. Review the exported policy file, and remove or modify the definitions of any policies that are not 

applicable to the new environment in their current form. 

Note: The policy file is in JSON format. You can edit this file using any text editor. 

3. Run the Ranger Import Policy wizard on your HDInsight cluster. Import the JSON policy file. Specify the 

mappings between the services on the original cluster and those in HDInsight. Each service, such as Hive, 

YARN, HDFS, and so on, have a default set of policies that are included in the export. HDInsight has its own 

default for these policies. When you import a policy file, don’t select Override policy unless you want to 

replace the HDInsight default policies. 

Note: The Ranger Import Policy wizard requires that the policy file is stored on a computer that is 

accessible from the web browser being used to view the Ranger Admin UI. The policy file doesn’t have to 

be transferred to a node in the cluster. 
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4. Apply the policies to users and groups defined in the Ranger database. These users and groups will include 

those available through Azure Active Directory. Perform this task using the Ranger Admin UI. Select each 

policy in turn, and add the appropriate Allow and Deny conditions: 

 

 

Ranger also provides a REST interface. You can use a utility such as Curl to export and import policies . The 

following code snippets show some examples:  

# Export all policies  
curl -X GET --header "text/json" -H "Content-Type: text/json" -o 

policies.json -u admin:<password> 

"http://<hostname>:6080/service/plugins/policies/exportJson" 

 

# Export policies for a specific resource, such as a Hive database 

curl -X GET --header "text/json" -H "Content-Type: text/json" -o 

policies.json -u admin:<password> 

"http://<hostname>:6080/service/plugins/policies/exportJson?resource%3Adata

base=<database_name> 

 

# Import all policies to Ranger on HDInsight with a services map 

curl -i -X POST -H "Content-Type: multipart/form-data" -F 

'file=@/path/file.json'  -F 'servicesMapJson=@/path/servicesMapping.json' -

u admin:<password> https://<cluster-

name>.azurehdinsight.net:6080/service/plugins/policies/importPoliciesFromFi

le?isOverride=true 

 

IMPL EMENT AMBARI AUTHORIZATION 

Administrative access to the web console for an HDInsight cluster is controlled by Ambari. Because Ambari and 

Ranger fulfil different roles, Ambari uses a separate database of users than that of Ranger. You can create and 

manage users from the Manage Ambari section of the web console. All new users created in this way are 

referred to as Local users. If you have enabled the Enterprise Security Package for HDInsight, the users from 

your Azure Active Directory domain are added to the Ambari database. They are designated as LDAP users. The 

image below shows the Users page from the Manage Ambari section of the web console. It includes three 
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users, john, bert, and fred, that are users from the Azure Active Directory domain. The group to which the 

users belong in Azure Active Directory domain is also included: 

 

You can assign web console privileges to LDAP users in the same way as Local users. Select the user from the 

Users page and click Edit. On the page for that user, assign the appropriate access rights: 

 

To sign in to the web console as an LDAP user, you specify the fully qualified domain name of the user, such as 

bert@<mydomain>.com, and provide the domain password for the account. 

HDInsight runs an hourly cron job that synchronizes the users and groups from Azure Active Directory with the 

Ambari database. You can force manual synchronization from the shell on one of the head nodes.  

For a detailed example, read Synchronize Azure Active Directory users to an HDInsight cluster . 

To configure Azure Multi-Factor Authentication for Ambari, consider configuring the ID Broker feature in 

HDInsight. You enable ID Broker when you create the cluster; select the Enable HDInsight ID Broker on the 

Security + networking page in the Azure portal: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hdinsight-sync-aad-users-to-cluster
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For more information, read Use ID Broker for credential management. 

MAINTAIN HIGH AVAIL ABIL ITY FOR SECURITY IN REPL ICATED ESP CL USTERS 

To ensure high availability of your system, you can periodically replicate an active cluster to a secondary 

standby cluster, as described in the section Plan for high availability with HDInsight clusters. If you are 

replicating a cluster that uses the ESP, you must ensure that the security configuration across clusters is kept 

synchronized: 

• Create replica sets for Azure Active Directory Domain Services, and add the replica set to a peered 

network in the region in which you are running each replica cluster. 

• Use Ranger import and export functionality to periodically back up the policies in a cluster and transfer 

them to the other cluster. 

The RPO of this approach depends on the frequency with which you export and import the Ranger metastore. 

The RTO is the time taken to redirect clients to the replica cluster; this may take several minutes or hours, 

depending on the way in which the clients are configured. A lso, the costs associated with running a standby 

replica cluster may prove to be expensive. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/domain-joined/identity-broker
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MAINTAIN THE OPERATING SYSTEM  

As new OS updates are released, HDInsight will make them available for new clusters with a 90-day delay from 

the release time. HDInsight runs continually and updating the operating system might necessitate shutting 

down one or more nodes. Therefore, triggering updates is a manual (and voluntary) process; you choose when 

to perform this task.  

Note: To maintain security at the operating system level, it’s recommended that you keep your clusters up to 

date.  

To check whether an update is available, sign in to the cluster from an SSH session. If an update is available, 

you’ll see a message similar to this when you connect:  

New release '18.04.3 LTS' available. 

Run 'do-release-upgrade' to upgrade it 

 

To install the updates, you must arrange for the nodes in the cluster to be restarted. Run the following scripts 

against the cluster using script actions: 

• install-updates-schedule-reboots.sh. This script takes a parameter that enables you to select which 

updates to perform: all updates (2), only kernel plus security updates (1), or only kernel updates (0). You 

provide a second parameter which specifies when to restart the cluster: immediate restart (2), scheduled 

restart (1), or no restart (0). The default value for both parameters is 0. 

• schedule-reboots.sh. Run this script to arrange a scheduled restart. Use this script if you select option 1 

(scheduled restart) with the install-updates-schedule-reboots.sh script. The schedule-reboots.sh script 

takes a single parameter: restart within the next 5 minutes (2), or restart somewhere between the next 12 

and 24 hours (1). The default value is 1. 

Invoke a script action using the procedure described in the section Install additional components and services 

using Script Actions. When you submit a script action, set it to apply on all three node types: head node, 
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worker node, and zookeeper. If the script isn't applied to a node type, the VMs for that node type won't be 

updated or restarted.  

UPDATE HDINSIGHT COMPONENTS 
You should regularly migrate your existing HDInsight clusters to the latest version. This will help you to take 

advantage of the most recent features and updates, including any software security patches. 

HDInsight doesn’t support in-place upgrades to the various Hadoop components. Instead, you must create a 

new cluster with the appropriate version of the software, and then migrate your existing cluster to the new 

cluster. Use the following high-level procedure: 

• Back up any transient data stored locally on the cluster nodes. For example, if you have data stored 

directly on a head node. 

• Delete the existing cluster. 

• Create a cluster in the same VNET subnet with the latest supported HDI version. Specify the same default 

data store that the previous cluster used. 

• Import any transient data you backed up. 

• Start jobs and continue processing using the new cluster. 

Note: This process requires a window during which you can shut down live operations. Always evaluate 

and test this process on a development or test cluster before attempting to update your operational 

system.  

The low-level details for updating from a previous release of HDInsight to a newer one will vary according to 

the type of cluster.  

• For an HBase cluster, you must stop ingestion, flush the existing HBase memstore to disk, and then halt 

the HBase service using Ambari before deleting the old cluster ; otherwise you risk losing data. For details, 

see Migrate an Apache HBase cluster to a new version. 

• For a Hive cluster: 

1. Perform a Major compaction of each ACID table in the existing cluster. 

2. Create a copy of the existing Hive database (for safety).  

3. Before deleting the existing cluster, upgrade the metastore schema to the new version. 

Note: This process can’t be reversed if it fails: if you need the original metastore, use the copy you 

created previously.  

4. Delete the existing cluster, and create a new cluster using the existing VNet and storage accounts. 

5. Run the post-upgrade tool on the new cluster. 

For further information about these steps, read Migrate Azure HDInsight 3.6 Hive workloads to HDInsight 

4.0. 

IMPLEMENT NETWORK SECURITY  

CONTROL  INBOUND TRAFFIC  

You can use an Azure Virtual Network (VNet) to isolate the nodes in an Azure cluster. You can control the 

traffic entering and exiting a VNet by using Azure Network Security Groups (NSGs). A security group acts like a 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hbase/apache-hbase-migrate-new-version
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/apache-hive-migrate-workloads
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/interactive-query/apache-hive-migrate-workloads
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-network/security-overview
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firewall that can accept or reject traffic depending on the source and destination of that traffic. You should 

create a cluster inside a VNet, and define NSG rules to restrict the network traffic that can enter the VNet to 

trusted sources only.  

HDInsight can connect to Azure Storage, Azure SQL Database, and Azure Cosmos DB through protected service 

endpoints. A service endpoint gives you secure, direct connectivity to Azure services across the Azure 

backbone network. A service endpoint enables traffic from a trusted service, such as HDInsight, to reach the 

endpoint of another Azure service, such as Azure Storage, without requiring that you expose a public IP 

address on the VNet enclosing the Azure Storage service. 

 

In a solution that encompasses multiple clusters with shared resources, consider placing each cluster inside its 

own subnet within a common VNet. The subnets can implement their own NSG rules to limit access to 

authorized users, and utilize a common VNet firewall to permit or deny access from the HDInsight clusters to 

other resources. If your clusters are in different regions, they cannot share a VNet. Instead, implement VNet 

peering to connect VNets safely, and provide network routing rules to direct traffic between networks. You can 

use Azure Virtual Network Gateway to connect VNets and an on-premises network. 

 

 

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/enhance-hdinsight-security-with-service-endpoints/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/enhance-hdinsight-security-with-service-endpoints/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-peering-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-peering-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-udr-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-vpngateways
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CONTROL  OUTBOUND TRAFFIC  

It’s important to prevent data loss through large-scale data transfers to unauthorized destinations. Azure 

supports application rules that work with Azure firewalls. An application rule can be associated with a tag that 

defines a service by name rather than IP address. Azure includes a number of predefined tags, including one 

for HDInsight.  

 

 

Use this feature to configure firewall rules for a VNet that allow traffic originating from HDInsight to flow 

internally to other services inside your organization, but prevent data leaking to outside or untrusted 

destinations. 
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SECURITY GUIDELINES FOR HD INSIGHT 

The Azure Security Baseline for HDInsight contains a list of recommendations that you should follow to 

maintain the security of your applications and data running on Azure HDInsight.  

AUDIT CLUSTER ACCESS AND UTILIZATION 

Integrated auditing provided by Azure enables you to view and report all attempts to access an HDInsight 

cluster and resources, and any changes made to access control policies. Configure HDInsight to use Azure 

Monitor to provide access to the audit logs for a cluster through the following Azure Log Analytics tables: 

• log_gateway_audit_CL. This table provides access to the audit logs from cluster gateway nodes that show 

successful and failed login attempts. 

• log_auth_CL. This table provides access to the SSH logs, listing successful and failed login attempts. 

• log_ambari_audit_CL. This table provides access to the audit logs from Ambari. 

• log_ranger_audit_CL. This table provides access to the audit logs from Apache Ranger on ESP clusters. 

The example below lists the successful and failed SSH logins across all nodes in a cluster named 

sparkcontosocluster: 

log_auth_CL   

| where ClusterName_s == "sparkcontosocluster" 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/security-baseline
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The section Enable Azure monitoring describes how to configure HDInsight with Azure Monitor. 
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APPENDIX A: INDUSTRY BENCHMARKING 

Many industry benchmarks are currently recognized for Hadoop workloads to help you assess the 

performance of a cluster and tune your configuration. Tuning an HDInsight cluster can be a complex task and 

requires that you understand how your workloads are utilizing resources. Network and I/O are the most 

common bottlenecks in any big data system. Microsoft provide guidance on setting the tuning parameters for 

optimizing Spark, Hive, MapReduce, and Storm clusters on HDInsight. 

HDFS BENCHMARKS 
The benchmarks described in this section are designed to verify the cluster filesystem and test performance. 

Although these tests are billed as HDFS benchmarks, you can run them on an HDInsight cluster that uses Azure 

Blob Storage and Azure Data Lake Storage for its filesystem. 

Run these benchmarks from the command line. Set the HADOOP variable to the directory containing the 

Hadoop sample libraries on your cluster. On the current release of HDInsight 4.0, this directory is 

/usr/hdp/current/hadoop-mapreduce-client. 

TESTDFSIO  

The TestDFSIO benchmark tests the performance of read and write access to the cluster filesystem. To test the 

write performance, specify the -write flag, together with a number of files to be written (-nrFiles) and the size 

of each file (-size). The files are created in the /benchmarks/TestDFSIO folder in cluster storage. The 

benchmark runs as a MapReduce job. The results are written to a log file (-resFile): 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar TestDFSIO \ 

  -write \ 

  -nrFiles 10 \ 

  -size 10MB \ 

  -resFile /tmp/results.log 

 

The example below shows the format of the results in the log file : 

----- TestDFSIO ----- : write 

            Date & time: Mon Oct 05 15:36:08 UTC 2020 

        Number of files: 10 

 Total MBytes processed: 100 

      Throughput mb/sec: 36 

 Average IO rate mb/sec: 39.68 

  IO rate std deviation: 12.66 

     Test exec time sec: 20.8 

 

 

To test read performance, specify the  -read flag. The read test requires that you have previously run a write 

test as it depends on the files created by that test. Run a read test with the same configuration (-nrFiles and -

size) as the write test: 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar TestDFSIO \ 

  -read \ 

  -nrFiles 10 \ 

  -size 10MB \ 

  -resFile /tmp/results.log 

 

The log file contains a summary of the performance. For example: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-performance-tuning-spark
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-performance-tuning-hive
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-performance-tuning-mapreduce
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/blobs/data-lake-storage-performance-tuning-storm
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----- TestDFSIO ----- : read 

            Date & time: Mon Oct 05 15:52:50 UTC 2020 

        Number of files: 10 

 Total MBytes processed: 100 

      Throughput mb/sec: 39.18 

 Average IO rate mb/sec: 40.7 

  IO rate std deviation: 8.17 

     Test exec time sec: 19.54 

 

Run the DFSIO benchmark with the -clean flag to remove the files created by the write test. 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar TestDFSIO \ 

  -clean 

 

DISTRIBUTEDFSCHECK  

This benchmark enables you to assess the read and write performance of the filesystem and verify its 

consistency. Specify the -stats option to include performance data. 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar DistributedFSCheck \ 

  -stats \ 

  -resFile /tmp/results.log 

 

Typical results are shown below: 

----- DistributedFSCheck ----- : 

               Date & time: Mon Oct 05 17:10:16 UTC 2020 

    Total number of blocks: 1506 

    Total number of files: 1452 

Number of corrupted blocks: 0 

 Number of corrupted files: 0 

 

-----   Performance  ----- : 

         Total MBytes read: 3459 

         Throughput mb/sec: 28.174683572656118 

    Average IO rate mb/sec: 10.487081 

        Test exec time sec: 114.982  

 

NNBENCH 

The NNBench benchmark tests the performance of the HDFS name node under stress. You can select from the 

following operations: 

• create_write, which tests performance while creating and writing files. 

• open_read, which tests performance while reading files. 

• rename, which tests performance when renaming files. 

• delete, which tests the performance of file delete operations. 

You can provide optional parameters that govern the block size, number of bytes to write per file, the number 

of files, and the replication factor. The following example tests the performance of create/write operations 

using 50 files with a file size of 10 MB, a block size of 256 bytes, and a replication factor of 2: 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar nnbench \ 

  -operation create_write \ 

  -numberOfFiles 50 \ 

  -fileSize 10MB \ 

  -blockSize 256 \ 
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  -replicationFactorPerFile 2 

 

The results should be similar to these: 

-------------- NNBench -------------- : 

                               Version: NameNode Benchmark 0.4 

                           Date & time: 2020-10-05 17:38:17,785 

 

                        Test Operation: create_write 

                            Start time: 2020-10-05 17:38:06,873 

                           Maps to run: 1 

                        Reduces to run: 1 

                    Block Size (bytes): 256 

                        Bytes to write: 0 

                    Bytes per checksum: 1 

                       Number of files: 50 

                    Replication factor: 2 

            Successful file operations: 50 

 

        # maps that missed the barrier: 0 

                          # exceptions: 0 

 

               TPS: Create/Write/Close: 26 

Avg exec time (ms): Create/Write/Close: 74.2 

            Avg Lat (ms): Create/Write: 44.26 

                   Avg Lat (ms): Close: 29.9 

 

                 RAW DATA: AL Total #1: 2213 

                 RAW DATA: AL Total #2: 1495 

              RAW DATA: TPS Total (ms): 3710 

       RAW DATA: Longest Map Time (ms): 3710.0 

                   RAW DATA: Late maps: 0 

             RAW DATA: # of exceptions: 0 

 

MAPREDUCE STRESS TESTS AND BENCHMARKS 

The items in this section test the performance of YARN (MapReduceV2) processing on a cluster. YARN is a 

fundamental component of a cluster, utilized by many other services, such as Hive, HBase, Spark, and Pig. If 

the performance of YARN is poor, then so will be the performance of these other services. As with the HDFS 

benchmarks, run these benchmarks from the command line. Set the HADOOP variable to home directory for 

Hadoop on your cluster. On the current release of HDInsight 4.0, this directory is /usr/hdp/current/hadoop-

mapreduce-client. 

MAPREDTEST 

The MapRedTest tool performs a stress test using YARN. This isn’t a performance test, but rather to check how 

well the cluster runs under a load. The test generates a set of random integers which are written to a file. The 

test then reads back the data from these files and compares them with the original set of random integers. The 

following example generates and reads back a file containing 50000 integers in the range 0-99. The results 

report whether the stress test succeeded or failed. 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar mapredtest 100 50000 

 

MRREL IABIL ITYTEST 

This test verifies how your cluster responds to failures that occur during YARN processing, and how well it 

recovers. The test runs a MapReduce job and causes intentional task failures by killing and restarting YARN 
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TaskTrackers while the job is running. The failed tasks should re-run on a different thread, so the job shouldn’t 

fail if the cluster is resilient. The test requires a library containing the MapReduce jobs to run. The example 

below uses the examples provided as part of the HDInsight installation.  

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar MRReliabilityTest \ 

  -libjars $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-examples.jar 

 

MRBENCH 

MRBench attempts to run a large number of small YARN jobs. The purpose of this benchmark is to show how 

the cluster responds to these types of workloads running in parallel. You can specify the number of times to 

run each job, together with the number of mappers and reducers to use, and the number of input lines to 

generate. The example below uses the MapReduce jobs provided by the HDInsight examples: 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar mrbench \ 

  -libjars $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-examples.jar \ 

  -numRuns 10 \ 

  -maps 5 \ 

  -reduces 2 \ 

  -inputLines 20 

 

The results summarize the input parameters and the average time taken to perform each job:  

DataLines       Maps    Reduces AvgTime (milliseconds) 

20              5       2       18130 

 

TESTBIGMAPOUTPUT 

This benchmark tests the performance of YARN using large nonsplittable files. You specify an input and an 

output folder (in cluster storage), and optionally the size of file (in MB) to create. 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-*test*.jar testbigmapoutput \ 

  -input /tmp/inputs \ 

  -output /tmp/outputs \ 

  -create 2048 

 

GRIDMIX  

The GridMix benchmark attempts to simulate the real-life workload of a cluster by running a variety of jobs 

with input data held in different formats. GridMix requires a job trace from a previously executed job as input. 

GridMix synthesizes a job with the same byte and record patterns described in the trace. The Gr idMix 

benchmark also generates a second job that simply sleeps for the period described in the job trace. 

You can control the rate of job submission by specifying the job submission policy. This setting can take the 

following values: 

• STRESS, to keep the cluster under duress. 

• SERIAL, to run jobs sequentially. 

• REPLAY, to run jobs using the intervals described in the job trace. 

You can also provide a list of users, and the jobs will be executed using these identities. 

You can use GridMix to simulate a variety of scenarios. For more information, visit the GridMix page on the 

Apache Hadoop website. 

TERAGEN AND TERASORT 

https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r1.2.1/gridmix.html
https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r1.2.1/gridmix.html
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These two utilities operate together. You use them to test the performance of sorting over large volumes of 

data. Run TeraGen to generate the data to be sorted, and then use TeraSort to sort this data and evaluate 

performance. The TeraGen command shown below generates sample data consisting of 10000 rows of data, 

and stores the data in the /tmp/data folder in cluster storage. Each row contains 100 bytes of random data: 

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-examples.jar teragen 10000 /tmp/data 

 

The following TeraSort command samples and sorts this data. You specify the folder containing the data 

generated by TeraGen as the input folder, and a directory for storing the sorted results:  

yarn jar $HADOOP/hadoop-mapreduce-examples.jar terasort /tmp/data 

/tmp/sorteddata 

 

The article 10 GB GraySort example provides another example and further information about TeraGen and 

TeraSort. 

SPARK BENCHMARKS 

TPCX-HS is the Transaction Processing Council toolkit for benchmarking Spark and MapReduce performance on 

top of HDFS. The toolkit comprises a number of modules that you run in sequence: 

• HSGen, which you use to generate a sample dataset for your given cluster configuration and scale factor. 

• HSDataCheck, which verifies that replication is configured appropriately. 

• HSSort, which sorts the data in the sample dataset (it is based on TeraSort). 

• HSValidate, which verifies that the data has been sorted correctly. 

The primary use of the TPCX-HS benchmark suite is to provide a fair and objective comparison between 

systems from different vendors. It’s also useful for establishing how well your own system is configured, 

making adjustments, and comparing the performance of the adjusted system. 

DATA ACCESS BENCHMARKS 

YCSB is the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark. It is a generic benchmark for evaluating the performance of 

workloads that read and write to a database. It’s often used to compare NoSQL database configurations. 

YCSB specified a framework that defines a series of workloads with different characteristics (update heavy, 

read mostly, read only, read latest, read short ranges, and read-modify-write). You can modify the parameters 

for each of these workloads to change the proportions of read and write operations, for example.  

The YCSB framework provides scripts that you use to run the benchmarks. There is also a collection of different 

drivers available, for the various database systems currently supported, including HBase. You select which 

driver and workload to test when you run the benchmark. 

You can download the drivers and workload definitions from the YCSB site on GitHub. The lab Azure HDInsight 

HBase cluster performance comparison using YCSB walks through an example showing how to run a 

benchmark against HDInsight. 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/hdinsight/hadoop/apache-hadoop-run-samples-linux#10-gb-graysort-example
http://www.tpc.org/tpcx-hs/
https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/wiki
https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB/wiki
https://github.com/arnabganguly/HDInsightHBaseYCSB
https://github.com/arnabganguly/HDInsightHBaseYCSB
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APPENDIX B: EXPORT HIVE METADATA  

This script, generate.sh, queries the definitions of databases, tables, and views in the Hive metastore and 

generates a script that can be used to rebuild these items. It’s based on an example on the hdinsight.github.io 

website. 

Usage: 

bash generate.sh <hive_host> <hive_port> <file> <database> 

• <hive_host> is the server running Hive. 

• <hive_port> is the port on which Hive is listening (typically port 10000). 

• <file> is the name of the script file to generate. 

• <database> is the name of the database to scan for metadata. 

# generate.sh 

echo "Scanning Database: $4" 

echo "CREATE DATABASE IF NOT EXISTS $4; USE $4;" >> $3; 

for t in `beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --

silent=true --outputformat=tsv2 -e "show tables;"`; 

do 

  echo "Copying Table: $t" 

  ddl=`beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --silent=true 

--outputformat=tsv2 -e "show create table $t;"`; 

 

  echo "$ddl;" >> $3; 

  lowerddl=$(echo $ddl | awk '{print tolower($0)}') 

  if [[ $lowerddl == *"'transactional'='true'"* ]]; then 

    if [[ $lowerddl == *"partitioned by"* ]]; then 

      # partitioned 

      raw_cols=$(beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --

silent=true --outputformat=tsv2 -e "show create table $t;" | tr '\n' ' ' | 

grep -io "CREATE TABLE .*" | cut -d"(" -f2- | cut -f1 -d")" | sed 

's/`//g'); 

      ptn_cols=$(beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --

silent=true --outputformat=tsv2 -e "show create table $t;" | tr '\n' ' ' | 

grep -io "PARTITIONED BY .*" | cut -f1 -d")" | cut -d"(" -f2- | sed 

's/`//g'); 

      final_cols=$(echo "(" $raw_cols "," $ptn_cols ")") 

 

      beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --silent=true 

--outputformat=tsv2 -e "create external table ext_$t $final_cols 

TBLPROPERTIES ('transactional'='false');"; 

      beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --silent=true 

--outputformat=tsv2 -e "insert into ext_$t select * from $t;"; 

      staging_ddl=`beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false -

-silent=true --outputformat=tsv2 -e "show create table ext_$t;"`; 

      dir=$(echo $staging_ddl | grep -io " LOCATION .*" | grep -m1 -o 

"'.*" | sed "s/'[^-]*//2g" | cut -c2-); 

 

      parsed_ptn_cols=$(echo $ptn_cols| sed 's/ [a-z]*,/,/g' | sed 

'$s/\w*$//g'); 

      beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --silent=true 

--outputformat=tsv2 -e "drop table ext_$t"; 

    else 

      # not partitioned 

      beeline -u "jdbc:hive2://$1:$2/$4" --showHeader=false --silent=true 

--outputformat=tsv2 -e "create external table ext_$t like $t TBLPROPERTIES 

('transactional'='false');"; 

https://hdinsight.github.io/hive/hive-export-import-metastore.html
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      dir=$(echo $staging_ddl | grep -io " LOCATION .*" | grep -m1 -o 

"'.*" | sed "s/'[^-]*//2g" | cut -c2-); 

    fi 

  fi 

  echo "$ddl" | echo "MSCK REPAIR TABLE $t;" >> $3; 

  echo "$ddl" | echo "ANALYZE TABLE $t COMPUTE STATISTICS;" >> $3; 

done; 
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APPENDIX C: HDINSIGHT TRAINING MATERIAL 

MICROSOFT LEARN MODULES 
The following Microsoft Learn resources contain additional information and training material on HDInsight: 

• Introduction to the open-source Analytics Offering. This training module describes how HDInsight works, 

and when you should use it. 

• Choose the correct HDInsight Configuration to build open-source analytics solutions. This module 

describes the different configurations for ensuring optimal use of HDInsight from both a performance and 

cost perspective. 

• Creating and configuring an HDInsight cluster. This module shows how to create an HDInsight cluster, and 

monitor a cluster. It also describes common provisioning issues. 

• Perform advanced streaming data transformations with Apache Spark and Kafka in Azure HDInsight. This 

module shows how to create real-time streaming data analytics pipelines and applications on the cloud by 

using Azure HDInsight with Apache Kafka and Apache Spark. 

• Perform Zero ETL analytics with HDInsight Interactive Query. In this module, you’ll learn how to provision 

and configure a cluster to perform ad-hoc queries on a big data set using HDInsight Interactive Query. 

• Manage enterprise security in HDInsight. This module describes how to implement multilayered security 

in HDInsight, including network security, operating system security, application/middleware security, and 

data access security. 

ON-DEMAND VIRTUAL TRAINING 

Microsoft provides the Running Open-Source Big Data Frameworks on Azure HDInsight learning path 

containing on-demand, virtual instructor-led training. This learning path includes the following modules:  

• HDInsight Enterprise-grade service for open-source analytics. This module gives a product roadmap, and 

shows design patterns and migration strategies for moving to HDInsight. 

• HDInsight Enterprise Security. This module focuses on designing enterprise security frameworks for 

HDInsight pertaining to network, operating system, application and data access. 

• Real-Time analytics with Apache Spark and Kafka on HDInsight. This module covers HDInsight Streaming 

and showcases how real-time analytics requirements can be met using Apache Spark and Kafka on 

HDInsight. 

• Azure HDInsight – Monitoring. This module shows how you can monitor HDInsight workloads using 

Apache Ambari and Azure Monitor. 

AZURE QUICKSTART TEMPLATES 

There are a number of Azure Quickstart Templates you can use as a starting point for building and configuring 

clusters. These templates have been developed by Microsoft and trusted third parties experienced in creating 

HDInsight clusters. They cover scenarios such as:  

• Deploy Kafka on HDInsight in a virtual network 

• Deploy HDInsight cluster with storage and SSH password 

• HDInsight with load-based autoscaling enabled 

• HDInsight with schedule-based autoscaling enabled 

https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/intro-open-source-analytics-offering/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/hdinsight-config-open-source-solution/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/creating-and-configuring-hdinsight-cluster/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/perform-advanced-streaming-data-transformations-with-spark-kafka/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/perform-zero-etl-analytics-hdinsight-interactive-query/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/manage-enterprise-security-hdinsight/
https://partner.microsoft.com/training/assets/collection/running-open-source-big-data-frameworks-on-azure-hdinsight#/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/?term=HDInsight
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-kafka/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-linux-ssh-password/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-autoscale-loadbased/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-autoscale-schedulebased/
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• Deploy a Linux-based HBase cluster in HDInsight 

• Deploy a VNet, and an HBase cluster within the VNet 

• Deploy HBase replication with two VNets in one region 

• Deploy HBase geo-replication 

• HDInsight with custom Ambari + Hive Metastore DB in a VNet 

• Deploy Linux HBase cluster with enhanced writes in HDInsight 

• Deploy an Interactive Hive cluster in HDInsight 

• Deploy an HDInsight cluster with an edge node 

• Deploy an edge node to an existing HDInsight cluster 

• Deploy an HDInsight cluster with existing default storage 

• Deploy an HDInsight cluster with existing linked storage 

• Deploy a secure VNet and an HDInsight cluster within the VNet 

• Deploy a Spark cluster in a VNet 

• Deploy an HDInsight cluster and a SQL database 

• Create a Data Factory Pipeline with Hive Activity 

• Create a Data Factory Pipeline with Copy and Hive activities 

• Create an HDInsight Linux Cluster and run a script action 

Each template includes instructions on how to configure and use it to deploy the relevant Azure resources. The 

source for each template is available in GitHub. 

ANALYTICS ON AZURE BLOGS 
The Analytics on Azure section of the Microsoft tech community blog site contains useful articles written by 

experienced architects, designers, and developers with expertise  in HDInsight. 

 

https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-hbase-linux/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-hbase-linux-vnet/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-hbase-replication-two-vnets-same-region/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-hbase-replication-geo/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-custom-ambari-db/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-hbase-enhancedwrite/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-interactive-hive/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-linux-with-edge-node/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-linux-add-edge-node/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-linux-with-existing-default-storage-account/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-linux-with-existing-linked-storage-account/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-secure-vnet/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-spark-linux/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-hdinsight-linux-with-sql-database/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-data-factory-hive-transformation/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/101-data-factory-hive-transformation/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/201-data-factory-ftp-hive-blob/
https://azure.microsoft.com/resources/templates/hdinsight-linux-run-script-action/
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/analytics-on-azure/bg-p/AnalyticsonAzure

